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Chairman's Message

Great nations have a vision beyond the horizon and look at the past for inspiration. We are no different. Our 

glorious past has always been a source of inspiration not only for our own country-men but even others. The 

glorious past has always kindled the desire for an even greater future. Our heroes and their deeds have always 

inspired youngsters to aim for an untouched and unheard of world. 

The younger generation holds the key to brighter and righteous future and for them to be able to achieve the feat 

the foundation has to be right. The seeds that we sow will help us reap the benefits in the future. The developments 

in the field of science and technology coupled with the outlook for the future when ingrained in the conscience of 

the youngsters will result in creating a nation far more superior than anyone can even dream of. 

Our institution realises the responsibility bestowed and is fully geared to relish the challenge of contributing 

towards nation building.  At our institution ample opportunities are provided to the students for acquiring, 

assimilating and exhibiting their skills. It is our endeavour to create future leaders with not only technical and 

managerial ability but the sensitivity to accept and appreciate the diversity of thought and action.

Our unified efforts supported by the orientation towards a righteous future has brought our institute to the level at 

which it is.  Arceon’19 is a summarised version of the thought process, abilities and the willingness of the students 

to create a world which is inspired by the past and looks beyond the horizon.

 I wish the students a very bright and rewarding future. A future that makes them, society and us proud. All the best. 

H. E. Shri Banwarilal Purohit
Hon'ble Governor of Tamil Nadu
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The past holds the key for the future. Nothing can be more apt than this. The dreams that we 

see today get fulfilled only in the future. The dreams that we achieve today were seen in the past. 

There is an intimate connection between the past, present and future. Our dreams of the past become 

a reality in the future only after we work in the present.

Thomas Alva Edison dreamt of a bulb which no one had ever seen and work relentlessly to 

make it a reality. Today, we owe our progress to his perseverance.  There are innumerable examples 

of people, in the history of mankind, who took inspiration from the past and created something 

extraordinary for the future. 

Today, we as an institution have become one of the most preferred in the region. This dream 

has seen the light of the day only because of relentless efforts of the entire team.  We at our 

Institution, look forward to creating professionals with very strong ethical orientation.  We intend to 

contribute in building a community of learned people who will always keep the flag of honesty, 

integrity and ethics flying high.

I wish to congratulate the editorial team and faculty coordinators of ARCEON 19 for putting 

together an inspirational and informative issue. 

“The struggle is often the most interesting part of the story.”

Shri Govindlal Agarwal

From the General Secretary's Desk 
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From the Principal's Desk 

Change is the only constant, rest everything is variable. Most of the organizations have humble beginning and over a 

period of time grow on to become giants. It is in this interim period that most of the hard work is done and decisions are 

taken that keep it going in the upward direction. It is difficult to understand the change that takes place everyday 

because it is a gradual and continuous process, but the fact is every moment things are changing and if not checked 

even perspectives change.

Organizations fall back upon their past a number of times to take inspiration from it. There are phases when they are 

required to revisit their vision and mission statement and ensure they are on the right track. Any deviation should 

trigger the control mechanism and bring the derailed vehicle back on the track.

Life works in the same way.  We look at our past, our achievements not only to be proud of ourselves but sometimes 

also to recall the struggle , the pain that one had to go through for achieving those results. It makes one stronger and 

regenerates the belief, that it can be done. 

As Germany Kent said “No one else knows exactly what the future holds for you, no one else knows what obstacles 

you've overcome to be where you are, so don't expect others to feel as passionate about your dreams as you do.”

Today, as we prepare to launch ourselves into the future, it is imperative that we keep our feet on the ground and 

remember the humble beginning. It simply, realigns our perspective with the purpose of our existence.  

At RCOEM, we are constantly engaged in the process of building the future. We take utmost care in ensuring that our 

students know the difference between the price and value of things. Our endeavor is to create technically competent, 

responsible and socially compatible citizens. The entire team at RCOEM is constantly engaged in achieving the 

endeavor and at the same time ensuring that we are upwardly mobile as an organization.

The theme of this issue ‘Life in Retrospect’, has been rightly chosen and it reminds us to be connected  with ourselves. 

The entire team of ARCEON has put in a lot of effort in bringing together this issue I wish them all the very best for this 

and their future endeavours. God Bless.

Dr. Rajesh S. Pande
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From the Coordinators' Desk

Dr. Vandana Gandhi, Prof. Vikas Gupta, Dr. Piyush Khadke, 
Prof. Jignyasa Sanghavi, Dr. Cynita Christy.

Life offers multiple colours and shades. Each colour and each shade has a story of its own and each individual has a 
different story associated with various colours. It is this combination of various colours that makes life meaningful. 
The combination of various human beings makes life, as it is. Similarly, time also has a combination. ‘What was’ is 
called ‘Past’, ‘what is’ is called ‘Present’ and ‘what will be’ is called ‘Future’.  Human existence is intricately 
connected to the three phases of time.  The past of human beings has led to the present and this present will lead to the 
future. Sometimes, we look at the future with awe and take the present for granted, but what we forget is that the 
current ‘present’ was the ‘future’ of the ‘past’. So, things that may seem obvious today may have been awe inspiring 
yesterday. 

The greatness is not in understanding the difference, greatness is in understanding the intricate connection and the 
impact each phase has on the other. Humans need to consider ‘Time’ as one body comprising three phases. It is only 
then that we will be able to connect the dots and reason out things. 

Whether it is the life cycle of great men /women or the life cycle of great organizations or civilizations there are some 
common elements. They all understood the principle behind the combinations and used this knowledge for their 
upliftment and betterment.

Today, we are at the threshold of a new India. As we usher into the next phase it is important that we know with 
certainty the goal that we seek and the path we need to tread. The knowledge of the present and the past will be of 
immense help in the quest for a better tomorrow. Whatever we do and wherever we go we must make it a point to refer 
to our past. The past teaches us the required lessons and ensures that we tread the right path and look at things in the 
right perspective.

As Guy Harduf outs it “Positive thinking is great, if you'll take action.” 

Let us all have positive outlook and take necessary action to truly achieve the future of our dreams. As

“The will to dream, the courage to act and the hope to win are the stuffs that make life meaningful! Create the life you 
wish to live and live it fully!” 

- Israelmore Ayivor.

All the best and happy reading.
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From the Editors' Desk 

Radhika Dongre, Kartik Kalikar, Anushri Misal

A thought which depicts reality in a very peculiar yet indistinguishable way. We, the editors, 
continuing the legacy, present to you ARCEON 2019 which is one such immemorial work that has 
been kindred through perseverance. History plays a very important role in our present societal 
system. If one wants to change something in the present, one has to look at its existence in the past, be 
it religion, culture, lifestyle, food, art, theatre, etc. Reflecting upon more than 30 golden years of 
RCOEM, we have chosen " Life in Retrospect " as our theme for ARCEON 2019.

It's main purpose is to make the masses realise how much has gone aloof in this fast-pace life, 
how they have missed those beautiful, little yet significant changes in their steadfastness towards 
achieving perfectionism or self styled happier life. One must learn to comprehend the importance of 
unwinding self and appreciate the beauty of milieu and everyday life.Through ARCEON 2019 it's 
our sincere attempt at making people understand the the importance of days gone by and how to 
cherish them. ARCEON, till now has been successful in representing the the way of thinking and 
sentiments of the students in potent and explicit way.

We acknowledge the efforts and are grateful to all the contributors who have provided us with 
all the delightful articles, poems, artworks and photographs.We would like to take this opportunity to 
thank the faculty coordinators who have been a constant source of motivation and guidance. We 
extend our heartfelt gratitude towards our entire team without whom the magazine would have been 
impossible. We hope you enjoy this collective endeavour of teachers, students and management of 
RCOEM.

“In the world of trends, it's beautiful to be a timeless classic”
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Momenti De Motif

ARCEON'19

We pass our life through the present with blind vision. We only sense and 

experience what we are going through in real time situations. Only later when the 

blindfolding cloth is untied can we look at the past and find out what we have 

experienced and what meaning it has.

 But life is what you choose to believe. It’s all a matter of perspective and hence 

to look back at life with a perspective which may force you with different point of view, 

to look at the past as a proponent of developments occurring in the present, as a catalyst 

to make the world what it is now, we present you the theme of the magazine – LIFE IN 

RETROSPECT.

Time moves fast, and often things pass us by without us taking notice. But as we 

look back at our life, we realize just how amazing the journey has been till now. They 

say it’s not really the destination that matters but that you enjoy the journey. And we all 

know that sometimes it may seem vague, filled with endless questions of “why” and 

“how”— but if you take a moment to breathe and think, it is noticeable just how 

balanced everything has been as what you are today is because of the foundation that has 

been laid in the past.

We, the editors, hope this propels you to get mesmerized as the pages of this 

magazine are being flipped. We wish that you enjoy the journey of life so that in your 

ripened age, you’ll have memories of the odyssey, to enliven you again and drift you to 

the golden era that you’ve lived in. Happy reading !

Life in Retrospect
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From The Editor's Desk

ARCEON'19

Aastha Balpande 
rd 

3 Year, ECE
Section Head

Technical Section Team

“Two years ago, a pair of NASA scientists levitated a mouse using a superconducting magnet 

that repelled the water molecules in the creature’s body”. We achieve wonders through technology. 

We don’t really have the power of levitation, only our machines do. We don’t really see the invisible, 

our devices do that for us. Science and Technology do not make us more than human, they make us 

more human expanding our senses and abilities to match the scope of our imagination. With the 

growing and due need of being technically updated, I would like to present to you all 

‘TECHNOVERSE’, the technical section of ‘ARCEON 19’.

This section makes an attempt to instill curiosity in young minds about the omnipresent and 

ever- changing technology. As the name of the section suggests ,it introduces the readers to the star-

studded space of technology which helps in lighting up our lives. I would like to take this opportunity 

to thank the principal for providing us a platform to share our ideas and knowledge. I would also like 

to thank our faculty in-charge who always encouraged us to do better and have been a constant support 

throughout .A special thanks to the design team for rendering a creative outlook. I appreciate and 

thank all the contributors who went beyond the classroom to provide informative articles. Lastly, I 

would like to extend my sincere gratitude to my entire team who worked hard with enthusiasm to make 

it possible for us to reach this point. “The more that you read, the more things you will know. The 

more you learn, the more places you’ll go.” 

(Khushboo, Aastha, Aditya, Purvesh)



What is Augmented Reality? Is that Pikachu on the street 

right next to you?

Augmented Reality (AR) is an interactive experience of 

a real-world environment where the objects that reside in 

the real-world are "augmented" by computer-generated 

perceptual information, sometimes across multiple 

sensory modalities, including visual, auditory, haptic, 

somatosensory, and olfactory.

The primary value of augmented reality is that it 

brings components of the digital world into a person's 

perception of the real world, and does so not as a simple 

display of data, but through the integration of immersive 

sensations that are perceived as natural parts of an 

environment. The first functional AR systems that 

provided immersive mixed reality experiences for users 

were invented in the early 1990s, starting with the Virtual 

Fixtures system developed at the U.S. Air Force's 

Armstrong Laboratory in 1992.

Augmented reality systems show virtual objects in 

the real world – like cat ears and whiskers on a Snapchat 

selfie, or how well a particular chair might fit in a room. 

The first big break for AR was the "Pokémon GO" game, 

released in 2016 with a feature that let players see virtual 

Pokémon standing in front of them, ready to be captured 

and played with. This mobile game allowed users to view 

the world around them through their smartphone 

cameras while projecting game items, including 

onscreen icons, score, and ever-elusive Pokemon 

creatures, as overlays that made them seem as if those 

TECHNICAL
SECTION

AUGMENTED REALITY – FUTURE OF THE PAST

items were right in your real-life neighborhood. The 

game's design was so immersive that it sent millions of 

kids and adults alike walking (and absent mindedly 

stumbling) through their real-world backyards in search 

of virtual prizes.

Applications that boosted AR Technology: 

*SkyMap is another well-known AR app. It overlays 

information about constellations, planets and more as 

you point the camera of your smartphone or tablet 

toward the heavens. It was developed by a group of 

Google Engineers in partnership with Carnegie Mellon 

University which has now been donated and open 

sourced.

*Wikitude is an another example of Augmented Reality. 

It is an app that looks up information about a landmark or 

object by your simply pointing at it using your 

smartphone's camera. 

*The Dulux Visualiser helps you try out a shade of paint 

for your room before you buy. Just use your smartphone 

camera to scan your room and virtually paint it with any 

color of the rainbow.

*Another company that uses augmented reality to inspire 

purchases is Rolex. The company has developed a 

virtual try-on experience where prospective customers 

can try out different styles and models.

Are Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality 

(VR) Similar ?

Augmented reality (AR) adds digital elements to a live 

view often by using the camera on a smartphone. 

Examples of augmented reality experiences include 

Snapchat lenses and the game Pokemon Go. 

Whereas, Virtual reality (VR) implies a complete 

immersion experience that shuts out the physical world. 

Using VR devices such as HTC Vive, Oculus Rift or 

Google Cardboard, users can be transported into a 

number of real-world and imagined environments such 

as the middle of a squawking penguin colony or even the 

back of a dragon.

There is another concept which is combination of AR 
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ARCEON'19

and VR i.e. Mixed Reality (MR). In a mixed reality 

(MR) experience (which combines elements of both AR 

and VR), real-world and digital objects interact. Mixed 

reality technology is just now starting to take off with 

Microsoft’s HoloLens one of the most notable early 

mixed reality apparatuses.

Augmented Reality is not only limited to entertainment, 

but has also progressed in Medical Field. Augmented 

reality (AR) technologies that blend computer-generated 

images and data from MRI and CT scans with real-world 

views are making it possible for doctors to “see under the 

skin” of their patients to visualize bones, muscles, and 

internal organs without having to cut open a body. 

Augmented reality could help doctors determine exactly 

where to make injections and incisions. In medical 

emergencies, it could be used to display life-saving 

information for AR-equipped paramedics. Augmented 

reality offers a new way to find these blood vessels under 

the skin accurately and quickly, by overlaying scan 

images onto the patient during the operation.

Future of Augmented Reality :

By 2025 the healthcare revenue from augmented and 

virtual reality will be around $5 billion and some 

technology insiders expect to see the most advancements 

of AR technology in the healthcare industry. Already 

there is AR at work in hospitals and doctor’s offices, the 

Accuvein scanner projects where valves and veins are so 

that healthcare professionals can more easily find a vein 

for placement.

The travel industry also has a lot to gain from the AR 

boom as 84% of consumers all over the world would be 

interested in using AR as part of their travel experiences 

and 42% believe that AR is the future of tourism.

But is Augmented Reality a Danger for us ?

There is a danger that will make individuals 

overconfident and put their life at risk because of it. 

Pokémon GO with a couple of deaths and many injuries 

is the perfect example of it. The game caused “a 

disproportionate increase in vehicular crashes and 

associated vehicular damage, personal injuries, and 

fatalities in the vicinity of locations, called PokeStops, 

where users can play the game while driving.”

The concept of modern augmented reality depends on 

the ability of the device to record and analyze the 

environment in real time. Because of this, there are 

potential legal concerns over privacy. In terms of 

individual privacy, there exists the ease of access to 

information that one should not readily possess about a 

given person. This is accomplished through facial 

recognition technology. Assuming that AR 

automatically passes information about persons that the 

user sees, there could be anything seen from social 

media, criminal record, and marital status.

References:

• https://phys.org/news/2018-11-augmented-

reality.amp

Samiran Kapse 

3rd Year, ECE

CRISPR-CAS9                                

Scientists usually shy away from using the word 

miracle, unless they’re talking about the gene-editing 

tool called On Nov 26, when the world heard the claims 

that the first genetically edited children had been born, 

the reaction was one of deep and profound shock.  

Jiankui announced on the eve of the Second International 

Summit on Human Genome Editing in Hong Kong that 

the CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing technique had been used 

to edit the genome of twin girls born earlier that month in 

China. It seemed that the world had changed weeks ago 

and we were just catching up.

CRISPR stands for “clustered regularly 

interspaced short palindromic repeats.” Those repeats 

are found in bacteria’s DNA. They are actually copies of 

small pieces of viruses. Bacteria use them like 

collections of mug shots to identify bad viruses. Cas9 is 

an enzyme that can cut apart DNA. Bacteria fight off 

viruses by sending the Cas9 enzyme to chop up viruses 

that have a mug shot in the collection. Scientists recently 

figured out how bacteria do this. Now, in the lab, 

researchers use a similar approach to turn the microbe’s 

virus-fighting system into the hottest new lab tool.

Although human germline editing has been 

done, the embryos have never been allowed to develop to 
04



also used it to prepare pig organs for human transplants 

and to beef up the muscles in beagles. This low-cost gene 

editor is easy to use. That has made it possible for 

researchers to delve into the basic mysteries of life. And 

they can do it in ways that used to be difficult if not 

impossible.

Robert Reed is a developmental biologist at 

Cornell University in Ithaca, N.Y. He likens CRISPR to a 

computer mouse. “You can just point it at a place in the 

genome and you can do anything you want at that spot.”

Scientific culture has long been to accredit 

individuals with steps forward instead of recognising 

group achievement or incremental progress. This has 

created an ethos of celebrity in academia, which has 

sometimes rewarded maverick behaviour. The 

increasing speed of scientific research—from 

conference late breakers to techniques for rapid and 

public dissemination of research that come with less 

critical oversight—adds to a constant fear of getting 

scooped. These factors, combined with strong incentives 

for research and a less regulated research framework, 

have created an atmosphere in which some scientists 

seem ready to act outside of clear ethical frameworks.

 Although it seemed like the world had changed 

overnight with the birth of these twin girls, it will be the 

reaction of the scientific and wider communities that has 

the power to determine the path of these irrevocable 

changes. How this case is handled will set a precedent for 

the future, determining in part whether this development 

ultimately accelerates progress towards a useful and safe 

therapeutic intervention or whether the consequences of 

the broken compact between science and society will be 

to delay this and other innovative technologies.

Gayatri Patil

3rd Year, ECE 

full term. The CRISPR-Cas9 technique is in its infancy 

and data is still emerging on the potential for off-target 

gene editing and mosaicism, meaning that not all copies 

of the target gene are edited. Targeting the CCR5 gene 

has also been widely criticised. The girls, whose 

genomes were apparently healthy before editing, were 

born to an HIV-negative mother and an HIV-positive 

father, however, CCR5 is just one of the potential routes 

for HIV entry into the cell, which is not the most common 

HIV cell-entry pathway within Chinese populations. 

This was also not a situation of unmet medical need, 

since there are well-established and effective ways to 

prevent transmission of HIV or to treat it. Moreover, the 

role of CCR5 in the immune system is not fully 

understood, the girls may be more susceptible to other 

infections. It has become clear that this is really is no 

more than a human experiment, a proof of concept 

unlikely to confer any real benefit to the recipients but 

with unknown and potentially incredibly serious risks. 

The international response to this experiment has been 

swift, with widespread condemnation and criticism. The 

Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, Chinese 

Academy of Engineering, and Chinese Academy of 

Sciences called attention to the prohibition of genetic 

manipulation of human gametes, zygotes, and embryos 

for reproductive purposes in China, and called for 

stronger ethics committees and better ethical education. 

Marcia McNutt and Victor Dzau, presidents of the US 

National Academies of Sciences and Medicine 

respectively, issued a joint statement raising deep 

concerns that the researcher did not follow the National 

Academies 2017 recommendations or other 

international norms of scientific conduct and stressed the 

need for more specific standards and principles agreed 

by the international community.

This CRISPR/Cas9 tool was first described in 

2012 and 2013. Science labs around the world soon 

started using it to alter an organism’s genome — the 

entire set of its DNA instructions.

This tool can quickly and efficiently tweak 

almost any gene in any plant or animal. Researchers 

already have used it to fix genetic diseases in animals, to 

combat viruses and to sterilize mosquitoes. They have 
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Today life has become fully dependent on 

technology. Life nowadays stands on four pillars- food, 

shelter, clothes and “Technology”. Technology is 

emerging as time is surpassed: you can get connected and 

reach to information of every corner of the world, the 

world is at your fingertips. Emerging technologies 

includes a variety of technologies such as educational 

technology, information technology, nano technology, 

cognitive science, psychotechnology, robotics and 

artificial intelligence.

Nano Technology and Artificial Intelligence is 

the trending and fastest growing technology. Every up to 

date device today is working on the principle of Nano 

Technology. Most of the technologies are adapting 

Artificial Intelligence. “Just as electricity is fundamental 

to the way we live, in the not-so-distant future, it is not 

hard to see how AI will become the new electricity – 

embedded and supporting  just about every aspect of our 

life.”

Biometrics, Flexible Electronics, Electric nose, 

Memristor, Digital scent technology, Molecular 

Electronics, Nanoelectromechanical Systems, 

Spintronics, Three-Dimensional Integrated Circuit are 

some of the Technologies that are helping to evolve the 

Electronics field.

*Biometrics is the technical term for body 

measurements and calculations. It refers to metrics 

related to human characteristics. Biometrics 

authentication (or realistic authentication) is used in 

computer science as a form of identification and access 

control. It is also used to identify individuals in groups 

that are under surveillance. In recent times, biometrics 

based on brain (electroencephalogram) and heart 

(electrocardiogram) signals have emerged. The research 

group at University of Kent led by Ramaswamy 

Palaniappan has shown that people have certain distinct 

brain and heart patterns that are specific for each 

individual. Another example is finger vein recognition, 

using pattern-recognition techniques, based on images 

of human vascular patterns. The advantage of such 

'futuristic' technology is that it is more fraud resistant 

compared to conventional biometrics like fingerprints.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES IN ELECTRONICS

* Electric Nose is a device intended to detect odors or 

flavors. Over the last decades, "electronic sensing" or "e-

sensing" technologies have undergone important 

developments from a technical and commercial point of 

view. The expression "electronic sensing" refers to the 

capability of reproducing human senses using sensor 

arrays and pattern recognition systems.

Electronic nose instruments are used by research and 

development laboratories, quality control laboratories 

and process & production departments for various 

purposes :

1.In quality control laboratories

2. In process and production departments

3. In environmental monitoring

4.The quality control of food products as it could be 

conveniently placed in food packaging to clearly 

indicate when food has started to rot or used in the field to 

detect bacterial or insect contamination.

* Flexible Electronics, also known as flex circuits, is a 

technology for assembling electronic circuits by 

mounting electronic devices on flexible plastic 

substrates, such as polyimide, PEEK or transparent 

conductive polyester film. Flex circuits are often used as 

connectors in various applications where flexibility, 

space savings, or production constraints limit the 

serviceability of rigid circuit boards or hand wiring. A 

common application of flex circuits is in computer 

keyboards; most keyboards use flex circuits for the 

switch matrix. Flexible circuits are found in industrial 

and medical devices where many interconnections are 

required in a compact package. Cellular telephones are 

another widespread example of flexible circuits.

* Three-dimensional integrated circuit  (3D IC) is an 
integrated circuit manufactured by stacking silicon 
wafers or dies and interconnecting them vertically using, 
for instance, through-silicon vias (TSVs), so that they 
behave as a single device to achieve performance 
improvements at reduced power and smaller footprint 
than conventional two dimensional processes. 3D IC is 
just one of a host of 3D integration schemes that exploit 
the z-direction to achieve electrical performance 
benefits. While traditional CMOS scaling processes 
improves signal propagation speed, scaling from current 
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manufacturing and chip-design technologies is 
becoming more difficult and costly, in part because of 
power-density constraints, and in part because 
interconnects do not become faster while transistors do. 
3D ICs address the scaling challenge by stacking 2D ICs 
and connecting them in the 3rd dimension. This promises 
to speed up communication between layered chips, 
compared to planar layout.
  The world human population is already more 
than 7 billion-a number that could exceed 11 billion by 
2100, according to projections from the United Nations. 
This rising populace, coupled with environmental 
challenges, puts even greater pressure on already 
strained energy resources. To reduce the pressure on 
these strained energy resources we need to find the 
alternatives for the betterment and complete 
development of the society. Technology helps in 
portraying the alternative solutions. The emerging 
technology can be considered as a boon for the mankind. 
But on the go, technology could be used by elites for 
good or evil. They could use it as "good shepherds" for 
the rest of humanity, or decide everyone else is 
superfluous and push for mass extinction of those made 
unnecessary by technology. The latest movie 2.0 also 
depicts the same concept – The World is not for Humans 
only. Unnecessary uses harms other beings. The use of 
technology should be limited for the betterment of the 
society otherwise it for sure is a curse to mankind and the 
day will  not be far when Man will be a slave to 
technology .
References :
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_emerging_techno
logies

Samiran Kapse 
3rd year ECE

Source: https://pinteresst.eu/self-reconfigurable-modular
-robots-adaptively-transforming.html

MODULAR SELF-RECONFIGURABLE 
ROBOTIC SYSTEMS

Modular self-reconfigurable robots present wide and 
unique solutions for growing demands in the domains of 
space exploration, automation, consumer products etc. 
The higher utilization factor and self-healing capabilities 
are most demanded traits in robotics for real world 
applications and modular robotics offer better solutions 
in these perspectives in relation to traditional robotics.

Introduction : A robotic module is a module that 
performs, totally or partially, typical tasks of a robot, and 
that has the ability to interact with other modules. 
Consequently, a modular robot is a robot composed of 
modules, that is, “a robot composed of parts that have 
independent functionalities but are able to interact with 
each other in one or more ways, resulting in an entity 
with new capabilities.” Self-reconfiguring robots are 
able to deliberately change their own shape by 
rearranging the connectivity of their parts, in order to 
adapt to new circumstances, perform new tasks, or 
recover from damage. Modular robotic systems with 
great locomotion capabilities can do this work better 
than other robots. The more DOFs the module has, the 
more flexible locomotion the module performs.

The origins of modular multi configurable 

robots are known to have started in 1990 with CEBOT 
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Reconfiguration : Reconfigurability refers to the 

property of a system to be configured in different ways, 

without considering the means of reconfiguration. 

Modular robots can be generally classified based on their 

configurable capabilities into manually configurable and 

self-reconfigurable (auto-configurable) systems. Self-

reconfigurable modular robots (SRMR) are those that 

are able to change their configuration on their own, while 

in  manual ly-conf igurable  modular  robots ,  

reconfiguration has to be done externally (i.e. by an 

operator).

Source: http://glowimg.pw/Swarm-Robotics-Learn-
how-multiple-robots-can-behave-like-a.html

Docking : A docking element is one of the most 

important parts of a modular robot. It allows a module to 

physically connect to two or more modules, resulting in 

the formation of a larger robotic configuration for 

performing a certain task. Some docking systems also 

facilitate communication and power transmission 

between modules. Based on the level of autonomy of the 

connecting mechanism, a modular robotic system can be 

classified as either manually configurable or self-

reconfigurable.

Degrees of Freedom : Mobility and adaptability are 

desired features for any robot to overcome challenges 

that may arise during normal operation. These 

characteristics are mostly determined by the DoF of the 

complete system. The more DoF it has, the more suitable 

the mechanism is to adapt its shape to different 

environments and to perform complex motions. But also, 

complicating the mechanical, electrical, and control 

design of the robot. Owing to the ease a modular robot 

has to change its configuration by adding or subtracting 

modules, it is unreasonable to speak about the overall 

DoF of a modular robot.

Locomotion : In modular robots, locomotion is 

achieved through coordinated action of individual 

modules. In chain-type modular robots, locomotion is 

achieved through continuous actuation of its motorized 

DoF, whereas in lattice-type, locomotion comes about as 

a result of continuous self-reconfiguration. Gait 

produced by a modular robotic configuration depends on 

the morphology of the configuration.

Control : As per the literature, controllers in modular 

robotics are generally used for controlling locomotion 

and self-reconfiguration. These controllers can be 

broadly classified into Central Control (CC) type and 

Distributed Control (DC) type. In a CC-type controller, 

individual modules in a configuration receive high-level 

control signals from either a master module or an 

external source. On the contrary, in a DC-type controller, 

each module computes its own control signal based on its 

sensor readings and intermodule communication. 

Homogeneity is another aspect of controllers in modular 

robotics. If all the modules in a modular robotic 

configuration has the exact same controller (including 

identical parameters), then it is called as homogeneous 

controller and nonhomogeneous or heterogeneous 

otherwise. Scalability of a controller determines its 

ability to continue to function without any 

modifications, as the number of modules in the 

configuration grows.
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COMMUNICATIONS

Intramodule Communications

Communications within a module are less 

frequent than communication among different modules, 

because most modules have a single microcontroller, and 

all devices (sensors and actuators) are connected to it. 

Among modules using intramodule communications, 

I2C protocol is the most common.

Intermodule Communications

Intermodule communications refers to 

communication between two modules. Most typical 

modes of communications are optical (IR) and wired 

(CAN bus and I2C). Some prototypes have started using 

wireless communications (Wifi, Bluetooth, and Zigbee) 

in the past few years.

Source: https://defence.ru/article/2168/

Conclusion and Future Scope : Since the early 

demonstrations of early modular self-reconfiguring 

systems, the size, robustness and performance has been 

continuously improving. In parallel, planning and 

control algorithms have been progressing to handle 

thousands of units. There are, however, several key steps 

that are necessary for these systems to realize their 

promise of adaptability, robustness and low cost.

These robotic systems can be used for deploying 

wireless emergency networks for searching and rescuing 

in harsh environments. One application that highlights 

the advantages of self-reconfigurable systems is long-

term space missions. These require long-term self-

sustaining robotic ecology that can handle unforeseen 

situations and may require self-repair. As space missions 

are highly volume and mass-constrained, sending a robot 

system that can reconfigure to achieve many tasks may 

be more effective than sending many robots that each can 

do one task.

Reference:

1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-

reconfiguring_modular_robot#Application_areas

2. https://www.hindawi.com/journals/jr/2017/5013532/

3.  https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/

1729881417710457

Prajwal Jena

3rd year, EN

SAFE SURFING

The internet can be a dangerous place for the 

careless. Land on the wrong website and you can infect 

your computer with malicious software that will steal 

your data or scramble it and demand a ransom for its 

return. Fill in a username and password in a bogus form, 

and your digital life can be turned to toast.

As scary as this sounds, if you’re careful, you 

can surf the net with a great degree of safety. Safe surfing 

starts with your browser.  Use the most secure internet 

browser because major browsers offer protection against 

social engineering malware and fishing, although some 

offer more protection than others. Microsoft Edge and 

Google Chrome top the list of safe internet browsers. 

You can also make a browser more secure by 

customizing it through its preferences or settings menu. 

But be careful because fiddling with settings can create 

inconvenience for you. Shutting off features like ‘auto 

fill’ which automatically fills forms on web pages, and 

password storage prevents files from storing data ready 

for anyone hacking your system to mine it.

If remembering a lot of passwords is a big chore, 

then creating a password is just as taxing. Use password 

managers to automate the things. You can tell them to 

create a secure password for you and it’s done in an 

instant. The recommended length for passwords is 16 

characters.  One of the greatest benefits of a password 

manager is that most of them work across platforms. 

Whether you’re working on your phone, tablet, laptop or 

desktop, you always have access to your credentials. 

That also means you don’t have to type a secure 

password like D*t5pWU34%6QuVk6l9L on a 

smartphone keyboard.  With information synchronized 
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across platforms, your devices will do an automatic 

update when you either change your credentials or add 

new ones.

Having a secure browser and a password 

manager will offer you a measure of security as you 

cruise the web, but if you want to take safety up a notch, 

consider using a Virtual Private Network service. VPN 

services both protect your connection to the internet by 

encrypting the data in the connection and hide where 

you’re connecting to the net, which protects your 

privacy. Encrypting your connection to the internet is 

especially important when working on insecure Wi-Fi 

networks, such as those found in public places like 

airport, hotels, and restaurants. Those networks are 

insecure. When you connect to the VPN service you’re 

subscribed to, it masks your identity on the net. That 

means your Internet Service Provider won’t be able to 

track your movements online.

Sites used to back up and synchronize your files 

are generally fine to use and are much safer than people 

might think. But places where you’re active in sharing 

content with others, file –sharing sites have the potential 

to compromise your computer. This is because such sites 

often deal in the sharing of files that aren’t intended for 

sharing. These files might be films, software or other 

content that has commercial, copyrighted value.  

Someone looking to gain control of others’ computers 

could easily share some rough software – called 

malware. This would allow them access to your machine 

if it were to run on your system. Turn on two-factor 

authentication wherever possible. It isn’t automatic. You 

have to give your cell phone number and enable the two-

factor with Google or Facebook.

Internet is never an unsafe place, you just need to 

be little careful when using it. Happy browsing ! 

Shruti Rathi   

3rd year, ECE 

A NEW APPROACH TOWARDS ELECTRONICS 

WITH SPINTRONICS

Imagine living in a world where technology 

didn’t exist! The world you would be living in would be 

nothing but an empty, dark and cold place. However, 

innovations have shaped our society as we know it, 

which would otherwise be completely different. None of 

the innovations would have been possible without the 

solid backbone of modern technology. Highly developed 

and researched science of microelectronics paves a way 

for strong technological development. 

Introduction : Through the years we saw the evolution 

of electronic components which decreased in size while 

performing increasingly complex functions at ever 

higher speeds. It all began with the development of the 

transistor. However, existing microelectronics with 

large-scale integrated circuits is facing two main 

problems, first one is power consumption and another is 

interconnection delay. So, how can one overcome these 

limitations of microelectronics? Spintronics could be 

one such hopeful solution - with additional virtue such as 

high speed capability, virtually unlimited durability, and 

low operation voltage as same as the logic circuits.

Working Principle : Spintronics, or spin electronics is 

an emerging field of device engineering, in which 

electron spin properties instead of, or in addition to 

electron charge to carry information is exploited for 

device fabrication.  The field of spintronics is the 

outcome of the discovery of "giant magnetoresistance 

effect” in the late 1980. The giant magnetoresistance 

effect occurs when a magnetic field is used to align the 

spin of electrons, which results in significant change in 

the resistance of a material.

In electronic devices, information is stored and 

transmitted by the flow of electricity in the form of 

negatively charged subatomic particles called electrons. 

The zeroes and ones of computer binary code are 

represented by the presence or absence of electrons 

within a semiconductor or other material. In Spintronics, 

information is stored and transmitted using additional 

property of electrons called spin. Spin is the intrinsic 

angular momentum of an electron, each electron acts like 

a tiny bar magnet, like a compass needle, that points 

either up or down to represent the spin of an electron. 
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Source: http://www.bishopkingdom.com/aichatbox/id/2322/

Applications and Advantages : Spintronics activity 

mainly retained in ferromagnetic materials above room 

temperature will potentially lead to a new generation of 

spintronic devices. A new generation of electronic 

devices like magnetic sensors, high-speed data couplers, 

and magnetic random-access memories are possible 

with the new generation of spintronic technology. The 

first spintronics device based on the metal oxide 

semiconductor technology was proposed and fabricated 

in 1989 by Suprio Datta and Biswajit Das of Purdue 

University. The use of electron spin, in addition to 

charge, emerges with promising new class of devices 

such as polarized light emitters, chips that integrate 

memory and microprocessor functions, magnetic 

devices exhibiting gain, and ultra-low power transistors. 

Spintronics is highly promising as a key technology for 

fabrication of next generation devices. Spintronics 

enable us to provide beyond CMOS solutions for the 

realization of spin logic circuits in which logic gates act 

on the spin of electron, process information that is coded 

and propagated by spin currents. Spintronics based 

wireless communication is a novel approach in the 

present communication system. The intensive 

development in spintronics technology suggests that the 

spin–torque nano–oscillator (STNO), owing to its small 

chip size and high tunability, can be a new solution not 

only for memory and radio–frequency devices, but also 

for wireless communication. Typically, spin–torque 

nano–oscillators (STNO) are compact having 

dimensions less than 100 nm, without an LC resonance 

tank because they are based on the spin–transfer torque 

on nano–magnetic structures. In STNOs, oscillation 

occurs around static equilibrium at Gigahertz 

frequencies, which can be tuned by choosing the material 

parameters and device structure. 

The desire to build smaller, faster, cheaper 

electronics has prompted a number of researchers to try 

using the ‘spin’ of an electron in transistors. These 

‘spintronic’ transistors could be highly energy-efficient 

than traditional transistors in a smaller space. In addition, 

in optoelectronic applications, LASER and light-

emitting diodes (LEDs) that take advantage of the spin of 

electrons could increase the data-carrying capacity of 

light. Electronic systems that use the spin of an 

electron–a quantum mechanical property that comes in 

two varieties: up or down–would work similarly to 

today’s transistors but have several advantages. 

Presently, electrical current alone is responsible for the 

logic functions in circuits. Current flowing through a 

transistor represents a 1; the absence of current, a 0. If the 

spin of an electron could be controlled, a “spin up” 

electron could represent a 1, and “spin down” a 0. Unlike 

electrical current, spin can be maintained even if the 

power is off, and a spintronic circuit would use less 

power because a current wouldn’t need to be constantly 

applied. Hence, companies such as Freescale 

Semiconductor are exploring spin-based solid-state 

memory. A second advantage is that using spin can 

further increase the information-storing and transmitting 

capaci ty  of  e lec t rons ,  e ffec t ive ly  making 

microprocessors run faster. Recently, IBM introduced 

GMR sensors into the read head of the newest generation 

of its hard disk products. The ‘spin transistor’ was 

invented in the early 1990s. The desired spins are 

injected into a normal metal by passing a current from the 

magnetic metal to the normal metal. The spin-injected 

current induces a local imbalance in the spin-up/spin-

down ratio, which can be detected by a nearby magnetic 

film.
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THE DATTA-DAS TRANSISTOR

Source: https://jqi.umd.edu/news/spin-control-
modeling-transistor-future

The research team behind the current study has now 

taken the first step towards transferring spin-oriented 

electrons between a topological insulator and a 

conventional semiconductor. They generated electrons 

with the same spin in gallium arsenide (GaAs), a 

semiconductor commonly used in electronics. To 

achieve this, they used circularly polarized light, in 

which the electric field rotates either clockwise or 

counter-clockwise when seen in the direction of travel of 

the light. The spin-polarized electrons could then be 

transferred from GaAs to a topological insulator, to 

generate a directional electric current on the surface. The 

researchers could control the orientation of spin of the 

electrons, and the direction and the strength of the 

electric current in the topological insulator bismuth 

telluride, Bi2Te3. This flexibility has, according to the 

researchers, not been available before. All of this was 

accomplished without applying an external electric 

voltage, demonstrating the potential of efficient 

conversion from light energy to electricity. Findings are 

significant for design of novel spintronic devices that 

exploit interaction of matter with light, a technology 

known as "opto-spintronics." 

IBM, Motorola and Honeywell all have research teams 

attempting to develop a robust technology to use these 

devices to produce very high-density memory products-

comparable to dynamic random-access memory - at 

speeds approaching those obtainable in static random-

access memory (SRAM), with fewer masking steps and 

lower power. Honeywell has already demonstrated a 

fully functional 16 KB GMR memory, made with 

underlying electronics that can withstand the high 

radiation environment of satellites required. IBM 

estimates that their devices will scale to densities greater 

than 50 GB.

Limitations : However, there are some limitations of 

this technology like controlling the spin from long 

distances, combining techniques between the 

semiconductor and magnetic recording industry, 

difficulty in injecting and measuring the spin in silicon 

as silicon cause the electrons to lose their spin state for 

which researchers are finding solutions. 

Future Demand : Moore's Law states that the number of 

transistors on a silicon chip will roughly double every 

eighteen months. But now the transistors and other 

components have reached nanoscale dimensions and 

further reduction in size would lead to scorching heat 

making the circuit inoperable. As electronic devices 

become smaller, quantum properties of the wavelike 

nature can no longer be neglected. Spintronic devices 

offer the possibility of enhanced functionality, higher 

speed and reduced power consumption. Hence, despite 

having limitations there is scope for this technology to 

sustain in future. 

This technology will exploit the spin of the 

electron and create new devices and circuits which could 

be more beneficial in future by providing devices like 

memory for data base accessing with the speed of light! 

The devices based on this technology are very useful for 

transaction processing and for scientific number 

crunching. Also, they can lead to quantum computers 

and quantum communication based on electronic solid-

state devices, thus changing the perspective of 
st

information technology in the 21  century.  

Shreya Ghare

3rd Year, EN
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THE QUANTUM WORLD AND US

Sounds fascinating, doesn’t it? The fancier 

the word ‘quantum’ is, the fancier and more complex 

quantum phenomenon is. We, as learners, always had 

this special inclination towards what quantum theory is, 

where we find it in daily lives, etc. 

What could be weirder than quantum 

mechanics? This physics framework is responsible for 

any number of bizarre phenomena—theoretical cats that 

are simultaneously dead and alive, particles kilometers 

apart that can nonetheless communicate instantaneously, 

and indecisive photons that somehow go two directions 

at once.

But it is also responsible for the 

technological advances that make modern life possible. 

Without quantum mechanics there would be no 

transistor, and hence no personal computer; no laser, and 

hence no Blu-ray players. Researchers associated with 

quantum mechanics have always wanted  people to 

understand how much quantum mechanics influences 

our everyday lives—but to do so people must first 

understand quantum mechanics. But again, ironically, 

Richard Feynman says, ‘One who claims to understand 

quantum physics is either lying or crazy’. Funny, isn’t it? 

That is why I have found this field very interesting and 

magical! So before we dig deeper, let us know this:  ‘In a 

nutshell, all of physics is based on quantum theory. It's 

the most battle-tested theory in all of science. And one-

third of our economy involves products designed with it. 

Quantum theory works for fundamental science and for 

practical applications’ Now most of us ponder over 

where do we see a phenomenon such complex in our 

daily lives? This article may help you to get to know 

some part of it. 

Toasters : The red glow of a heating element as you toast 

a slice of bread or a bagel is a very familiar sight for most 

of us. It's also the place where quantum physics got its 

start: Explaining why hot objects glow that particular 

color of red is the problem that quantum physics was 

invented to solve. The color of light emitted by a hot 

object is an example of the sort of simple, universal 

phenomenon that's catnip for theoretical physicists: no 

matter what an object is made of, if it can survive being 

heated to a given temperature, the spectrum of light it 

emits is exactly the same as for any other substance. This 

very idea led Max Planck to develop his ‘quantum 

hypothesis’ (giving the eventual theory its name) that the 

light could only be emitted in discrete chunks of energy, 

integer multiples of a small constant times the frequency 

of the light. But that’s not it, the hypothesis is an intricate 

subject itself! So, every time you toast bread, you're 

looking at the place where quantum physics got its start.

Fluorescent Light : Old-school incandescent light 

bulbs make light by getting a piece of wire hot enough to 

emit a bright white glow, which makes them quantum in 

the same way that a toaster is. If you have fluorescent 

bulbs around-- either the long tubes or the newer twisty 

CFL bulbs, you're getting light from another 

revolutionary quantum process. This is the core idea 

behind fluorescent lighting: Inside a fluorescent bulb 

(either long tube or CFL) there's a little bit of mercury 

vapor that's excited into a plasma. Mercury happens to 

emit light at frequencies that mostly fall in the visible 

spectrum in a way that can fool our eyes into thinking the 

light looks white. If you look at a fluorescent bulb 

through a cheap diffraction grating like you'll find in 

novelty glasses, you'll see a few distinct colored images 

of the bulb, where an incandescent bulb gives a 

continuous rainbow smear. So, any time you use 

fluorescent lights to light your home or office, you have 

quantum physics to thank for it.

Ultra-precise Clocks (atomic Clocks) : Dependable 

timekeeping is about more than just your morning alarm. 

Clocks play a big role in our everyday lives, keeping 

stock markets and GPS systems in line with the use of 

synchronized clocks in this technological world. Unlike 

your traditional clock, which use the regular oscillations 

of physical objects like pendulums or quartz crystals to 

produce their ‘ticks’ and ‘tocks’. Atomic clocks, which 

are extremely precise, utilise the many principles of 

quantum theory to measure time. They do this by 

monitoring the specific radiation frequency needed to 

make electrons jump between energy levels.

Quantum Computers : A standard computer encodes 

information as a string of binary digits, or bits being 

either 1 or 0. On the other hand quantum computers have 

extremely high processing power when compared to 

normal computers because they use quantum bits, or 

TECHNICAL
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VIRTUAL REALITY

Virtual Reality (VR) is a computer technology which 

uses virtual reality headsets for simulating an auditory 

and visual feedback. It has become a growing trend in 

today’s world. It brings users into a complete artificial 

world with 360 degree field of vision.

How does virtual reality work?

VR works on the principle of haptic system. 

Haptic system is also known as kinesthetic 

communication which has the ability to create 

mechanical simulations leading to transmission of 

vibrations and sensations to the user. It is also dependent 

on human touch and the forces over it. The virtual reality 

works over the head, hands, gestures and touch of human 

being. The modern VR are based on technologies used 

for making and manufacturing of smartphones and also 

on motion sensors.

Uses of Virtual Reality

- Video Games

- Video game companies investing in virtual 

reality have been commercially successful. Virtual 

Reality has a huge scope in video games, leading to its 

increasing trend.

-  Cinema and Entertainment

- Entertainment means complete enthusiasm for 

audience and this is the crux of virtual reality. This field 

includes not only cinemas but also theatre and virtual 

museums, seminars and theme parks. These categories 

give the audience a better idea and view about the topic 

and are very well appreciated by the audience.

- Psychology

- With the developing technology, people who 

have mental problems are using VR to make things easy. 

VR can help doctors better understand patients minds 

where therapy can only take them so far, leading to 

simplification of life.

-  Training

- We know that virtual reality helps in easy 

understanding of things hence is used in training for 

various professions. It is used in military and medical to 

help the trainee get a clear picture of their tasks.

- Medical Sciences

- In this field VR helps the doctors get a clear 

picture of the problem faced by patients. VR is also 

qubits, which exist in a superposition of states 

(Schrödinger's cat)—until they are measured, qubits can 

be both "1" and "0" at the same time. 

Lasers and Telecommunications : Fiber optic 

telecommunications provides high speed internet 

connections attributed to them having a greater 

bandwidth than traditional metal lines. The fibers 

themselves are classical, but the light sources used to 

send messages down the fiber optic cables are lasers, 

which are quantum devices. The laser works by the 

principle of stimulated emissions, wherein an atom in a 

high-energy state encountering a photon of the right 

wavelength is induced to emit a second photon identical 

to the first due to coming down from the high energy 

state. Another interesting fact, the laser is an acronym for 

"Light Amplification by Stimulated Emissions of 

Radiation".

Dear readers, this is how it is! There are 

many more complex applications of quantum physics 

not only in the aspect of our daily life but also in modern 

technology too.  So, now that we have shortly seen that 

you see quantum phenomenon in a most commonplace 

thing as a light bulb, here is what Jerry Fodor, an 

American philosopher and a cognitive scientist, has to 

say: “Light bulbs are very, VERY complicated!”

References :

·http://www.forbes.com/

Radhika Dongre

3rd year, ECE
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crucially used in cancer treatment.

• Challenges faced by Virtual Reality

From the beginning of virtual reality, challenges have 

always been there. VR can lead to mental disorders 

because the principles it operates on play with the senses 

of the human mind. It also makes a person socially 

inactive and lazy at the same time. Indulging in digital 

entertainment of any form becomes an addiction and can 

also lead to social aversions and decrease the creativity 

of an individual.

• Scopes for VR in future

While studying any computer technology we need to 

keep in mind its scope in the future. VR as a part of mixed 

reality is booming in the commercial sector with 

extraordinary promises. VR will lead to a huge 

development in the coming years and one of the crucial 

changes that will take place is that the traditional 

teaching methods will come to an end leading to a further 

boom in virtual reality sector.

Radha Kukadapwar

3rd year, IT

WAY TO COMMUNICATION

ISRO is known for shocking the rest of the world with 

brilliant accomplishments on a Spartan budget, 

successfully sending a probe to Mars on their very first 

attempt and successfully testing a scaled prototype of 

their own space shuttle. Among many other more modest 

but significant successes of course but these in particular 

have cemented their status as one of the premier space 

agencies of the world.

The Indian National Satellite (INSAT) system is one 

of the largest domestic communication satellite systems 

in Asia-Pacific region with nine operational 

communication satellites placed in Geo-stationary orbit. 

Established in 1983 with commissioning of INSAT-1B, 

it initiated a major revolution in India’s communications 

sector and sustained the same later. GSAT-17 joins the 

constellation of INSAT System consisting of 15 

operational satellites, namely - INSAT-3A, 3C, 4A, 4B, 

4CR and GSAT-6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16 and 18.

The INSAT system with more than 200 

transponders in the C, Extended C and Ku-bands 

provides services to telecommunications, television 

broadcasting, satellite newsgathering, societal 

applications, weather forecasting, disaster warning and 

Search and Rescue operations.

INSAT

The Indian National Satellite System or INSAT, is a 

series of multipurpose geo-stationary satellites launched 

by ISRO to satisfy the telecommunications, 

broadcasting, meteorology, and search and rescue 

operations. Commissioned in 1983, INSAT is the largest 

domestic communication system in the Asia Pacific 

Region. It is a joint venture of the Department of Space, 

Depar tment  of  Telecommunicat ions ,  India  

Meteorological Department, All India Radio and 

Doordarshan. The overall coordination and management 

of INSAT system rests with the Secretary-level INSAT 

Coordination Committee. 
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GSAT

The GSAT satellites are India's indigenously 

developed communications satellites, used for digital 

audio, data and video broadcasting. As of 5 December 

2018, 20 GSAT satellites of ISRO have been launched 

out of which 14 satellites are currently in service. 

The GSAT series of geosynchronous satellites is a 

system developed by ISRO with an objective to make 

India self-reliant in broadcasting services. The repertoire 

of 10 GSAT satellites, a total of 168 transponders (out of 

which 95 transponders are leased out to provide services 

to the broadcasters) in the C, Extended C and Ku-bands 

provides services to telecommunications, television 

broadcasting, weather forecasting, disaster warning and 

search and rescue operations. 

GSLV

Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle abbreviated 

as GSLV, is an expendable launch system operated by the 

Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO). GSLV has 

been used in twelve launches to date, since its first 

launch in 2001 to the most recent on March 29, 2018 

carrying the GSAT-6A communications satellite. Even 

though Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle Mark 

III shares the name it is an entirely different launcher. 

PSLV

The Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) is an 

expendable medium-lift launch vehicle designed and 

operated by the Indian Space Research Organisation 

(ISRO). It was developed to allow India to launch its 

Indian Remote Sensing (IRS) satellites into sun-

synchronous orbits, a service that was, until the advent of 

the PSLV in 1993, commercially available only from 

Russia. PSLV can also launch small size satellites into 

Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO).

Powerful & Successful Missions

Chandrayaan-1 was India's first lunar probe. It was 

launched by the Indian Space Research Organisation in 

October 2008, and operated until August 2009. The 

mission included a lunar orbiter and an impactor. The 

mission was a major boost to India's space program, as 

India researched and developed its own technology in 

order to explore the Moon. The vehicle was successfully 

inserted into lunar orbit on 8 November 2008.

Mars Mission (MOM), also called Mangalyaan is a 

spacecraft orbiting Mars since 24 September 2014. It 

was launched on 5 November 2013 by the Indian Space 

Research Organisation (ISRO). It is India's first 

interplanetary mission and ISRO has become the fourth 

space agency to reach Mars, after the Soviet space 

program, NASA, and the European Space Agency. It is 

the first Asian nation to reach Mars orbit, and the first 

nation in the world to do so in its first attempt.

Shreya Joshi

3rd year, EC

WORLD WITH 5G 

Evolution of communication is heavily dependent 

on the network available. Continuing from some olden to 

golden days, we are currently in the era of the fastest 

networking speed of 4G. But, the renowned Intel 

Corporation is set to disrupt and reshape the entire 

industries by introducing the next generation of 

communications technology, 5G.

When asked about 5G, people often think faster 

phones – but 5G is much more than a faster personal 

device connection. 5G is about intelligence, insights, 

efficiencies and innovation. It has the potential to 

reshape and propel industries forward. From city 

infrastructure and industrial automation to 

transportation and entertainment, 5G will be an impetus 

bringing new inventions and innovations. 5G 

performance targets high data rate, reduced latency,  

energy saving, cost reduction, higher system capacity, 

and massive device connectivity.

"We be l i eve  the  nex t  gene ra t ion  o f  

communications will disrupt and transform networks 

and deliver content in newer, faster and more efficient 

ways. “As the executive sponsor of Intel’s global 5G 
16



strategy, I am excited about the continued collaboration 

we have with communications and media industry 

leaders and the innovations we can develop together", 

says Sandra Rivera (Senior Vice President and General 

Manager of the Network Platforms Group at Intel 

Corporation)

Economical Impacts : By 2035, the 5G industry value 

chain will be worth $2.5 trillion, the “multiplier effect” 

of 5G will produce $10 trillion of revenue, and the 

economic impact will be up to 2.2 million jobs in the U.S. 

alone (or $420 billion in annual U.S. GDP). These 

benefits will be seen inside and outside of the 

telecommunications industry.

To prepare networks for 5G, communications 

service providers are swapping fixed-function hardware 

for software-defined computing platforms and pushing 

intelligence to the network edge. This move can lower 

costs, provide greater network control and automation, 

and perform the computing where it is needed most. Intel 

architecture plays a critical role in the network 

transformation required for 5G deployments by 

delivering an ideal combination of performance and 

flexibility to power an intelligent and ubiquitous 

network.

The Vision for Media and 5G : Video is the fastest 

growing type of traffic today – forecasted to grow 45 

percent annually through 2023. In five years, 73 percent 

of all mobile data traffic will be media. This is driven by 

consumer hunger for streaming videos, increased 

viewing time and the evolution toward higher-resolution 

content.

5G networks’ low latency will fuel the rise of 

virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR) and 

other immersive entertainment. Partners of Intel in the 

media industry are exploring new business models and 

use cases focused on the delivery of rich, new 

experiences to engage consumers, such as sports and 

movie fans.

The Power to Redefine Industries : To sum it up, 5G, 

visual workloads and a growing number of compelling 

business and consumer use cases are accelerating 

investment in networks, applications, infrastructure and 

devices. ‘With our partners, we have showed that the 

next generation of communications networks will have 

the power to redefine entire industries and create new 

ones. The fundamental network transformation to build 

the 5G future is happening now.’

ADVANTAGES

Speed : 5G promises superior speeds in most conditions 

to the 4G network. Qualcomm presented a simulation at 

Mobile World Congressthat predicts 490 Mbit/s median 

speeds for 3.5 GHz 5G Massive MIMO and 1.4 Gbit/s 

median speed for 28 GHz mmWave. 5G NR speed in 

sub-6 GHz bands can be slightly higher than the 4G with 

a similar amount of spectrum and antennas, though some 

3GPP 5G networks will be slower than some advanced 

4G networks, such as T-Mobile's LTE/LAA network, 

which achieves 500+ Mbit/s in Manhattan.

The 5G specification allows LAA (License 

Assisted Access) as well but it has not yet been 

demonstrated. Adding LAA to an existing 4G 

configuration can add hundreds of megabits per second 

to the speed, but this is an extension of 4G, not a new part 

of the 5G standard.

Low communication latency : Latency is the time it 

takes to pass a message from sender to receiver. Low 

communication latency is one improvement in 5G. 

Lower latency could help 5G mobile networks enable 

things such as multiplayer mobile gaming, factory 

robots, self-driving cars and other tasks demanding 

quick response. 

New use cases : Features of 5G network, including 

extreme high bandwidth, ultra low latency, and high 

density connections, are expected to enable many new 

use cases that are impossible to be done via older 

network standards. 

Shreya Joshi

3rd Year, EC
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DIGITAL PAYMENTS IN INDIA

India has joined other countries in the digital 

payment revolution a lot faster than in the past where we 

often used to lag behind other countries in adopting 

technology, especially in the financial sector. This is set 

to have a revolutionary effect on our country, especially 

as the digital payment system spreads into rural areas.

Statistics shows that in 2012, 86.6% of payments 

in India were cash payments, and between 2012 and 

2013, India had more than 7600 crore pieces of currency 

floating in the economy. Yet, popularity of digital 

payment system has been rising due to factors like rising 

number of smart phones and low cost high speed 

internet. Experts predict a 100% rise in digital payment 

usage by the year 2020.

Today, digital payment methods include :

- The ubiquitous debit and credit cards

- Online banking accounts

- Prepaid electronic cards

- Banking apps and other mobile wallets in India

- The Unified Payment Interface (UPI), which can be 

best described as an Instant Money Transfer verified 

with an email address and a text message.

Source: www.tpsworldwide.com/solution/payments-mobile-
payment-system/tps-mobile-payment-system/

Why digital payments – its benefits over cash 

payment - 

Due to the abrupt implementation of 

Demonetization, the use of digital payment methods in 

India received a major boost. The government said that 

encouraging digital payments was one of the 

motivations behind Demonetization. The government 

has built better digital infrastructure and promoted the 

penetration of mobile wallets along with secure 

Aadhaar-linked payment systems to provide a seamless 

payment process and hence encourage people to adopt 

digital payment systems. It did so because digital 

payment systems are easier to regulate and monitor, 

allowing the government to prevent fraud, money 

hoarding, and tax evasion.

Consumers also benefit from getting rid of their 

reliance on cash. By adopting cashless methods, people 

do not need to carry around bulky banknotes or plastic 

cards. What’s more amazing is that, they don’t even need 

to be physically present while making payments! These 

payment methods are also more reliable than cash 

transactions as all digitally carried out transactions are 

duly recorded and these records can be accessed easily as 

proof of payment. By allowing people to track their 

expenditures, digital payment methods not only help 

while budgeting but also while calculating income tax 

payments. If under scrutiny, these records can help 

people explain their savings and spends.

Digital methods of payment also offer security by doing 

away with predicaments such as lost cash or misplaced 

cards. Security measures such as biometric IDs and two-

factor authentication give customers a sense of safety 

while using these methods. Minor cash inconveniences 

such as lack of exact change with shopkeepers can also 

be permanently resolved with the advent of digital 

payments where you can pay the exact amount to the 

very last Paisa.

Source: www.livemint.com/Industry/yjsk66x

EwwIe7OOqcoC92N/Was-the-boost-in-digital-payments-

after-demonetization-tempo.html
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According to data from the RBI, the total currency in 

circulation stood at INR 18.13 trillion on March 9, 2018 

which was significantly higher than the INR 17.97 

trillion on November 8, 2018. Additionally, the number 

of transactions involving prepaid instruments is now 

twice the number of conventional banking transactions. 

Numbers apart, how has India adapted to the digital 

payment revolution??

A) Incentive-Centric Demand : In other countries, 

convenience and ease of use have been the primary 

reasons for people adopting digital payment system 

solutions. However, in India, especially in non-metro 

cities, around 60% of respondents in the Google-BCG 

market study cited - offers, discounts and cash back as 

the reason for using digital payments.

Simply put, making a digital payment in India was 

helping people save money, which encouraged them to 

spend more, which in turn encouraged sellers to continue 

offering more incentives. This means those who would 

otherwise not buy products or services online are doing 

so for better saving prospects. Other options are likely to 

be bills, recharges and utility payments.

B) Technology, Not Security, is the biggest challenge 

of digital payment system in India : Another finding of 

the digital payment revolution is the fact that complexity 

of use is a huge barrier in India, especially in rural areas. 

Exchanging physical cash is more reassuring than 

swiping card or completing the two-factor 

authentication process due to poor understanding. 

Remembering passwords pose more of a problem than 

issues of security (such as identity theft) in rural areas.

C) Enthusiastic sellers on the digital payment 

systems in India : The general view is that enabling 

customers to pay digitally will boost sales, increased 

volumes, attract more customers, and increase brand 

recall. Digital payments methods have come in the form 

of discounts & incentives for buyers. E-commerce sites 

stand a chance to gain a lot by making people 

comfortable with the idea of paying for products and 

services through digital transfers.

D) Friendly Regulatory Environment : The modified 

UPI (Unified Payments Interface) seeks to use Aadhaar, 

email and verification through text message to facilitate 

instant money transfer. So, instead of paying cash when 

buying groceries, you will prove your identity through 

your Aadhaar card, use your email to initiate the payment 

and receive verification text message to confirm the 

transaction.

The cashless system is indeed an improvement 

over the traditional cash based system. However, none of 

the advanced economy has fully replaced the cash as it is 

practically not possible. Although reducing the amount 

of cash and increasing the cashless transactions will 

definitely improve the transparency in business 

transactions and therefore is good for the country and 

economy.

TECHNICAL
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Source: https://www.shutterstock.com/image-vector

/checkboxes-on-smartphone-screen-hand-hold-417195181

Do’s and don’ts while using digital and online banking 

transactions:

• Use a power-on/access password for your computer, 

laptop and mobile as well as a screensaver password 

so that no one else can access your systems without 

consent. Change your passwords and security 

settings regularly.

• Always visit your bank’s secure Internet Banking 

site directly. Avoid accessing the site through a third-

party link or via email. Verify the domain name 

before you try to log in. For e.g. make sure that 

website name starts with https and not http where “s” 

stands for secure.

• Log out of your Internet Banking account the minute 

you complete transactions. Do not close the window 

without logging off.

• Avoid using Internet Banking on unsecured Wi-Fi 

networks such as railway stations, airports and 

cybercafés.

• Install authentic security applications to guard your 

system and account against hackers, virus attacks 
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and other malware. Update the security applications 

and virus definitions of antivirus regularly.

• Install a suitable firewall to protect your computer or 

laptop and its contents. Never provide remote access 

to your system to anyone; not even family members, 

as it is still vulnerable to invasions.

• Disable the ‘File and Printing Sharing’ command on 

the operating system.

Do’s and don’ts while using a mobile app for banking 

transactions:

• Never save your mobile banking log-in and 

password on the phone. Either memorize it or write it 

down somewhere else.

• Never leave your handset unattended and logged 

into a mobile banking app.

• Notify your bank as soon as your mobile is lost or 

stolen.

• Update the mobile banking app as and when a new 

version/upgrade is released. Also update your phone 

with latest security patches.

• Never download apps from untrustworthy and 

doubtful sources.

• Always log out of your banking app after using it and 

keep an eye on your account balance and transaction 

history regularly. For e.g. SBI users should use only 

SBI’s YONO APP as their banking app.

If you suspect unauthorized transactions in your 

account, report it to bank immediately or at least within 

three working days, so that your complaint/grievance is 

addressed in your favour. 

As the banking sector moves deeper into the 

digital era where banks provide 24x7 technologically 

advanced products, the customers must exercise greater 

caution to avoid digital and net banking fraud. 

It is up to individual customers to ensure the safety 

and security of their payment systems and enjoy the ease 

and convenience of digital banking.

References : 

https://www.livemint.com/Industry/yjsk66xEwwIe7O

OqcoC92N/Was-the-boost-in-digital-payments-after-

demonetization-tempo.html

Chinmay Milind Ratnaparkhi

3rd Year, ECE

QUANTUM COMPUTING 

Computing : was probably always destined to be 

electronic. Yet even as late as the 1930s, this was not 

entirely clear. Big things happen when computers get 

smaller. Or faster. And quantum computing is about 

chasing perhaps the biggest performance boost in the 

history of technology. The basic idea is to smash some 

barriers that limit the speed of existing computers by 

harnessing the counterintuitive physics of subatomic 

scales.

What is Quantum Computing? 

Quantum computers use bits to do calculations. 

After all, we want them to plug into our existing data and 

computers. But quantum bits, or qubits, have unique and 

powerful properties. These allow a group of them to do 

much more than an equivalent number of conventional 

bits.

Qubits can be built in various ways, but they all 

represent digital 0s and 1s using the quantum properties 

of something that can be controlled electronically. 

Popular examples—at least among a very select slice of 

humanity—include superconducting circuits, or 

individual atoms levitated inside electromagnetic fields. 

The power of quantum computing is that this 

arrangement lets qubits do more than just flip between 0 

and 1. Treat them right and they can flip into a mysterious 

extra mode called a superposition.

We have heard that a qubit in superposition is both 

0 and 1 at the same time. That’s not quite true and also not 

quite false—there’s just no equivalent in Homo sapiens’ 

usual classical reality. In the simplified and dare we say 

perfect world of this explainer, the important thing to 

know is that the math of a superposition describes the 

probability of discovering either a 0 or 1 when a qubit is 

read out—an operation that crashes it out of a quantum 

superposition into classical reality. A quantum computer 

can use a collection of qubits in superpositions to play 

with different possible paths through a calculation. If 

done correctly, the pointers to incorrect paths cancel out, 

leaving the correct answer when the qubits are read out 

as 0s and 1s. For some problems that are very time 

consuming for conventional computers, this allows a 

quantum computer to find a solution in far fewer steps 

than a conventional computer would need. Grover’s 
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algorithm, a famous quantum search algorithm, could 

find you in a phone book with 100 million names with 

just 10,000 operations. If a classical search algorithm 

just spooled through all the listings to find you, it would 

require 50 million operations, on average. For Grover’s 

and some other quantum algorithms, the bigger the 

initial problem—or phonebook—the further behind a 

conventional computer is left in the digital dust.

What the Future Holds for Quantum Computing :

Some large companies and governments have 

started treating quantum computing research like a 

race—perhaps fittingly it’s one where both the distance 

to the finish line and the prize for getting there are 

unknown.

Google, IBM, Intel, and Microsoft have all 

expanded their teams working on the technology, with a 

growing swarm of start-ups such as Rigetti in hot pursuit. 

China and the European Union have each launched new 

programs measured in the billions of dollars to stimulate 

quantum R&D. And in the US, the Trump White House 

has created a new committee to coordinate government 

work on quantum information science. Several bills 

were introduced to Congress in 2018 proposing new 

funding for quantum research, totalling upwards of $1.3 

billion. It’s not quite clear what the first killer apps of 

quantum computing will be, or when they will appear. 

But there’s a sense that whoever is first make these 

machines useful will gain big economic and national 

security advantages.

Reference :  www.economist.com

Aditya Sangamnerkar 

3rd year, ECE
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ARCEON'19

ek÷;k ejkBh ekrhpk ykok yykVkl fVGk 

fgP;k laxkus  tkxY;k nj+~;k[kksj+~;krhy f'kGk A

fgP;k dq'khr tUeys dkGs d.k[kj gkr  

T;kaP;k nqnZe èkhjkus dsyh  e`R;wojh ekr AA    & dqlqekxzt 

ejkBhoj >kysY;k fofoèk  vkØe.kkaeqGs eèkY;k dkGkr xkMY;k xsysyh ejkBh Hkk"kk vkrk 'kCnkadqjhr >kyh vkgs- Eg.krkr 

uk---Lor%yk xkMwu ?;kos  ykxrs rsaOgkp  vadqfjr gksrk ;srs--- R;kp çek.ks ejkBh Hkk"ksus Lor%yk xkMwu ?ksrya gksrs vkf.k 

vkrk iqUgk vadqfjr gksÅu VoVohr Qqys vkY;k lkj[kh lxG~;kaP;k eq[kh cgjrs vkgs- 

ek; ejkBh ] rqf>;klkBh xqaQhr clys eksguekG 'kCnkaph A

vFkZ lktjk ] xaèk yktjk uoyijh i.k jaxkaph AA

lar  KkusÜojkaP;k vk'khokZnkus vadqjysyk ejkBhpk osy vkrk lkrkleqækikj iljyk  vkgs - 

'kCnkadqj lknj djrkuk eh  fxfjtk  tks'kh o ek>k lgdkjh ves; fVi.khl ;k vadqjkpk oVo`{k  foÜokyk lkoyh nsoks v'kh 

vk'kk O;ä djrs- 

GIRIJA JOSHI
rd 3 Year, CSE

Section Head,
Marathi Section Team



okY;kpk okfYedh

R;kph jkg.;kph tkxk

gs ,d ?kunkV ou gksr----

R;krhy yksdkauk vMo.ka gsp 

R;kp thou gksr A

ywVekj vkf.k Qlosfxjh 

gkp R;kpk m|ksx gksrk--

,d fno'kh R;kyk ukjnequh HksV.ka

gk [kwi eksBk ;ksx gksrk A

ikieqä gks.;klkBh fnyk 

okY;kyk jke gk ea= ---

R;kp ea=kpk ti d:u

cnyys fopkjkaps lkjs ;a= A

Øksmap i{kkyk f'kdkj+~;kdMwu

t[keh ikgwu 

eq[kkrwu 'kki:ih dkO; fu?kkys--

vkf.k czãnsokP;k vk'khokZnkus

okY;kps okfYedh >kys A

R;kauh uarj ukjnkaP;k dFksps 

dkO; fyfgys---

iq<s tkÅu rs vkn'kZ pfj= 

jkek;.k  Eg.kwu lR;kr mrjys A

vktlq)k vusd okY;k vkiY;k lektkr 

fQjrkr vkgs--

R;kp Øwjrsus rs vusdkauk yqVrkr vkgs A

brD;k okY;kauk okfYedh djk;yk

ukjnequh lq)k frrdsp ykxrhy---

R;kauk ;ksX; xq.kkaph tk.kho d:u fnY;kojp 

vkiY;kyk iq<s vusd jke feGrhy A

okÃV o`Ùkhyk Lohdk:u R;kr ;ksX; cny 

?kMo.ks 

;krp vkiY;k laL—rhph egrh vkgs--

foLr`r fopkjkauh laL—rh ti.ks vkf.k 

ok<o.ks

 gs vkiY;k gkrh vkgs A

gk Hkkjr ns'k iw.kZ foÜokyk tx.;kph ;ksX; fn'kk nsrks---

dkj.k okY;kpk okfYedh Qä Hkkjrkrp gksrks A

Atharva Deshpande

3rd Year, EN

MARATHI
SECTION
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ARCEON'19

izse  Eg.kts  dk; \

çse gs nksu ân;kps varjikV]

Eg.kts yXu uOgs i.k] 

baxzthrhy vudafM'kuy yOg A

olar _rw vkf.k ikolkGk Eg.kts çse]

eukyk çQqYyhr dj.kkjs]

yksdkaP;k vkRek tkxo.kkjs]

vkf.k dk; gsp rs çse A

fulxkZph ns.ka Eg.ktsp çse]

ikolkG~;kryk xkjok ns.kkjs]

ikolkr Çpc vksys gks.kkjs]

vkuankLin laosnuk ns.kkjs gsp rs çse A

çse gs ç vkf.k e ph tksMh]

i.k R;krhy , ph ek=k Eg.kts dk;]

ç vkf.k e eèkys çse A

Hkkok cfg.kh eèkys ukrs Eg.ktsp çse]

fdrhgh HkkaMys rjh]

,desdkaph dkGth dj.kkjs]

gsp Eg.kts çse A

vkÃ vkf.k frP;k xHkkZrY;k f'k'kq ps ukrs] Eg.kts çse A

vkÃP;k vkiY;k eqykeqyÈps eu vksG[k.kkjs]

vkf.k gkd u ekjrkp lxGa dG.kkjs]

gsp Eg.kts çse A

Amruta Adbe
4th Year, Industrial

eS=h

eS=h gk 'kCn t.kw nksu v{kjh

ikj lkja tx lkekowu ?ksra vxnh lkxjkijh

u vMdo.kkjh opus] u caèkukaps ek;ktkG]

eS=h Eg.kts lq[k nq%[kkr ,d= jkg.;kpk dkG-

eS=heè;s pkyra ,o<a rso<a #l.ka Qqx.ka]

gsp rj n'kZora [kja çse vkf.k vkiysi.k-

eS=h Eg.kts 'kCnkar u ekaMrk ;s.kkja ukR;kikfydMp ukra]

Çdcgquk eukrwu lekursua tksMya tkra-

;kr ukgh dqByk tkrh]èkeZ]jax #ikapk xaèk]

gk vkgs ,desdkauk tksiklwu Bso.;kpk Nan

fe=eSf=.kh Eg.kts ,dkp iq"ixqPpIrhy fujfujkG~;k 

Qqykapk olk]

txkP;k ikBhoj meVok;pk ;k lqo.kZ eS=hpk Blk-

thoukrhy [kMrj okV vksykaMrkuk feGIyh rqeph ;ksX; 

lkFk]

Eg.kwup rqeP;k enrhyk usgehp rRij vlrks ek>k gkr-

vfojr fVdwu jkgks vkiyh eS=h ghp eukph bPNk]

Eg.kwup rqEgkyk nsrks ̂ ^eS=h fnukP;k** [kwi [kwi 'kqHksPNk 

Yash Vispute
2nd Year, Civil
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'kCn

tx rj 'kCnkarp vkgs

'kCnp lq[kkorkr 

'kCnp nq[kkorkr

HkkaMrkr rsgh 'kCnp

'kCnp vkgs ts letkorkr

           'kCnp pqdys

           rj fdR;sdkaP;k eukauk nq[kkoys

           'kCnkauhp ex nq[kkoysY;k eukaps lkaRou dsys-

           i.k 'kCnp ts eqds >kys

           lkaxk;ps rs jkgwu xsys

ex 'kCnkauhp 'kCnkauk letkoys

'kCnp 'kCnkauk viqjs iMys

ex dkgh Hkkouk 'kCnkauh O;ä >kY;k ukgh

R;k O;ä dj.;klkBh ex MksGs mi;ksxh iMys

          loZp Hkkouk 'kCnkarqu

          O;ä gksr ukgh

          dèkh dèkh R;k 

          MksG~;kr okpkO;k ykxrkr-

i.k---dq.kkps MksGsp fuj{kj vlrhy rj dk; djk;pa\\

Himanshu Katkar

2nd Year, Electrical

MARATHI
SECTION
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ARCEON'19

tkr  egRokph  ukgh  drZO;  egRokps
dq.khrjh EgVy;] tkr ukgh] rhp tkr---!!

lokZFkkZus [kja vkgs gs-

vkeP;k tkM dkrMhP;k vkr] dqBsrjh] [kksyoj] gs tkrhpa cht #rya;- rs fu?krk fu?kr ukgh;s---!!

eh ek÷;kijhus ;koj fopkj vkf.k vH;kl djk;yk lq# dsyk---R;krwu feGkysyk cksèk eh ;sFks fyfgrks;--- 

eh Eg.ksu] dh dnkfpr eh ek÷;kiqjrk ;koj mik; dk<yk;---i.k rks lkax.;k vkèkh eyk vH;klkrwu dGysys fu"d"kZ 

lkax.ks vko';d vkgsr--- 

eh] vki.k vkf.k ák ys[kkps okpd] lxGsp 'kgjh Hkkxkr jkgrks- bFks tkrh;okn deh vkgs- eh deh Eg.khu] dkj.k rks 

vtwu laiyk ukgh- rks çR;sdkP;k tkM dkrMh [kkyh yiyk;] ikj lkèkkj.kr% dsoG yXulekjaHk] fuoM.kwd vkf.k dkgh 

lkekftd r.kkokP;k fLrFkhrp mQkGwu ;srks- vU;r% rks 'kkar vlrks- i.k vktgh fuEE;k Hkkjrkps okLrO; vlysY;k 

xkokaeè;s *tkrh;okn* frrdkp rhoz vkgs- uohu Hkkjrh; naMfoèkkukeqGs dnkfpr R;kph èkkj cksFkV >kyh vlsy] i.k 

tkrh;okn O;ä gks.;kps çek.k rso<sp vkgs-

i.k]eqGkr dqBY;kgh Hkkjrh; ek.klkyk] rks [ksMwr vlks ok 'kgjh] tj gk loky dsyk] fd Þtkrh Eg.kts dk;\Þ rj 

R;kps fuf'pr mÙkj lkiM.ks dBh.k vkgs- T;k xks"Vhpk vkEgh ,o<k vfHkeku ¼[kksVkp½ ckGxrks] rks vkyk; rjh dqBwu\! 

dq.kkykgh Qkjls BkÅd ulY;kpa ek÷;k y{kkr vkys-

;tqosZnkP;k —".k 'kk[ksr eS=k;.kh mi'kk[ksP;k dYi :ikr euqLe`rh vkgs- ;kr çFke o.kZ O;oLFkspk mYys[k vk<Grks- i.k 

gh o.kZO;oLFkk tUekoj vkèkkfjr ulwu] dekZoj vkèkkfjr gksrh] vls dkgh bfrgkl vH;kldkaps er vkgs-

rh o.kZO;oLFkk iq<s tkfrO;oLFksr :ikarfjr >kyh] vkf.k deZ lksMwu rh tUekoj vkèkkfjr >kyh-

vlks] ̂ ^tkr** ;k fo"k;koj fdrhgh fyfgys rjh rs iw.kZ gks.ks dBh.kp-

o.kZO;oLFkk Çdok tkfrO;oLFkk dekZoj vkèkkfjr gksrh] rksi;±r frpk vfHkeku Çdok 'kje ckGx.ks ;ksX; ekuk;yk gjdr 

ukgh- i.k tUeko:u R;k O;äh ph tkr Bjo.ks gs lk{kkr ew[kZi.kkps y{k.k gks;- ;k xks"Vhyk uk dqBs ekFkk] uk dqBs 'ksiwV- 

vkf.k rs vkEgh ikGrks; fi<îkufi<îk-

27



czkã.k *czã* tk.kk;ps lksMwu dkjdquh djrks;] {k=h; lSU;kr u tkr Hkkth fodrks;] oS'; fuoM.kwd ok<orks; vkf.k {kwæ 

f'k{kd vkgs- i.k tkrh ek= ofMyksikÆtr yko.kkj- vkf.k R;kpk vfèkdkj gh lkax.kkj !! vkeps deZ dkjdquh] vkf.k 

lkaxrks; vkeps lkekftd tkfrxr LFkku loksZPp ¼rsgh [kksVsp½ !! vkf.k vkeps dke Kkunkukps] tkr vkf.k o.kZ lkaxrks; 

nqljkp---!!

Eg.kwu ek÷;k eukr dYiuk vkyh] dh eh ts dh dke djhu R;kojp ek>k o.kZ Çdok rFkkdfFkr tkrh Bjsy- eh Lor%yk 

dsoG ;klkBh czkã.k ukgh Eg.ko.kkj] dkj.k eh ,d czkã.k iq= vkgs- tj eh [kjsp lkfRod ekxZ Lohdk:u Kku lkèkuk 

dsyh] rjp eh Lor%yk czkã.k Eg.kohu-

;klkBh eh ek>h tkr lksMk;pk fu.kZ; ?ksrya- gs ,d egk dBh.k dke gksra-

ek÷;k ers] Hkkjrkr ek.klkps vkMuko gs dsoG R;kP;k dqGkph vksG[k ulrs- R;kr R;kph tkr yiysyh vlrsp- eyk 

ukgh ter] i.k yksd vkMukoko:u tkr vksG[krkr ck---!!

Eg.kwu eh gs vkMukokpk cnyk;ps Bjoys-

i.k dqBys fg vkMuko *tkfrokpd* vl.kkjp- Eg.kwu ek÷;k ukokekxs vkMuko ul.ksp cjs] gk lqo.kZeè; lkèk.;kps 

fuf'pr dsys-

;kyk ?kjP;kapk vkf.k nkjP;kapk [kwi fojksèk gksrk- i.k eukr fu'p; Bke gksrk- ek>h Çdok dq.kkph gh tkr R;kP;k 

tUeko:u u Bjrk] rks vk;q";kr dk; dk;Z djrks] ;ko:up Bjyh ikfgts- R;kP;k dk;kZo:u lq)k rks tkrhpk BIik ukgh 

ykoyk] rj loksZÙke-

eh ek>h tkr lksMyh] eh vkèkh f'kojk; 'k'kkad dqGd.kÊ gksrks] vkrk f'kojk; uafnuh 'k'kkad vkgs---uafnuh ek÷;k 

ekrksJÈps uko gks;---!!

Shivrai Nandini Shashank

3rd Year, Mechanical

MARATHI
SECTION
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ARCEON'19

vkBo.k  ckyi.kkph
ckyi.kkph vkBo.k t.kw eksR;k lkj[khp]

ijarq [kar okV rs rh Qä nqji.kkphp(

dso<îk R;k vkBo.kh vkf.k dso<s rs {k.k]

igkrk igkrk ?kk;Gwu tkrs eua(

'kstkjP;k dkdw uqlR;k vksjMr jkgk;P;k]

vax.kkr VkdysY;k lMîkyk tir tir fnlHkj ckgsjp clk;P;k(

R;kaP;kp eqGs vkEgh FkksMa lko:u jkgk;pa]

ukghrj dk;] [ksGrk [ksGrk vkeP;k vaxkrp ;k;pa(

fdrhgh mnkl vlyks rjh ;k vkBo.kh eua lkojrkr]

vkf.k eèkwup dq.kkpk lgokl >kyk rj Lor%ykp foljrkr(

fnlrkr MksG~;k'kh rh Qä vkiyhp ek.kla]

vkf.k jkgrkr euk'kh rs Qä frus dsysys xksM xksM 'kCn (

ckyi.kkp çse gs [kja rj ,d egRokpkp vè;k;]

;kr tksoj Bksdj [kkr ukgh rksoj Lor%yk lkojrkgh ;sr ukgh(

gksÅ ykxrs gGw gGw rh Lo&'kCnkph vksG[k]

vu dGw ykxrs gGw gGw rh nqfu;knkjh ph let(

gh leta ?ks.;kr vusd pqdrkrgh]

ijarq rs ghp xks"V dkgh osxG~;k :ikus f'kdrkrp gs ek= uôh(

ckyi.kkP;k vkBo.kÈuhp fdR;sdkap Egkrkji.k fuHkra]

vkf.k metwu metwu eukr rsp fnl ?kj d:u clra(

Nayan Devsarkar

                        3rd Year, Civil
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le;kudqy fpUru
nwjn'kZu o:u dkgh okfgU;ka o:u ekfgrh xksGk dj.;kis{kk eksckby o:u lgt feGo.ks gs ifjorZu vkgs i.k R;kP;k 

okijkpk osG fdrh vlkok  gs 'kkÜor vkgsA

^^xq.klqeus` osfpvyh ;k Hkkos dh frus lqxaèk ?;kok**

;k lkojdjkaP;k vksGh vktP;k fo|kF;kZyk ;ksX; ekxZn'kZu dj.kkj+~;k vkgsr-;kpk lksI;k Hkk"ksr vFkZ Eg.kts ts 

dkgh ek÷;k thoukeè;s xq.kkRed Lo:ikr feGorks vkgs R;k xq.kkauk ;ksX; fn'ksyk ykok;ph tk.kho Bso.ks vko';d vkgs] 

ex rh ;ksX; fn'kk dks.krh \ rh fn'kk nsÃy dks.k \ gs lxGs ç'u eukr ;s.ka Eg.ktsp vki.k R;k fn'ksP;k nwj ukgh vkf.k rs 

fopkj eukr ;sr ulrhy rj R;kP;kp iq<ph vksG Eg.kts ̂ ^tjh mn~xkj.kh O;Fkku frP;k gks lkpk rjh gk O;FkZ Hkj fo}spk** 

Eg.kts gs xq.k lxGs O;FkZ vkgs o"kkZuqo"ksZ jkT; cnyys jkT;drsZ cnyys thoui)rhr ifjorZu >kys ek= ,d xks"V 'kkÜor 

Eg.kts dèkhgh u cny.kkjh vkgs rh Eg.kts gs iq.; iqjkru jk"Vª-;k Hkkjr jk"Vªkoj vkØe.ks 

>kyh rh iGowu ykoyh vkf.k vkt gk ns'k Lora= >kyk vki.k [kjp oSpkfjd 

–"Vhus Lora= >kyks dk \ vki.k vkèkquhd >kys ikfgts gs [kja vkgs] 

ek= ik'pkR; ukgh- vkèkqfudhdj.k Eg.kts if'pekR;dj.k ukgh gs vki.k 

letys ikfgts -

ijksins'k ikafMR;** Eg.kts nqljs ns'kp egku vkgs vls eku.ks 

cjkscj ukgh dkj.k T;k ns'kkps vuqdj.k vki.k djrks rs ns'k dsoG jk"Vªh; LokFkZ 

c?krkr ek= Hkkjr ns'k KkusÜojkauh EgaVY;kçek.ks ^^nqfjrkaps frfej tkoks foÜo 

LoèkeZ lw;Z ikgks** vFkkZr foÜo'kkarh pk lans'k ns.kkjs vkgs vkf.k tj v';k ns'kkauh txkpk usr`Ro dsy rj 

foÜo'kkarh Ogk;yk osG ykx.kkj ukgh vkf.k Eg.kwup vkiys xq.k Hkkjrkyk foÜoxq# cuo.;kr ykoys ikfgts- foÜojkt 

ukghrj foÜoxq#- usgeh foÜokxq# dkj.k xq: usgeh Lor%pk LokFkZ fol:u f'k";kyk iq<s vk.krks vkf.k Lor% f'k";kaP;k 

vkuankr vkuan ekurks- vktP;k osGpk vuqdwy fopkj dsyk rj loZ çFke vkiY;kyk vkiys thou ifo= cuokos ykxsy- 

dkj.k pfj«;kfouk pfj= vkf.k dr`ZRofouk oä`Ro ukgh gs vki.k tk.kys ikfgts- eh ts dkgh djhy R;kps vafre è;s; 

tulsok vlsy] rj ;'kkpk vkaun ukgh ] rj dk;Zi)rhpk vkuan feGsy vkf.k tj dk;Zi)rh pk vkuan feGkyk rj 

lkgftdp vkgs rqEgh usgehp vkuanh jkgky - vls Eg.krkr dh lkèkh uk.kh pyukr vlrkr vkf.k Çderh uk.kh xaxktGh 

eè;s iMrkr ;k uqlkj vki.k Hkkjr ;k xaxktGh eè;s iMysyh [kjh uk.kh vkgksr- R;k xaxkèkkjsph ifo=rk iljo.;kph osG 

[kjks[kjp vkyh vkgs -R;keqGs th lkèkus feGsy R;kauh fopkj lq: d:u *ek fo}s"k o% A* vFkkZr dks.kkP;k çfr }s"k ukgh gk 

ea= ?ksÅu lkscrp vkRej{k.kkps Hkku Bsowu dk;Z pkyw djk-

^^

Atharva Deshpande

3rd Year, EN

MARATHI
SECTION
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ARCEON'19

vgadkj 
vk;q";kr ;sÅu xsysY;k vkf.k nqjkoysY;k ukR;kapk MksGli.ks vH;kl dsyk dh y{kkr ;sra dh vusd t.k T;kauk 

vki.k  ̂ ^vkiY;kyk nq[kkoya** Eg.kwu vk;q";krwu vki.k otk dsya gksr rs vusdnk leFkZuh; uOgrap--- Hkkouk nq[kkoY;k 

vla Eg.kra vki.k vkiY;k vgadkjkyk foukdkj.k tksiklr clyks vkf.k lksU;klkj[kh ek.kla vkiY;k çfr{ksyk daVkGwu 

vkikiY;k ekxsZ fu?kwugh xsyh - R;kaph ,[kknh —rh] pwd gk t.kw dkgh tUe ej.kkpk ç'u cuowu rh gdukd vkiY;k 

vgadkjkph cGh dèkh >kyh gs dGyap ukgh- uktwd ukR;kauk 'ksoVh vgadkj ukgh rj ek;sP;k vksykO;kphp xjt vlrs-

vki.k tls tls ifjiDo gksr tkrks rla rla y{kkr ;sra dh Hkkouk vkf.k vgadkj ákaP;kr vlysyh lw{e js"kk ;ksX; 

osGh tk.kwu okxk;yk goa gksr---- Hkkouk {kek'khy vlrs rj vgadkj ek= ,d ?kko nksu rqdMs d:u eksdGk gksrks- Hkkouk 

nq[kkoyh vla vki.k Eg.krks rsOgk [kwi osGk Hkkouk ukgh rj vgadkj nq[kkoysyk vlrks-

vxnh ,[kknh vkuankph ckreh tjh dq.kh vkiY;kyk uarj fnyh] rjh R;kp nq%[k Eg.kwu R;kapa vfHkuanugh vki.k 

dsya ulra vkf.k gs vusdnk ?kMra----tx.ka Eg.kts Qä Üokl ?ks.ka ulra rj R;k tx.;kykgh Lor%p vla osxGa :i vkf.k 

vfLrRo vlra----

dq.kkpap dq.kkokpwu dkgh vMr ukgh i.k dks.k dèkh mi;ksxkyk ;sÃy gslq)k lkaxrk ;sr ukgh- vk;q";kr vkysyh 

pkaxyh ek.kla tsOgk xSjletqrÈeqGs nqjkorkr rsOgk ek= tj rh yksd vk;q";kr jkfgyh vlrh rj tx.ka vtwu lqanj vkf.k 

vFkZiw.kZ >kya vlra vla ek= uôhp okVwu tkra----

{k.kHkaxqj vk;q";kps ykM djrkuk vkiY;k tx.;kpk ntkZ vki.k jk[kk;yk gok vkf.k áklkBhp rs tx.ka lqlaL—r 

vkf.k vFkZiw.kZ cuo.kkj+~;k pkaxY;k ek.klkaph vksG[k vkf.k tksikluk dj.ka vkf.k vgadkjkeqGs R;kauk u xeko.ks gs 

tk.khoiwoZd vki.k djkoa vla eukiklwu okVra--- gks uk \---

cÚ;kpnk rj leksjP;k okx.;kpk vki.k vkiY;k erkuqlkj vFkZ dk<rks] rlk fopkjgh leksjP;kpk ulw 'kdrks 

lgt vkiya Eg.kwu okxr vlrks-- ijarq vki.k pqdhpk vFkZ dk<wu leksjP;kyk vk;q";krwu lgt dk<wu Vkdrks-- vkf.k 

vkiyk vgadkj vkiY;kyk ;k xks"Vhph tk.khogh gksÅ nsr ukgh-

Eg.kwu----

dq.kkph fdrhgh eksBh pqd vlyh rjh rh vk;q";kis{kk] ukR;kis{kk eksBh fuf'prp ukgh--

vgadkj ukgh Hkkouk lkaHkkGk -

Ameya Tipnis

3rd Year, Industrial
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L=hpk  vkRefoÜokl 
vyhdMsp ,d ekfydk Qkj çfl) >kyh gksrh---*map ek>k >ksdk* R;k ekfydsr *jekckÃ jkuMs* ;kaP;k 

thoukrhy cjsp egRokps çlax fViwu rs nk[ko.;kpk ç;Ru dsyk gksrk ekfydk c?krkuk lgt eukr ,d fopkj vkyk---dh 
[kjp R;k osGh efgykauk brds deh ys[kys tk;ps dk\ vkf.k tj tk;ps rj rs dk\

Qä ,dp mÙkj MksG~;kleksj gksrs---rs Eg.kts *vkRefoÜokl*- eukryk lxGa xksaèkG lkoj.;kpk ç;Ru dsyk 
vkf.k 'kkar eukus fopkj d:u ikfgys rj vls tk.koys dh ukgh----fL=;kvcyk uOgR;k R;kauk rls okxko.;kr vkys gksrs 
vkf.k ex lkgftdp R;kaP;k eukr Lor%cíy dehi.kkph Hkkouk fuekZ.k >kyh- R;kapkgh vkRefoÜokl <klGyk- 

ijarq iwoÊ ifjfLFkrh v'kh uOgrh ---egkHkkjrkr L=h;kauk [kwi egRo fnys xsys vkgs---ækSinh ] dqarh ;kaP;klkj[;k 
fL=;kulR;k rj dnkfpr R;kapsp Lodh; vkRefoÜoklkus y<w 'kdys ulrs- ;kp lcG fL=;k fdrh [kachji.ks mH;k gksR;k 
igk cjs--- j.kkax.kkr ukgh [ksGY;k i.k iM|kekxph Hkwfedk ek= pks[k fuHkko.kk&;k ;k fL=;kvkRefoÜoklw gksR;k - i.k 
uarj ifjfLFkrh r'khp jkfgyh ukgh-fL=;kaukf'k{k.kkpk fojksèkgh >kyk ] R;koj lkfo=hckÃ Qqys ;kauh dsysyk Økafrdkjd  
fopkj ikgwu fL=;kdnkfpr fL=;kauk çsj.kk  feGkyh vlsy [kjh i.k rh  Qkj dkG fVdys ukgh- 

ƒˆ fMlsacj „åƒ„ P;k xWax jsi dsl vkf.k v';k vusd ?kVukauh Hkkjr ns'k =Lr >kyk;- i.k brds lxGs gksÅugh 
dkgh fBdk.kh L=h p L=hyk deh ys[krs eqyh udks eqyxk ikfgts vls  Eg.krs dqynhid Eg.kwu eqyxkp gok vls fryk 
vtwugh dk okVr vlsy cjs \ L=h frP;k dqVqackrhy yksdkalkBh [kwi dkgh djrs---i.k R;kp dqVqackus tj fryk lkFk fnyh 
ukgh rj rh rjh dk; dj.kkj vkf.k v'kkeqGs Eg.ktsp dqVqac O;oLFkk dksyeMY;keqGs vkRefoÜokl deh >kyk]Çdok [kwip 
ok<yk vlkok R;keqGs lerksy fc?kMyk vkf.k vafre ifj.kke Eg.kts la;qä dqVqac i)rhpk j+~gkl >kyk- uqlrh dqVqac 
O;oLFkk uOgs rj fookg laLFkk i.k dksyeMrs vkgs] QWfeyh dksVZ rqMqac Hkjys vkgs] R;kr lks'ky ehfM;k oj rj Qkj Nki 
fnlwu ;srs efgykaph-vkt L=h gksÅu tx.ks rls dBh.kp]frP;k dMs eVsjh;ysfLVd –f"Vdksukrwu ikfgys tkrs ]dqBs rjh 
vkè;fRed –"Vhdksu deh gksÅu O;kogkfjd –"Vhdksu ok<yk -R;kr L=h;kapk vknj djk-- R;kauk gok rks lUeku |k vls 
vkiY;kyk tkfgjkrheè;s nk[koya tkr --- fe=kauks gh xks"V dqBsrjh eukyk uôhp ykxrs- 

i.k gs dqBsrjh Fkkack;yk go ;krwu L=h;kauh ckgsj iM.ks vko';d vkgs- O;fäeRokpk fodkl dj.ks vusd L=h;kauk 
vo?kM tkrs - ijarq ] vkiY;k nSuafnu thoukr vki.k tls okxrks ] fopkj djrks rls vkiys O;fäeÙo ?kMr tkrs - 
letkrhy ?kVukapkgh R;kr lekos'k vlrks - R;kdMs fL=;knqyZ{k djrkr R;keqGs dèkh dèkh R;k ekxs jkgwu tkrkr- 

çR;sd L=huh tj vkiY;k O;fäeRokrys xq.k vksG[kys vkf.k R;kauk oko nsÅu Lor%P;k O;fäeÙokpk fodkl 
dsyk rj ,dgh L=h v'kh mj.kkj ukgh th Lokoyach ukgh- i.k gs lxGs dj.;klkBh ykx.kkj vkgs vkRefoÜokl- 
vkRefoÜokl ghp ;'kkph xq#fdYyh vkgs-vkRefoÜoklkr thou vkgs L=h ,d eafnj vkgs çsekps] l`tursps] drZO;kps 
R;kps ikfo«; tiya ikfgtsgsp vkiY;k lok±ps drZO; vkgs-
'ksoVps i.k egÙokps---
thou ns.kkjh
thou Qqyo.kkjh
thou çsee; dj.kkjh
thou ve`r rqY; dj.kkjh
thou laiw.kZ eks{ke; dj.kkjh
vuar n'kZu]'käh ns.kkjh L=hp vlrs- Girija Joshi

3rd Year, CSE

MARATHI
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;qxizorZd

Param Puranik

3rd Year, CSE

vktP;k ,dfolkO;k 'krdkeè;s çR;sd xksgrhps çek.k gs Bjysys vlrs-vki.k vkiys thou dls txkos ;kps 

çek.k vki.k vkiY;k MksG~;kleksj ,d IDOL leksj BsÅu R;kçek.ks Çdok R;kaP;k f'kdo.;kçek.ks txk;ps Bjorks- v'kkp 

,d vkn'kZ O;fäeRokps mnkgj.k Çdok vkn'kk±ps vkn'kZ vlysys ^ Lokeh foosdkuan* - vkt R;kaP;k dk;Z:ikus vkf.k 

fopkjkauh lrr vkiY;k lkscrp rs vkgsr vls okVrs-

Lokeh foosdkuan Eg.kts ^ujsaæukFk foÜoukFk nÙk*- jke—".k ijegal ;kaps f'k";- R;kaP;k fopkjkapk çpkj vkf.k 

çlkj dj.;kps dk;Z R;kauh vfojr dsys- jke—".k eBkaph LFkkiuk d:u LokehtÈuh txkyk ,d vfoLej.kh; HksVp fnyh 

vkgs- f'kdkxkseè;s loZèkeÊ; ifj"knseè;s Hkkjrkps çfrfufèkRo dsys- ^^ftus txkyk lfg".kqrk o oSfÜodrspk Lohdkj 

dj.;kph f'kdo.k fnyh vkgs v'kk lokZr çkphu vl.kkj+~;k laU;k'kkaP;k oSfnd ijaijsP;k orhus] eh txkrhy uofuÆer 

jk"Vªkaps Lokxr djrks-** HkkjrHkwehps vls vFkZiw.kZ o.kZu dj.kkjs Lokehth ! R;kaP;k oä`Ro dkS'kY; o foosdcq)hph ;k 

o.kZuko:u dYiuk ;srs- lukru èkekZps çfrfuèkhRo d:u] osnkarkoj vkf.k Hkkjrh; laL—rhoj  f'kdkxkscjkscjp vusd 

fBdk.ks O;k[;kus fnyh- Hkkjrh; uOgs rj vesfjdu o`Ùki=kaoj] yksdkaP;k eukoj R;kauh vkiyh Hkkjrh; vlY;kph 

osxGhp Nki fuekZ.k dsyh-

loZ èkekZps lkj ,dkp vkgs vls lkaxwu R;kauh ̂ ^olqèkSo dqVqacde~** dk lans'k #tw dsyk-lU;klh vlwu yksdkauk ̂  

xhrk okpw udk i.k QqVc‚y [ksGk* vlk lans'k nsrkr- rkRi;Z vls dh rqeph {kerk o cqf)eÙkk dqBY;k uk dqBY;k çdkjs 

lRdkj.kh ykok( vkf.k vFkkZr xhrsr i.k gkp lans'k feGrks] deZ djr jkgk]QGkph vis{kk d: udk-

osnkar 'kk[ksps iqjLdrsZ vlysys Lokehth vk| 'kadjkpk;Z ;kapk fopkjkauk iq<s usr R;kauh rRoKku çfrikfnr dsys-

R;kaP;k ers loZ çk.khek= ;kar f'kokpk va'k vkgs R;keqGs ^f'koHkkosa tholsok* ;kaps okpu R;kauh f'kjksèkk;Z ekuys-vkt 

jke—".k eBkP;k ekè;ekrwu vusd lsok xjtwauk miyCèk vkgsr-vktP;k vkeP;k ;qok fi<hyk lrr ^Motivated* 

Bso.;klkBh R;kaP;k fopkjkaph Bso gk ,d [kftukp vkgs-^nqcZyrk Eg.kts e`R;w* ;k opukrwu çR;sd çlaxkyk èkS;kZus lkeksjs 

tkÅu iw.kZRokl usys ikfgts gk lans'k feGrks-

mBk! tkxs Ogk ! è;s; çkIr gksÃ i;±r Fkkacw udk !** vlk lans'k R;kauh fnyk- ;k LièksZP;k dkGkr fpdkVh egRokph 

vkgs rs R;kauh vkèkhp tk.kys gksrs-

Hkäh ;ksxkcíy lkaxrkuk rs Eg.krkr ̂ ^tksoj Lor%oj foÜokl Bsow 'kdr ukgh rksoj nsokojgh nsÅ 'kdr ukgh** vkf.k [kjp 

vktP;k dkGkr vkRefoÜoklkyk dkgh vuU; egRo çkIr >kys vkgs-  vls gs ;qok fi<hps çsj.kklzksr Lokeh foosdkuan ;kapk 

tUefnol ƒ„ tkusokjh gk jk"Vªh; ;qok fnol Eg.kwu lktjk dsyk tkrks ;kr uoy dk;\ 

^^
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From The Editor's Desk

ARCEON'19

Kartik Vaswani 
3rd Year IND

Head Art Team

"CREATIVITY TAKES COURAGE"

                                            Henri Matisse

It is rightfully said that one needs to have courage to depict everything they want through 

art.The art is how you see this world, the colours are your specific way of communication, how you 

convey your work ...Artistic vision is when a person imagines something they’d like to hear, see, 

wear, taste, smell, etc. but do not at present see an example that matches their imaginings. They are 

then obliged to think on how to realize those imagining in a condition where it can be shared with 

others. 

Artivision presents you to the conceptualization of many such ideas from the budding artist of 

RCOEM, thus giving them a platform to present their creativity and talent. The moment our reader 

turns the page, they are impelled to be mesmerised and disappear into the beautiful world of art.



Abstract 
Painting of 

Goddess Saraswati
Shreya 

Santosh Rathi
ndCSE, 2  Year

The 
Serene Dawn
Yashashri Anil 

Belgamwar
ndCivil, 2  Year

The Fallen 
High-Rise

Kartik Jitendra 
Vaswani

Industrial, 
rd3  Year
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Abstract Art
Shreya 

Santosh Rathi
ndCSE, 2  Year

The Common 
Kingfisher

Kartik Jitendra Vaswani
rdIndustrial, 3  Year

Knife Painting 
(Acrylic On Canvas)
Kartik Jitendra 

Vaswani
Industrial, 

rd3  Year
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Pen Art
Shreya Santosh 

Rathi
ndCSE, 2  Year

Stippling 
Art

Shreya Santosh 
Rathi

ndCSE, 2  Year

Ultramarine 
Expressions
Rohee Gupta
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A Desolated 
Childhood

Yashashri Anil 
Belgamwar

ndCivil, 2  Year

Ethereal
Rohee Gupta
Mechanical, 

rd3  Year

Night Howl
Rohee Gupta
Mechanical, 

rd3  Year
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The 
Forgotten 

Tear
Eeshan Deshpande

nd
Civil, 2  Year

Captain Jack 
Sparrow

Poorva 
B Tiwari

Wonder 
Woman

Rachita Naidu
Industrial, 

rd
3  Year
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Holy Clarity
Pragya Sunil 

Mahadule
Electronics, 

th
4  Year

Sherlock
Rachita Naidu

Industrial, 
rd3  Year

Picture 
Perfect

Rohee Gupta
Mechanical,

rd3  Year

Dripping Eye
Rahemeen Mirza 

Asif Baig
MCA, 

st1  year (Shift 1)
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The God of 
Mischief

Rachita Naidu
Industrial, 

rd3  Year

Gandhi
Indra Gupta

Industrial
st1  Year

Time-Bound
Rohee Gupta
Mechanical,

rd3  Year

Gateway 
of India

Indra Gupta
rd1  Year
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Citadel
Indra Gupta
Industrial, 

st
1  Year

Zakir 
Hussain

Indra Gupta
Industrial

rd
1  Year

Color Me 
Bright

Monika Bhole
Electronics

nd
2  Year
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The Fruit of 
Armageddon
Indra Gupta

Industrial
rd

1  Year

The 
Tug of War

Poorva B Tiwari

Bonafide 
Injustice

Poorva B Tiwari
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Research 
Magnanimity

Pragya Sunil 
Mahadule
Electronics

th4  Year

Surrealism 
Art

Ritesh Nimje
Department 

of MCA

Rangoli
Sneha Kawale
Department of 
MCA (Shift 2)
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From The Editor's Desk

ARCEON'19

Sagar More
3rd year, ECE 
Section Head 

Photography Section

This being probably one of the most purest 

form of art where its hard to fake, as it takes 

gazillion efforts and attempts to make one 

perfect shot and present in front of the world 

with every image, every capture, every 

moment having a story behind it. Its with 

great pleasure, that we as an editorial unit of 

this Photography section , ‘Lensnap’ , are 

proud to present the ‘Snaps’ shot by our very 

own students with immense ‘Focus’ , with a 

great ‘Exposure’ in the lap of the nature with 

passion and having the artistic eye and sharp 

minds coordinating together for what will 

unfold before our very eyes ahead.

(Sagar, Tanmay)



PHOTOGRAPHY 
 SECTION

AJINKYA 
DHARASKAR 

Civil 3rd year, 

AJINKYA 
DHARASKAR 

Civil 3rd year, 

ASUTOSH 
ILLORKAR 

Mech3rd year, 
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EN3rd year, 
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RONIT 
RANJAN 

ECE3rd year, 

SWAPNIL 
HERWADKAR 

EN3rd year, 
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SAMIRAN 
KAPSE 

ECE3rd year, 

SANJANA 
MALANI 

ECE3rd year, 

YASHWANT 
HAMPIHOLI 

ECE3rd year, 
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From The Editor's Desk

ARCEON'19

Rachita Naidu 
3rd Year, IND
Section Head 

English Section

Ezra Pound said, “Great literature is simply 

language charged with meaning to the utmost 

possible degree” Oh but as I believe it is so 

much more. In this section, I feel immense 

pride in presenting the compilation of articulate 

literature as a result of the earnest efforts of the 

students of Shri Ramdeobaba college of 

engineering and management.

We have worked to present to you a truly 

literary feast not marred by the pessimistic 

nature of the present world that quite often 

shuns the light of creativity. We hope that this 

agglomeration of knowledge, creativity and 

even ingenuity will be an art to behold. The 

section is filled to the brim with the views, 

imagination, and prospects of our students.

I take this opportunity to thank our principal 

Dr. R.S. Pande for providing us the proper 

stage to sincerely express our love for 

numerous aspects of life in the form of English 

Literature. I would also like to thank my team 

and the system’s team for helping me pave the 

way to this resplendent end result. Lastly, I want to extend my gratitude towards all the writers 

who contributed to this journey.



A mind all logic is like a knife all blade. It makes the hand 

bleed that uses it. A knife requires one side to be a cutting edge and 

another side to have a good grip for an effective use. If both the 

edges are cutting edges then the one who is using it will get hurt 

since there is no smooth grip to handle. It will start bleeding from 

the hands of that user. Similarly if a mind is trained to think only 

logically and has no knowledge it will be like a knife all blades and 

no grip to handle. As knife requires grip and blades both for an 

effective use, in a similar sense mind requires both knowledge and 

logic both for an effective solution. A mind with all logic is a mind 

which functions strictly on reason and sound ideas. A mind which has only mathematical expression and solution. A 

mind which is devoid of emotions, sense, knowledge, variety. A mind which is uncompromising and dull because of 

too much of consistency of reasoning. Such a mind is like a mind all blade. Rational thinking doesn’t necessarily work 

always. Sometimes thinking irrationally is important too.

It is not necessary that the thought through logic is always going to be right. It might be right after a long run 

but for that we need to sacrifice many things. If we go through knowledge it might be possible that at a short run we can 

be right and we need not sacrifice a lot. Sometimes people don’t have knowledge and through their absent mind logic 

they say anything or find any wrong path, which hurts nobody but them. Let us take an example of atheist. Once there 

was an atheist who used to deal his problems through some logic. He used to oppose God every time. He was against 

the existence of God. He never went to any temple/mosque/church. After few years, one day one of his friends saw him 

in a shop, buying some spiritual stone or something. The friend was taken aback by shock. He went to him and asked 

him that if he didn’t believe to God then how come he is buying spiritual things? On asking, he said ‘’ It was his young 

time when he didn’t believe. Now at the verge of retirement and seeing no future of my son, I don’t know why, so I was 

little worried for my son. So I thought let us try the spiritual power, whether it can do something or not.” Let us take 

another example. Suppose we are getting late to our work and we rush, but still miss the bus. All of a sudden, we find a 

person met with an accident. So, whether we’ll help that person or just continue towards our own work? Our logical 

brain tells to continue our own work, whereas the emotional brain tells us to help the man. If we are logically trained, 

we can stay all alone, and this may turn as a senseless person. We can control our actions in many ways. It may be 

logical and emotional . But the thing is we should balance these two emotions.

As we can see it is just like logical thinking, let us try this, if this doesn’t work then let’s try something else. 

This keeps on going, which in turns hurts the emotions of that person. Following strict logical path needs to be iron 

strong. Life will hit below the belt often. If you choose the rational path that may be just right; but would virtually kill 

one’s emotions. Thus, a mind which works strictly according to logic, which is rigid and unemotional, will make the 

heart bleed; the heart of the person who uses that mind-the heart of the person whom that mind belongs to.

A MIND ALL LOGIC IS A KNIFE ALL BLADE

ENGLISH
SECTION
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THE 5-HOUR RULE

- Nimesh Singh

Think of someone who epitomizes a successful career. Bill Gates? Oprah? Elon Musk? 

A healthy chunk of the names that come to mind are people who abide by one common principle : the 

five-hour rule. We’re not saying this will make you the next one of them, but, hey, it’s definitely the 

place to start.

Success, In One Hour A Day.

The rule itself is pretty simple : Carve out one hour from each weekday (one hour + five weekdays = five 

hours) to devote to deliberate practice and learning. Insert any bit of reading, studying, or practicing here that is 

applicable to the greater goal of advancing in your field. That’s it. Ta-da. Watch out, Mr. CEO. 

   The reason why the five-hour rule is so effective in priming the world’s most accomplished people for 

continued success comes down to two things. First, working harder and longer is not the same as working smarter. Not 

even close. Smart working includes taking a little time away to learn instead of do. This will help you focus on long-

term self-improvement, rather than your current workload. Do you really think Bill Gates reading 50 books a year is 

directly tied to his daily projects? 

  Secondly, nothing beats an expert. Jumping right into the deep end, figuring things out as you go is great and 

all, but there’s no substitute for good old fashioned expertise. Billionaire entrepreneur Marc Andreessen points to 

Mark Zuckerberg as an example, saying in an interview, “I think skill acquisition, literally the acquisition of skills and 

how to do things, is just dramatically underrated. There’s a reason there are so many stories about Mark Zuckerberg. 

There aren’t that many Mark Zuckerbergs. The really great CEOs, if you spend time with them — you would find this 

to be true of Mark today or of any of the great CEOs of today or the past — they are really encyclopaedic in their 

knowledge of how to run a company, and it’s very hard to just intuit all of that in your early 20s”

 An Inc. article picked apart the ways different five-hour rulers spent their daily learning hour, separating the trends 

into three buckets:

1. Read. Besides Bill Gates, big-time bookworms include Oprah, President Obama, Mark Cuban, Nike founder Phil 

Knight, billionaire entrepreneur David Rubenstein, and self-made billionaire and owner of the Cleveland 

Cavaliers Dan Gilbert. Book club goals, anyone?

2. Think. This can feel like an hour of doing nothing, but taking time to reflect has been 

     shown to improve job performance. It’s critical for AOL CEO Tim Armstrong, who makes his 

senior team              spend four hours per week thinking.

 3.  Experiment. Don’t knock it till you try it, literally. Benjamin 

   Franklin and Thomas Edison were known to take risky 

      experiments. Google and Microsoft have allotted time in the 

        day for employees to experiment with their ideas.
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BUTTERFLY

- Simran Vaswani

When you make mistakes
you learn something new.

You have to take some risks
to make your dreams come true.

Hold your head high
when times get bad.

You have got to live your life
and remember what you had.

Live your life magically
with nothing to forget.

Live each day with a purpose
Never have anything to regret.

There is no such thing as giving up
Always give it another try

Just when the caterpillar thought the world was over

It became a BUTTERFLY.

ENGLISH
SECTION
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A FACE OFF WITH THE PAST

- Anubhav Pachauri

There was dark and lonely road in front of her. But she was determined that she could walk any path, alone. No 

matter how dark the path is or how lonely it is, but she knew, she could walk it alone. She , then, looked at her watch on 

her right wrist, it was half past eleven. Looking ahead she took a step, then another, and started walking. The road was 

dark not only because there was no street lights but also due to the high and heavily covered trees on both side of it. But 

still, she could see her path clearly in the light glittered by wanning half moon.

While walking she was thinking about the problems she and her family had to face since her brother had left 

them for-ever. First of all they have to  face everything from dust to mountains of remarks and taunts of society, not 

only about brother, but about her family. Also she had to face teasing of  friends and eve-teasing of boys. With each and 

every thought, her pace was reducing.

But then, she heard some footsteps. As she looked back, in the silvery moonlight she could see a dark figure of 

a boy. She knew what it meant. Though it was quarter to twelve and she was walking on a dark road alone, she was not 

afraid till now. But then the boy shouted – “Stop!!”

Fear had set deep into her eyes. She turned and started walking fast. But as she heard running footsteps 

following her, she too started running.

She thought Kaash her brother could be with her.

This reminded her of an childhood incident when she was playing in a garden with her brother and a dog was 

running after her. As she shouted for help, her brother intercepted the path of the dog. And then that li’l eight year old 

girl was hiding behind her ‘mighty’ ten year old brother.

Though the dog bit him twice on the right leg, still he was smiling, cause he was successful in making dog 

retreat. Trying to run faster and faster….with faster heartbeats, she wished for help, not from God, but from her 

brother. So that she could stand behind him and be ready to face each and every problem.

But, the boy caught her wrist. For that moment she couldn’t even dare to think about the incident following 

that. But, she felt strange in that tight but gentle grip. She was trying to recognize that touch. In the next second she 

recognized that gentle and warming touch and without a moment’s hesitation she hugged that boy. She was crying. 

She was crying hard against that well built chest. With continuous streams of tears flowing down her cheeks, she was 

repeatedly asking in partially choked voice-

“Why……. Why had you left me …….. Just answer me……Why……..”

Not answering the questions the boy just wrapped her in his arms. She felt comfortable in that warm wrap. She was 

now safe, at the safest place. She was guarded by strong arms of her brother. Now there was nothing to worry, nothing 

to get afraid of and nothing to fear with.
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To be a person

It takes a lot of humanity,

Not to be a person

It just takes few seconds of inhumanity.

To be a friend

It takes just trust,

Not to be a friend

It just takes few moments of distrust.

To be a student

It takes just sincerity,

Not to be a student

It just takes few seconds of acceptability to unlearn.

To be an egoist

It takes a few dominating factors,

Not to be an egoistic

It just takes few seconds to be ground to earth.

To be an optimist 

It takes just a good smile,

Not to be an optimist

It just takes few seconds of sadness.

To be or Not to be one

Is a choice in disguise?

It is nothing but selecting,

One of the two paths in woods.

The decision is only ours,

As no one is bothered what we do,

But claim at the result of the decision

By cursing our own fate.

TO BE OR NOT TO BE ?

- Amruta Adbe

BEFORE SUNSET

You tell me, how sunsets have always fascinated 

you and lately you spend days looking at it, appreciating 

its beauty and thinking about everything that left you. I 

agree, the sun has tremendous power; so much that it can 

burn out people and memories with it. But broken hearts 

and shattered souls don't have a quick fix. And I'm sure 

you don't want to be one of those who faded away with 

the winds.

How about a deal, then? How about you to go 

back and send those unsent texts or leave that job which 

torments you, or maybe even go and publish that book? 

How about you do that and everything else you think 

would liberate you, from those unknown clutches, and 

explore what happens next. Because let's face it, 

somewhere, you've always wanted to do it.

So just go and do it! Do all that you've wanted to 

but couldn't. Because someday, the sun would set, and so 

would you.

- Shruti Dhond
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5 THINGS YOU DIDN'T KNOW 

CLIMATE CHANGE COULD DO  

By now, most people are familiar with the immediate 

effects of our atmosphere's rising temperature: sea ice is 

disappearing, wildlife species are going extinct, and 

weather events are getting more extreme. But the 

atmosphere plays a role in nearly every planetary 

process there is, and as a result, climate change has some 

complex effects that you may not even realize exist. In 

fact, some might even seem impossible — but they're 

frighteningly real.

1. Bumpier Flights :

If you're not a frequent flyer, this might not seem 

so bad — more air turbulence just means a few spilled 

drinks and a few more minutes with the seatbelt sign 

illuminated, perhaps. But turbulence is a very big deal 

for air travel as a whole, injuring hundreds of passengers 

and costing airlines tens of millions of dollars in damage 

every year. Air turbulence is an effect of jet streams, 

which are fast-flowing air currents high in the 

atmosphere that affect weather patterns by pushing air 

masses around. A 2013 study published in the journal 

Nature Climate Change concluded that as the 

atmosphere warms, jet streams will move faster, and that 

will make the atmosphere more susceptible to 

turbulence. A 2007 study bears that out: turbulence has 

increased by 40 to 90 percent since the 1950s.

2. More Disease Outbreaks :

In the coming decades, disease outbreaks could 

change in two ways: diseases we get from animals may 

proliferate, and diseases we thought were long dead may 

return. The warm temperatures and greater rainfall lead 

to booming populations of disease-carrying animals like 

mosquitoes that can spread malaria and dengue fever and 

rats that can spread bacteria diseases like leptospirosis 

and tularaemia (not to mention Lyme disease from the 

ticks that hitch a ride). Both mosquito and rat 

populations are on the rise.

Meanwhile, bacteria and viruses lying dormant in the 

permafrost are waking up. In 2016, a 12-year-old boy in 

Siberia died of anthrax believed to have come from a 

century-old reindeer carcass that thawed in a heat wave. 

The fear is that there's more where that came from; 

corpses of people who died of smallpox and other 

historic diseases could resurface beneath the permafrost 

to infect the living.

You can also watch a video : NASA Time Lapse Shows 

the Effects of Climate Change

3. Greater Tilt in the Earth's Axis :

This might be the strangest effect of climate 

change, although it's also one of the least alarming. Since 

the turn of the 20th century, the Earth's axis of rotation 

has shifted about 34 feet (10.5 meters). A new study says 

that this is at least partially due to climate change: the 

melting of the Greenland ice sheet, along with other 

areas, has shifted the distribution of mass on the planet. 

Just as changing the shape of a spinning top alters the 

way it spins, shifting planetary mass from land to ocean 

alters the Earth's axial tilt. Luckily, this change is so 

small that it isn't expected to have much of an effect on 

weather, agriculture, or navigation.

4. Stronger Earthquakes :

How on Earth could a warming atmosphere 

cause earthquakes? According to a 2009 study of 

typhoons and earthquakes in Taiwan, it starts with the 

greater storm activity that comes from a warming 

climate. Huge storms are characterized by reduced 

atmospheric pressure, which helps faults in the Earth's 

crust move more easily. Earthquake faults are under 

enormous strain, and all you need to release it is "the 

pressure of a handshake," as geophysicist John 

McCloskey of the University of Ulster puts it. It's also 

possible that that pressure could come from melting ice 
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sheets lightening their load on the Earth's crust. Still, it 

should be noted that there's little evidence to suggest 

natural earthquakes are getting stronger or more 

frequent.

5. More Volcano Eruptions : 

This, too, might be caused by glaciers easing off 

of land masses and giving the planet's crust more room to 

breathe. "It can affect magma flow and the voids and 

gaps in the Earth where magma flows to the surface as 

well as how much magma the crust can actually hold," 

Graeme Swindles, an author on a 2017 study into the 

phenomenon, told Scientific American. He and his 

colleagues compared Iceland's volcanic record with 

glacial coverage and found that as the climate warmed, 

eruptions increased. As with earthquakes, there's no 

evidence that volcanic activity is on the rise quite yet, but 

scientists think it could happen.

A TAKE ON MY EXPERIENCE

- Justin Joseph

I don't know what it is but there is a certain 

essence to this college which is just really mesmerizing.

I think about it a lot that what it is exactly, maybe 

it is the unlimited opportunities knocking your door from 

the different clubs of this college or maybe the numerous 

events making you participate in something or the other.

I don't know what magic it is but somehow you are able 

to balance the academic part and the all the extra 

curricular part in a very upright way. 

I personally feel that this college have given me 

a lot , more than I could ever return. From being a shy 

introvert person to being a confident social butterfly, I 

would like to give all the credit to this college. 

RCOEM, the magical experience towards a new 

beginning. 

DRUGGED

Dragged with lies

and high on fake promises

maybe it wasn’t the best choice

to get treated by you

but again,

maybe I’m too drugged to 

wisely choose.

- Varidhi Shrivastav
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EVERYTHING IS A BUSINESS AND 

EVERYONE IS A PRODUCT.

Now how good a product is? It's judged by how good and relevant it's specifications are. Your specifications - your 

beliefs, values, character, wisdom  thoughts and above all,  your actions- everything defines you. 

We as products are valued and estimated by different relationships we have with different kinds of people around us. 

We see different kinds of relationships breaking, in home as well as in corporate world. It's simply a matter of fact that 

you as a product do not have the relevant specifications which is needed. 

So, How to be a good product ? 

Change the input resources and open the partly opened inputs very well. Resources are books you read, movies you 

watch, audio you listen to and surrounding people whom you spend your time with and  your inputs are your Eyes and 

Ears. 

Now If you're already a precious product, don't let them buy you because most often many of them won't know how to 

use you to your optimum potential and will often result in distorting your functions. 

When I say buy you, I mean buy your time. Because you are nothing but the time which pass and time spent is the part 

of life you'll never get back.

 

So preserve your value, until you meet those bunch of people who will exploit the available resources and make the 

most out of you resulting in mutual successful businesses. 

Do little business with smart people,  no business with over smart people.

Do some business with knowledgable people and complete business with extraordinary people."

 - Pragya Sunil Mahadule 
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HAVE YOU SWACCH YOUR  MIND YET ??

- Bhumika Bais

We all have different thoughts for different situations. We all consciously or unconsciously  know that ‘our 

thoughts make us or break us’ , but have we really given a thought? Most probably no, right? This is the beauty of our 

mind that even if know the right things we tend to focus on the wrong ones. This isn’t our fault its normal human 

tendency that we posses. 

Whenever somebody performs better than us instead of feeling happy ,energized , motivated to perform better 

we tend to feel jealous, angry and frustrated.  If we are better than others at some tasks we often feel superior and we 

don’t want others to learn and perform better than  us.  Its us who restrict ourselves to our performance instead of 

helping and growing together, we want to grow alone, we want our development. We really need to develop an attitude 

of helping people who are in need. 

All these thoughts fill our mind with negativity. These thoughts disturb us. They replace our positive space 

with negative . They don’t let us focus on what is better for us. When this happen to  us we tend to make wrong 

decisions which directly or indirectly restricts our growth. 

Well all in all these thoughts are somewhat not required and are useless. What do we call stuff  that is 

unimportant and harmful? Garbage right? And what do we do with garbage? We clean it. As our surrounding needs to 

be clean , in the same way we need to clean our mind, we give the garbage to the one who comes to pick it up. In the 

same way these negative thoughts are  needed  to be given to God. He  takes care of it. Inferiority complex, racism , 

focussing on problems rather solutions ,  body shaming people all these thoughts  occupy our mind. They make us feel 

low key. They break our confidence.  

So, what must be done now??   Removing all these thoughts is not easy for sure but we can surely take some 

steps. These steps aren’t tough, they only require consistency and trust in yourself and The Almighty.

The first step is meditation.  Meditation helps clear our mind. It removes the dust in our thoughts. It broadens our way 

of thinking. It helps us focus on solution rather than problems. It helps us make better decisions, increases the quality 

of  thinking. 

The another step to accompany meditation is yoga. Yoga stabilizes our mind s well as body. It is rightly said 

,’Healthy mind in a healthy body’.  When we take care of ourselves we learn to love ourselves and thereby we take care 

of everyone. We help ourselves as well as the ones in need. We stabalize our lives. When we do this we feel at peace. 

When we are at peace we love what we are doing, we love the environment  around us. Hence we live a happy live. 

The key to happiness is  inside us. It lies within us. To be happy we need to let go off things that hurt us, which try to 

bring us down.

So what are you waiting for? Go and swacch your  mind. 

Love and peace from me to you. Love Love.
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HOME

Home is the name of connections on which we build upon our courage.

Hence our Life

Ocean of love will dissolve the stones of misery .

Just leave the stones to settle don't wrestle with it it'll just create more tides and stones will only sink ... Time will 

get you enough to make your way to sky and build bigger shadows for others who work hard in sun solitary.

And in all this vastness 

Seeing is the only gift which blinds couldn't appreciate more.

And you are not alone

Just Drop the idea.

 - Zubair Khan

IMMORTAL  RELATIONS

The series of events of from the morning had 

contradicted all the theories that Preetma had learned till 

now. The theories and values that she learned from 

books, experiences and from various events from her life 

were simply proved wrong and that too in few hours.

She thought that no relation can be above and beyond 

this mortal world.

But these thoughts were no more loyal to Preetma.

Sitting at the top of Raman’s house, staring at the setting 

sun, she was now remembering the events that shook the 

building of her thoughts from bottom to top.

As she started remembering today’s morning, a smile 

broke out on her face.

---

Today morning Raman called her. Then she was 

preparing for her office. Though she was already late by 

10 min. but she always has the time to talk to Raman. 

And why won’t she attend his call as he had called after 3 

weeks. Since last week she was trying to call Raman but 

his cell was out of coverage area.

When she attended his call, she immediately 

asked him why was his cell was out of coverage area, . 

and he replied very politely that he is on a tour due some 

official work given by his boss. Then the conversation 

began about the places he had visited and about where he 

had to go next. Raman told Preetma that it will take about 

a month more to come back to the city, after finishing all 

the work.
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He said that today he had talked to his mother , 

who is at his home. He said today she is not feeling well. 

So he wanted Preetma to go and see her and help her to 

get well and take care of he till she meets her.

As Raman had said this Preetma exclaimed that 

why did he want only ‘her’ to go, he had many friends, he 

can ask them. She asked this because she know that his 

mother doesn’t like her, though she had never met her. 

He simply replied that his other best friend Ankush is 

also not in the city.

As there was no other option, she couldn’t make 

an excuse to any request made by Raman. So she asked 

him for his address. He said that he will text it after the 

call. She ended the call with a promise that she will take 

care of his mother.

---

Raman and Preetma were schooldays friends. 

But their friendship grew after school life. They used to 

chat on facebook and whats app and they also used to text 

each other on phone. They shared their each days 

experience with each other. Telling each other about 

what they learned today and also about the quarrel they 

had with their friends. Neither Raman nor Preetma had 

siblings so Raman called Preetma his sister. And both 

quarreled that who is older than the other.

As they grew up their friendship too grew, like 

evening shadow, which grows with setting sun of life. 

Though they were living in the far corner of same city, 

living in hectic and busy schedule, but still had time to 

meet each other at Lakeside Coffee on last Sunday of 

every month.

After every meet with Preetma, Raman used to 

discuss event with his mother. Though she had never met 

Preetma, but according to her, Preetma was too much 

frank and much open minded girl. But Raman’s mother 

never understood that bond of friendship between 

Raman and Preetma, due to which Preetma was so much 

frank with Raman.

---

After Raman’s call, Preetma called her friend Ankita and 

told her that today she won’t be coming to office because 

Raman had asked her to look after his mother.

Then she prepared some Khichdi, for Raman’s 

mother. As the Khichdi was ready, she packed it in a 

Tiffin box and was then set to go to Raman’s house. She 

took out her scooty and searched the address, which 

Raman had sent just after the call, on Google Maps.

In the way she stopped twice to check whether 

she is on the right way or not.When she reached there, 

she parked her scooty beside the gate. Then she entered 

the gate of single floored building and there she saw a 

woman in her mid thirties.

Preetma knew that she was not Raman’s mother, 

because she had seen his mother’s photo in his phone 

many times. She asked that lady about Raman’s mother. 

Lady replied in a choked voice, that his mother lives on 

the first floor. The lady was having cold, because as 

Preetma took the stairs she heard a sneeze. She was 

climbing stairs and her heartbeat was increasing as she 

was thinking about the reaction of Raman’s mother. 

When she reached there, she was little surprised as the 

door was wide open and there was nobody in the room. 

Then Preetma knocked the door.

A woman in her late forties came in hurry with a 

smiling face. But that smile vanished as if she wanted to 

see someone else on the door. Identifying that woman, 

Preetma greeted her- “Good morning, Aunty!” And told 

her that she was Raman’s friend, Preetma. Preetma was 

surprised by Raman’s mother’s reaction as she just 

smiled meekly. His mother didn’t even ask her why she 

had come.

His mother called her inside. As Raman had 

told, Preetma could see from her face that she was not 

well. She then touched her mother’s forehead. It’s 

temperature was more than normal body temperature. So 

Preetma called a for doctor. After 20 min. doctor came 

and on examining Raman’s mother he told that she was 
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having slight fever and saying this he handed a small list 

of medicines.

After telling Preetma about dose, doctor went away.

She was back in 5 min. after purchasing those medicines.

Till now, Raman’s mother had not speak much with 

Preetma, but now as Preetma was feeding her the 

Khichdi, which was still warm, she spoke- “Why are you 

caring about me so much?”

And Preetma simply replied – “You are mother of my 

brother, so you are my mother. And this is not special; it’s 

just what a daughter would do for her mother.”

With moist eyes and guilty heart, Raman’s mother could 

not speak any more.

After feeding her, Preetma gave her medicines and told 

her to sleep. And Raman’s mother obeyed her silently.

---

That woman, in her late forties, lying on bed, was 

looking more happy and calm than Preetma had seen her 

for the first time. Raman’s mother was sleeping in 

silence for last one hour.

Preetma was sitting beside her and was smiling, looking 

at her. She could feel the satisfaction of her service on her 

face.

Seeing Raman’s mother’s face, reminded her of the last 

days of her own mother. Her mother had passed 9 years 

ago, but she still remembers her well. Her mother died of 

cancer. Preetma used to take her mother’s care when she 

was ill. And when her ill mother slept, she used to sit 

beside her and keep on looking at her face. She could feel 

that satisfaction that her mother felt in her sleep.

And now Preetma could feel that same satisfaction on 

Raman’s mother’s face.

Raman’s mother was asleep and Preetma didn’t want to 

disturb her, so she tiptoed out of the room.

First she went in hall and sat there for five minutes. But, 

then, she felt bored. Then she got an idea.

“Why doesn’t she go and have a look of Raman’s room?”

She liked that idea.

As she entered his room, she found Raman’s room neat 

and clean, which she never expected. Because Raman 

was always in hurry and he used to mess up things. The 

room had numerous books. Books on literature, books 

on sciences and a lot of science magazines. And this 

didn’t surprise Preetma as she knew that Raman was a 

book lover, moreover he like science. There was a 

desktop PC on a table. And on that table there was a 

photo frame with photo of a six or eight year boy with an 

innocent smile leaning on a stone lamp. She didn’t take 

time to realize that the boy in the photograph was none 

other than Raman.

As she looked around, in the room, she saw something 

which she could never believe.

On one of the wall of the room there was Raman’s photo 

in a photo frame with a floral garland.

Raman had died. But how could this happen.

---

Raman’s mother’s sleep was disturbed by sound of 

someone weeping. As she looked around, she saw 

Preetma crying, crying hard with hands put on her mouth 

to suppress the noise.

Her eyes were having a tint of red and non-stop tears 

were flowing down her cheeks.

As Preetma noticed that Raman’s mother has woke up 

she asked in a choked voice-

“How did this happen?”

Raman’s mother understood what she was asking about.

“Didn’t you know?”, she asked Preetma.

“But this couldn’t happen because……,” she paused.

Raman’s mother can’t understand what she said, but she 

explained-

“Three weeks ago, Raman and Ankush had gone 

for a trip for some official reason. And there their vehicle 

fell into a canal, an all the passengers died in that 

accident,” a drop of tear slipped from corner of her eye.

“Is there any chance, even a slight chance that he Raman 

had escaped?”
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“No… I saw his body with my

eyes….pale…..colorless….my child lying on ……,”

she couldn’t speak more.

“But that can’t be possible……..in the morning 

only….”, Preetma paused because she didn’t want to say 

something that would give his mother false hopes.

She needed some time to think.

Preetma was now sitting at the roof of Raman’s 

house, starring at the setting sun. She could not even 

doubt what Raman’s mother said and she could not even 

forget that today morning she talked to Raman. All the 

scientific principles and logics failed to explain her that 

how could a dead person call her and tell her that his 

mother was ill.

First she was afraid of ghosts and spirits and it 

was Raman, who made her believe that there were no 

such things. But now this.

Contradicting all scientific theories, she had 

now arrived on an emotional explanation. She now 

understood how a dead person contacted her.

It was Raman’s love for his mother which gave 

him power to contact Preetma, even after his death. She 

understood that true relations have no ends. True 

relations are beyond mortal world. Such relations are 

beyond these universal limits.

But still, Preetma could not understand, why did 

Raman called only her, his ‘ghost’ could have called any 

other. This may be because she was his best friend.  If 

this is the reason then, the final conclusion is, relations 

like love for mother and friendship are beyond the 

universe, they have no ends, those are immortal.

Preetma then walked down to Raman’s mother, 

smiling, and thinking that she is much blessed that she 

had friends like Raman. In her mind, it was now clear 

what she had to do now. She will do what she had 

promised to Raman. She will take care of mother till 

‘mother’ meets Raman.

NEVER GIVE UP

Never give up on yourself or on anyone. You 

never know there are hundreds of people who are always 

ready to help you. You can always ask for help. Without 

trying you can’t think that no one is ready to help you or 

won’t help you, you just can’t give up without trying. 

Don’t give it only one try. Try a lot, then you will see that 

your darkened life can too be lightened. 

Ending your life is not an option. You don’t 

think about whom you may hurt and are hurting by 

ending your life. Share your problems with your parents. 

They are the one who nurtured you into a full grown 

plant. If any damage happens to a plant then the one who 

planted it at the first place also gets hurt. 

If you are ashamed of your secrets and not ready 

to share your pain with your parents then share it with 

your friends. You may think that you don’t have a friend 

who understands you but remember, the one you think is 

least concerned is probably the one who is the most 

concerned about you. So go out there in the light, tell 

your problems to someone, anyone, who cares about 

you. Tell them, ask them for a solution,  maybe they can 

make a difference in your life. After this difference you 

will get to know how precious your life is. You have got 

so many things to do in your life. So many things that you 

are yet to decide. So don’t hesitate and share your pain 

with someone who can help you. After doing so you 

would understand that how fool you 

were to have decided all that by 

your own. Let someone make a 

difference in your life and be 

someone to make a difference in 

other’s life. Just never give up 

on yourself.

- Trupti Padhiary
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PYTHON

Technology a boon to mankind! As the saying goes, technology has helped many wonders work. For any 

technology to succeed, it is important what base is chosen. Python can prove to be a very good path to take! Python is a 

very old language created by Guide Van Rossum. The design began in the late 1980’s and was first released in 1991. In 

the late 1980’s Guide was working on amoeba distributing operating system group. He wanted to use an interpreted 

language which could access Amoeba system calls. So, he decided to create an extensible language and named it as 

“Python”.

Why Python? It wasn’t named after the snake but after the series “ Monty Python’s Flying Circus”. The latest 

version is 3.5 released on September 13th, 2015. One of the examples is Instagram, a successful tool developed in 

Python which has 600 million users out of which 400 million are active everyday. Instagram servers this incredible 

amount of traffic, reliably and steadily. It can be a great option to be taught at schools. Python is a language worth 

learning.

- Tanaya Kathale

SHADES OF LIFE

Happiness is the most beautiful and glittering part of our life .Life is 10-%what happens to us and 90%  how 

we respond to it. So we must always learn to be happy.

We all have slow days, off days, bad days, days we feel tired, but they are nothing to concern ourselves with. 

At the end whatever happens, happens for a good cause. Each one of us gets to experience sour, bitter and sweet taste in 

the dish of our life .Often, when we lose hope after tasting the bitter part of it and think this is the end, god smiles from 

above and says, “no sweetheart “ its not the end ,just the bend!!!!! .

Now, comes the most spicy shade of our life that is, failure .If we are not prepared to be wrong ,we can never 

come up with anything original. One must always learn not to dwell on failures, rather should learn to put them behind 

and move ahead .Lastly, I would like to sum up by saying,” live life to the fullest” ,it’s your life only you can change it 

and no one else can do this for you.

 - Sanskriti Sahu 
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RELATIONSHIP  WITH  DREAMS

Beautiful as a flower

The relationship is a mist

which flows along the breeze

Cling on

                                               

And its sound unheard

Of the bells in solitary

In the tides of grasses 

On the fields of time 

In the threads of time

Twisting around 

Like a climber

Whose tendrils

Encircling extend 

To the voids of mysteries 

And bear Jasmine

Daisy and Rose

Into the unknown 

To discover the undiscovered

To breed new ideas 

And ponder around the stars

Into the deep blue sky

With the fantasy of creation

And be lost 

Among the found.

- Zubair Khan

SLUMBERLAND

- Shruti Dhond

Lousy eyes, hold ocean of cries,

After the tiring day.

Sleep deprived, nowhere to hide,

Struggling to find a way.

Head throbbing with pain; feels insane

Oh! Is it a bitter curse?

Stranded, I lay, as the reality struck me,

Can life get any worse?

Around I look, into the silence profound,

Forgetting the day's plight;

“Tomorrow lies, miles away,

It's time to embrace the night!”

All tucked, within a cosy bed,

Breathing a sigh of relief.

'Cause when tomorrow's coming,

Why cling on to today's grief?

Drowsy eyes may fall asleep,

A broken heart will no more weep.

Today might've brought a great misery

But tomorrow will be grand!

Until then, it's time to escape,

Time to escape into the Slumberland..
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SOUL SOUL  

For the only soul 

That is their 

The holy soul

Lives through TIME

Meeting a role

And creating a wrinkle

That rolls other souls

Dies nobody

Nobody remains

It's the aftermath

We are bad at

Twinkling in the skies

Unseen are the spaces 

That blend to illude 

Our senses our mind

Mending it's deep music

That mixes a flavour

To the texture 

Snowy glaciers

The scenery of life.

Leveled up 

All sands 

All soil

Three and half 

Is my grandma's choice

It entails a witty story

That thrived 

In her now weak mind.

The only wisdom she has to give is the greatest

Nothing.

My grandma Time.

I need to care for her

With all efforts of mine.

To make her thrive longer

And make her centuries mine.

THE FLAGBEARER

- Anubhav Pachauri

I'm   walking  in   midst  of  battle,
Body is shivering like that of cattle.
Some  faces  I  knew   and others not,
Fight  is fierce and the blood is hot.

Some looked  at me 
and others ignored,
Rest fell to rest and 
then they snored.
They  laid  there  for  
forever sleep.

FAIRYTALE

Dressed to kill
but nowhere to go.
A fairytale disaster

put on a show.
I do not need a prince

to have a happy ending.
I will not lose

And I will not stop pretending
I will hold my head high
Keep my heart strong.
Because this Cindrella.

will not get this time wrong.
Will another prince find my heart?

or just another stupid shoe?
I will wait an hour after midnight

To know my fairytale will not come true.

- Simran Vaswani

- Zubair Khan
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A blank page is in front of my eyes, waiting to be filled. I start recalling all the mysteries of 

this universe and realized that this paper will also join them. I read the first question, it doesn’t 

make any sense but I know that I have to write something on it. Then I suddenly remembered the 

element carbon from the periodic table. I consider it one of the friendliest element in the periodic 

table. I thought perhaps my friend carbon will come to rescue me now. 

So, I took out a pencil and all my courage, and started to draw a carbon atom with 6 

electrons on it and a nucleus. Then i wrote one paragraph each to explain the nucleus and its 

electron.

I sighed in relief, the question was over !

Somehow, I managed to recall all the other topics that will come to my rescue, even politics 

helped me in communication. I somehow nailed other questions in the question paper. In the 

middle, I thought if I go like this I can even create a theoretical relation between science and god.

Only 10 minutes left now. The most difficult question arrived. The feeling of helplessness 

returned to haunt me. I thought this time no one will come to rescue but mechanics came to me 

offering his help. I made a free body diagram of some object. I drew various 

forces on it going away from the body. It looks like nuclear fission or 

something like that but I didn't care. The purpose is fulfilled, to draw 

something. Anything. I wrote like crazy. Writing like the end of the world has 

arrived. 

Time was up.

The invigilator came and snatched the paper from me. He saw that I didn't 

write the subject name on the answer sheet. He requested me to write it. So, I 

wrote.. 'Principles of Management'.

CHAOS

- Varidhi Shrivastav

The butterflies which
make chaos

in my stomach
when I look at you

are the ones
who clear

the foggy clouds of my head
after you leave me alone

ENGLISH
SECTION

THE BLANK PAPER

- Saurav Changde
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fgUnh
foHkkx



laaiknd dh dye ls

ARCEON'19

^^Kku 'kfä gS**] Kku cgqr 'kfä'kkyh gS vkSj lalkj 

dh lHkh HkkSfrd 'kfä;ksa dks thrus dh {kerk j[krk gS A euq"; 

dks viuk lq[kh thou thus ds fy, ldkjkRed lksp j[kuh 

pkfg,A lkFk gh euq"; ds –f"Vdks.k ij Hkh vkèkkfjr gS] euq"; 

ftl rjg dh Hkkouk,a j[krk gS oSlh gh çsj.kk,a feyrh gSa A ge 

,sls ;qx esa jgrs gSa tgka lnSo vkxs c<+us  dks dgk tkrk gS 'kCnksa 

ls gekjh lksp ifjoÆrr gksrh gS gesa {kerk feyrh gS cnyko 

ykus dh euq"; dk dky fu'p; gS ij mlds 'kCn vueksy ,oa 

vej gS A ̂ ^dqN vkjEHk djus ds fy, vki dk egku gksuk dksÃ 

vko';d ugh-- ysfdu egku gksus ds fy, vki dk dqN vkjEHk 

djuk vR;ar vko';d gS A**

varr% blh lanHkZ esa gekjh okÆ"kd if=dk* 

ARCEON'19 dk Çgnh vuqHkkx ^^uÃ xqatkb'k** vkids 

le{k çLrqr gS A gekjs egkfo|ky; ds Nk=ksa esa vadqfjr dfo;ksa 

,oa ys[kd dk ,dhdj.k bl if=dk }kjk fd;k x;k gS Çgnh 

ys[ku ds bl vuqHkkx esa dqN Nk=ksa us Nk=ksa us vius fopkjksa ls 

ns'k dk çfrcaèk fn;k gS rks fdlh us lekt esa gks jgs vR;kpkjksa ds 

f[kykQ vkokt mBkÃ gS A fdlh us fdlkuksa ds fcxM+s gkykrksa ij 

viuh lksp nh gS ogÈ fdlh us 'kCnksa }kjk vius thou dks dkxt 

ij mrkjk gS A eSa lHkh yksxksa dk rgs fny ls 'kqfØ;k vnk djrh gwa 

ftuds vewY; ;ksxnku ,oa le; ls ;g dk;Z iw.kZrk lQy gks 

ik;k gS A ^^vius 'kCnksa esa rkdr Mkyks vkokt esa ugÈ D;ksafd 

Qwy ckfj'k esa  f[kyrs  gS rwQku  esa ugÈ **

lqeu pkS/kjh
baMLVªh;y] r`rh; o"kZ

iz/kku&laikfndk
fgUnh foHkkx

¼lqeu] l`"Vh] vkuan½



Srushti  Shahu

2nd year, Civil 

esjs ikik 
esjs eqLdqjkus ls gh mudh Çt+nxh [kq'kuqek lh gks tkrh gS]

esjs jksus ls tSls mudh lk¡ls Fke lh tkrh gSA

esjh gj [okfg'k dks oks viuk y{; cuk ysrs gS]

viuh csVh dg dj oks eq>s bl dnj viuh flj vk¡[kksa ij fcBk ysrs gSa]

dh vxj :B tkÅ eS muls dHkh]

rks eq>s eukus ds fy, gj eqf'dy dk lkeuk  djrs gS]

esjs gj lius dks lkdkj djus dh bPNk eq>es oks ;wa txkrs gS]

dh esjs fy, oks lkjh nqfu;k ls yM+ vkrs gSA

esjs ikik] viuh csVh dg dj eq>s viuh 'kku cuk nsrs gSA

esjs fy, oks ml [kqnk dks Hkh vkt+ek ysrs gS]

dksÃ Hkh nq[k esjh ft+Unxh es viuk ?kj uk clk lds]

blhfy, gj iy esjh fQØ es ;w¡ xqt+kj nsrs gSa]

esjs ikik] viuh csVh dg dj eq>s viuk LokfHkeku cuk ysrs gSA

brD;k okY;kauk okfYedh djk;yk

ukjnequh lq)k frrdsp ykxrhy---

R;kauk ;ksX; xq.kkaph tk.kho d:u fnY;kojp 

vkiY;kyk iq<s vusd jke feGrhy A

okÃV o`Ùkhyk Lohdk:u R;kr ;ksX; cny ?kMo.ks 

;krp vkiY;k laL—rhph egrh vkgs--

foLr`r fopkjkauh laL—rh ti.ks vkf.k ok<o.ks

 gs vkiY;k gkrh vkgs A

gk Hkkjr ns'k iw.kZ foÜokyk tx.;kph ;ksX; fn'kk nsrks---

dkj.k okY;kpk okfYedh Qä Hkkjrkrp gksrks A
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ARCEON'19

Dinesh Kaarthik
2nd year, Civil 

Ldwy

, d j k  Mªsl igu  dj ge yxrs Fk dru
vPNs]

d y d   s f s 

d y k kk ks jh Q e vkj e lc qx  ds cps]
L wy xr  F i yV  k Z S g  e Ê  

q>d s le> k vk k vk  d  Vh j k ; aM ]
e k u ;  t r  p d  g Q k

ge cuk r  Fk  eqxkZ Sj [kqn d  is nsrh F h vaMk
s ns h h vk   ‚ih k  ]

t  cpiu F k rk t kuh d liu  Fk ]
c k ] s o  , k k

tc u gq, rk pi d t+e u  F k-
tok ] s c u , k k  k

Ld ea tu s kF  > M+ s Fks] t mud s gh  
wy s f d l k x r vk k  

baVj sV ij r k' rs gS Au y k

[k kh d sa gks h ;g  irk pyk 
q' f le r gS] vc gS A

k'  cny drs ] t  ds dqN y A
d k l ge Ç nxh  lk

dk'k  ldrs ge] Ç xh f j ls ,d ck
th tn Q  j A
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D;ksa glk;k] D;ksa #yk;k] thuk fl[kk;k ft+Unxh

dHkh [k+q'kh esa] dHkh xe esa] viuksa dk lkFk fny;k ft+Unxh

nwj gks ;k ikl] viuksa dks viuk cukuk fl[kk;k ft+Unxh

I;kj gks ;k uQjr] uQjkrks dks I;kj ls feVkuk fl[kk;k ft+Unxh

vius liuks dks lkdkj djuk] u gks lds fQj Hkh gluk fl[kk;k ft+Unxh] 

ijs'kkfu;ks esa my>uk] vkSj lqy>uk fl[kk;k ft+Unxh] 

viuh vfHkyk"kkvksa dks NksMdj]

nwljks dh rEeukvksa dks iwjk djuk fl[kk;k ft+Unxh] 

ej dj Hkh vius lqUgsjs iyksa dks thuk fl[kk;k Çt+nxhA

Anand Bhandari

2nd year, ECE 

ft+Unxh

nnZ rkmeZ dk
vkSjrs dk¡ih] rq>s QdZ ugÈ iM+k]

fQj ogh gknls ls oks dk¡ih rq>s QdZ ugÈ iM+k]

vc cfPp;ksa dh vkÃ ckjh

fQj Hkh rw pqipki [kM+k]

eksecfÙk;ksa dks tykus ls ugÈ feysxk balkQ]

dqN rks djuk gksxk bu nÇjnks ds f[kykQ]

ftUgsa ik¡p lky dh cPph Hkh yxrh gSa toku]

cgyk Qqlykdj cuk;k ,d cPph dks viuk f'kdkj]

cksy Hkh ugÈ ikrh gksxh Bhd ls]

D;k fudyh gksxh mldh iqdkj---]

,d [kjksp Hkh vk tk, cPps dks]

rks ek¡ cki dh fudy tkrh tku]

Çt+nxh Hkj dk xe nsrs gq,]

D;k t+jk Hkh ugÈ Mksyk mu gSokuksa dk beku]

gj nwljs fnu yM+fd;ksa ij gksrk gSa t+qYe]

vkf[kj dc rd lguk gksxk ;s t+qYe \\\ Suman Choudhary 

3rd year, Industrial 
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ARCEON'19

Anand Bhandari
2nd year, ECE 

igyh ckj ge feys]

rks yxk feysaxs nqckjk]

igys clj xq¶+rxw dh]

rks fny us dgk] D;k djsaxs] nqckjk\

vkidh cÙkks dks nksgjkuk] nqckjk]

vkidh g¡lh ij eqLdqjkuk] nqckjk]

vkidh ut+jks ls ut+kjs feykuk] nqckjk]

D;k eq>s] gqvk gS I;kj] nqckjk\

dguk pkgrk Fkk vius fny dh ckr] nqckjk]

ft+Unxh esa mudh ,geh;r crkuk pkgrk Fkk] nqckjk]

lqukuk pkgrk Fkk vius fny dh ckr] nqckjk]

#g ds y¶t+ks dks iksgpuk Fkk] nksckj\

'kk;n] oks Hkh gels feyuk pkgrs Fks] nqckjk]

'kk;n] oks Hkh vius fny dk gky crkuk pkgrs Fks] nqckjk]

'kk;n] oks Hkh gesa pkgus yxs Fks] nqckjk]

D;k mUgsa Hkh gqvk gS I;kj] nqckjk\

dk'k esa le> irk muds fny dk gky] nqckjk]

dk'k eS tku ikrk muds eUu fd ckr] nqckjk]

dk'k muds :g dh iqdkj lqUu ikrk] nqckjk]

dk'k muds vkSj vius fny dks tksM ikrk] nqckjkA

nqckjk
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yksx gSa
rw viuh [kwfc;ka <wa< 

dfe;ka fudkyus ds fy,

yksx gSa A

vxj j[kuk gh gS dne

rks vkxs j[k]

ihNs [kÈpus ds fy,

yksx gSa A

lius ns[kus gh gS 

rks Åaps ns[k ]

fupk fn[kkus ds fy,

yksx gSa A

vius vanj

tquwu dh Çpxkjh HkM+dk ]

tyus ds fy,

yksx gSa A

vxj cukuh gS

rks ;knsa cuk ]

ckrsa cukus ds fy,

yksx gSa A

I;kj djuk gS

rks [kqn ls dj ]

nq'euh djus ds fy,

yksx gS A

jguk gS

rks cPpk cudj jg ]

le>nkj cukus ds fy,

yksx gS A

Hkjkslk j[kuk gS

rks [kqn ij j[k]

'kd djus ds fy;s

yksx gSa A

rw cl lokj ys [kqn dks

vkÃuk fn[kkus ds fy,

yksx gSa A

[kqn dh vyx igpku cuk

HkhM+ esa pyus ds fy,

yksx gS |

rw dqN djds

fn[kk nqfu;k dks

cl dqN djds fn[kk ]

rkfy;ka ctkus ds fy,

yksx gSa A

Akash Dhote

3rd Year, Electrical 
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ARCEON'19

Shivray Nandini Shashank
3rd year, Mechanical 

Nwuk rks nwj ] lcdh ut+j gh f?kukSuh Fkh

ij ;g lt+k rks mls gj uqôM+ ij feyuh Fkh

nÇjnksa dh cLrh esa dksÃ u nsrk mls iukg

'kqØk.kq cnyrs] rks rqe gksrs mldh txg

xyrh mlhdh gS] ;g vkil es r; gksrk gS

dqN cksysxh rks mlh dh csvkc: gksxh] mls Hk; gksrk gS

dqdeZ djs dksÃ] Hkqxrrh oks] D;k Fkk ml dk xqukg

'kqØk.kq cnyrs] rks rqe gksrs mldh txg

dqN yM+ irh] dqN u yM+ ikrh nÇjns ls

?kqV&?kqV dj thus dk nnZ] iwNks dSn iÇjnksa ls 

u yM+us okys vkSj yM+us okys dh Hkh Çtnxh rckg

'kqØk.kq cnyrs] rks rqe gksrs mldh txg A

'kqØk.kq cnyrs] rks rqe gksrs mldh txg
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Ldwy ds fnu

Dinesh Kaarthik

2nd year, Civil 

,d dyj dk Mªsl igu dj ge yxrs Fks fdrus vPNs]

Ldwy yxrk Fkk iksyVjh QkeZ vkSj ge lc eqxÊ ds cPps]

eq>dks le> uk vk;k vkt rd Vhpj dk ;g QaMk]

gesa cuk nsrh Fkh eqxkZ vkSj [kqn d‚ih ij nsrh Fkh vaMk ]

tc cpiu Fkk ]

rks tokuh ,d liuk Fkk ]

tc toku gq,]

rks cpiu ,d t+ekuk FkkA

Ldwy esa ftuds lkFk >xM+rs Fks ]

vkt mUgsa gh baVjusV ij ryk'krs gSa----

[kq'kh fdlesa gksrh gSa]

;g vc irk pyk --

dk'k cny ldrs ge

Çtnxh ds dqN lky --

dk'k th ldrs ge

Çtnxh fQj ls ,d ckj --!!!!!!!

HINDI
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ARCEON'19

Shloja Telang 
2nd year, Civil 

tc fcydqy vdsyk lk vksal iMk gqvk edku vpkud fdydkfj;k¡ Hkj eqLdqjk nsrk gSa]

rc R;ksgkj gksrk gSa]

cjlks ls eSyh fj'krsnkjh ij

,d yack Qksu d‚y uojaxks dh fipdkjh ekjrk gSa]

rc R;ksgkj gksrk gSaA

tc iqjkus l¡nqd [kksys tkrs gSa]

oks CySd ,aM OgkÃV QksVksxzk¶l ;knksa ds xqCckjksa esa uÃ lh gok Hkjrsa gSa]

rc R;ksgkj vkrk gSaA

fnokj ls iifM+;ka mèksMh tkrh gSa]

gj dksus ls frudh lh xaèk rd [knsM+h tkrh gSa]

iqjkuh rLohj dks u;s Ýse esa Mkyk tkrk gSa]

rc R;ksgkj vkrk gSaA

pqHkh gqÃ ckÙkks dks] Hkqyh gqÃ ;kfj;ksa dks]

feydj txk;k tkrk gSa]

fdlh cgkus gh lgh Qslcqd ls ckgj]

Çtnxh dh cqd esa Qsl Vw Qsl feyh ;knksa dks tksMk tkrk gSa]

rc oks cgkuk R;ksgkj gksrk gSa A

R;kSgkj
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rw] rw gSa

 Richa Jangid

2nd year, Industrial 

rw dM+d gSa] ij 'kk;n lqcg dh igyh pk; lh dM+d ugÈ

rw xw¡t jgh gSa] ij 'kk;n rq>esa ml g¡lh lh xw¡t ugÈ

rw ped jgh gSa] ij rq>esa mu vk¡[kks lh ped  ugÈ

rw dqN dg jgh gSa] ij 'kk;n bl cksyh esa oks fet+kt ugÈ

[k+kSQ+ gSa rsjk Hkh] ij 'kk;n viuks ls fcNM+us dk [k+kSQ+ ugÈ

gok;sa ;gk¡ Hkh lnZ gSa] ij 'kk;n mu jkrksa lh lnZ ugÈ

eaft+y rks gSa rsjh Hkh] ij 'kk;n mu ckgksa lk lqdwu ugÈ

exj uk Hkwyuk dHkh 

rw] rw gSa!

rsjh ped rq> gh ls gS] rw [k+wclwjr gSaA

Purvesh Agrawal 

3rd year, Civil

g‚LVy
ftl ?kj esa gekjs lkFk lsdM+ks ?kjokys jgrs gSa] tgk¡ [k+q'kh vkSj nq%[k nnZ 

fey ckaVdj ge thrsa gSa]

tgka NksVs ls dejs esa yk[kksa lius ltrs gSa] ml vycsys ?kj dks] ge 

g‚LVy dgrs gSa A

tgka nksLr] nksLrh vkSj I;kj gj dksus dksus jgrk gSa] tgka [kq'k gks dj Hkh 

lkFkh ds nq%[k esa gj fe= [kksrk gSa]

tgka gksyh] fnokyh] yksgMh esa gj ,d dks ukpuk gksrk gSa] ml ;knksa dh 

Ãekjr dks] ge g‚LVy dgrs gSa A

vxj dksÃ vkaèkh] rwQ+ku vk, rks MVdj lkeuk djrs gSa] gj ,d balku 

ds LokfHkeku dks lj&vk¡[kksa ij ge j[krs gSa]

d‚yst ds xq:j dks ge laHkkydj j[krs gSa] bl NksVh lh nqfu;k dks] ge 

g‚LVy dgrs gSa A

HINDI
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ARCEON'19

Kalyani Lande
Electrical 2nd year 

,sls fujk'k gks dj D;ksa cSBk gSa gkFk is gkFk èkjs]

rw #d ugÈ ldrk eaft+y dks gkfly fd, cxSj]

le; dk gelQ+j gSa rw] py mB vkSj py]

pyuk rsjk dke gSa] cl pyrs jguk rsjk dke gSaA

rw ikuh dk NksVk lk cgko ugÈ

lkxj esa tk feyus okyh xgjh papy ufn;k¡ gSa]

vkus ns uk fdrus eksM+ vkrs gSa rsjh jkg esa]

rw cg] rw cg] cguk rsjk dke gSaA

;w¡ rks iRFkj dk dksÃ eksy ugÈ gksrk]

f'kYidkj èkko nsrk gSa] rks ewjr cu tkrh gSa]

nsus ns fdruk èkko nsrk gS oks rq>ij] 

rw Hkh rks lgus ds fy, cuk gSa] lguk rsjk dke gSaA

Çt+nxh dksÃ gok ugÈ tks vklkuh ls cgrh pyh tk,]

;s j.kHkwfe gSa] èkeZ;q) dh vkSj deZ;q) dh]

dsoy lk{kh ugÈ] rw ;ks)k gSa bl laxzke dk]

rw yM+] rw yM+] yM+uk rsjk dke gSaA

thuk blh dk uke gSa------
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Pushkar Rathi

2nd year, ECE 

jkg dks [kks uk tkuk jkgxhj dgh]

jkg esa mÙkkj p<+ko rksg gksaxs gh]

dgh yksxksa dh b"kkZ lquus feysxh]

rksg dgh yksxksa dh eqLdqjkgV ysdj mudh lykg feysaxh]

lqanjrk dh e`xr`".kk esa]

jkg [kks u tkuk jkgxhj dghA

eqf'dy deZ ixM.Mh ij ifFkd dk eUu mnkl gksxk]

tc mEehnksa ls Hkjh d'rh MqHk tk,xh]

deks± ls Hkjh jkg lUeq[k jgsxh]

viuh isgyh vlQyrk ls]

jkg [kks u tkuk jkgxhj dghA

tc vius gh ijk; cu tk,axs]

gekjs gj dne dks vlQyrk dh vk'kk le>dj mls nckus yxsaxs]

tc lksp vkSj èkeZ dh vlea>l esa fj'rs VwVsaxs vkSj 

lgh jkg pquus esa dkys ckny ckèkk cudj fc[kjsa gksaxs]

vius vdsysiu dks viuh det+ksjh uk le> dj]

jkg [kks u tkuk jkgxhj dghA

gkFkksa ls lth gqÃ Fkkyh ls lSfud dks fonk djsaxs]

jkg jkg ij v¡èksjs ds lk;s esa ,d u, ;qx dh vfXu çtfyr gksxh]

dke vkSj —ik dh vlea>l esa i<+dj]

jkg [kks u tkuk jkgxhj dghA

jkg [kks u tkuk---
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ARCEON'19

Çlgklu [kkyh djks---dh turk vkrh gSa---!!

yksduk;d t;çdk'k ukjk;.k th dk ;g ukjk---

bl ukjs dk Hkwr] Hkfo"; vkSj oÙkZeku ge lc tkursa gSa A

bl ukjs ds ckn dk ?kVukØe ge lHkh dks Kkr gS A

vkSj ;fn vkt dh ;qok ih<+h] ftl dk çfrfufèkRo eSa djrk gw¡] bl ?kVukØe ls vKkr gSa] rks mls t:j ,d 

ckj *vkrafjd vkikrdky* dk nkSj bfrgkl ls iwNuk pkfg, A

vkrafjd vkikrdky ds bu „ƒ eghuksa us Hkkjr dk vius vki vkSj vius vki ls tqMh ^^gkykrk** dh rjQ 

ns[kusdk ut+fj;k cny fn;k Fkk A fdlh ds fy;s og ^^vuq'kklu ioZ** Fkk] fdlh ds fy;s og Lora= Hkkjr ds 

bfrgkl dk lcls dkyk nkSj Fkk A fdUrq Hkfo"; ds Hkkjr ds fy;s vkikrdky ds „ƒ efgus fu.kkZ;d lkfcr gq,s A 

vius vius rdZ vuqlkj vkikrdky ds ifj.kkeks ds vusd igyq gks ldrs gSa A eSaus Hkh ;gk¡ dsoy ,d igyq le>us 

dk ç;kl fd;k gS A og gSa yksdla[;k dk---

vkikrdky ds njE;ku rRdkyhu laln ds lnL; Jh lat; xk¡èkh us viuk iap lw=h dk;ZØe yk;k Fkk A

mlesa ls ,d vkSj O;kidrk dh otg ls çHkkoh Fkk vfuok;Z caè;kdj.k ¼ulcanh½ A esjh jk; esa Lora= Hkkjr 

dk lcls mi;qä vkSj egRoiw.kZ dk;ZØe dksÃ Fkk rks ;gh gks ldrk Fkk A fdUrq ftruk egRoiw.kZ ;g 

dk;ZØe Fkk] mruk gh bl dk dk;kZUo;u fu—"Vre Fkk A yksx bl dk nks"k ç'kkldh; vfèkdkjh vkSj 

;kstuk dh =qfV;ksa dks nsrs gSa A fdUrq varr% ;g ckr ges Lohdkj djuh gksxh dh Jh lat; xk¡èkh dk jktgV 

vkSj vkikrdky dh ifjfLrfFk;ka bl fu—"Vrk ds mÙkjnk;h Fks A [kSj] ulcanh ds fu—"V dk;kZUo;u dk 

vuqHko Hkh miyCèk gS A

ifj.kke ;g gqvk dh vkikrdky vkSj ulcanh ds Hk;kud vuqHkoksa ds ckn ^^yksdla[;k fu;a=.k** ;g fo"k; can 

djuk iM+k A vc rks ,slh fLFkfr gSa dh dksÃ ljdkj bl fo"k; dks iqu% dk;kdYi djus dks rS;kj ugÈ gS A dkj.k loZK 

gS---!! esjh jk; esa vkt Hkkjr dks dksÃ leL;k lcls vfèkd lrk jgh gSa rks og yksdla[;k ds rsth ls c<+rs çek.k dh 

gSa A fdUrq bldk mik; <wa<us ds fy, dksÃ ljdkj fgEer ugÈ tqVk ik jgh gSa A

^^nwèk dk tyk NkN Hkh Q+wd Q+wd dj ihrk gSa** ;g dgkor ;gka ;FkkFkZ gksrh fn[kkÃ ns jgh gSa A Hkkjr ds dqN 

vfr fo)oku èkkÆed yksx vius vius vuq;kf;vksa dks larkuks dh la[;k esa c<+kSrh ykus dh lykgckj ckj nsrs gSa A 

dqN yksx fcuk lykg ds gh ;g djrs jgrsa gSa A nksuksa gh rjg ds yksx bls vius vius ^^rFkkdfFkr èkeZ** dh 

tula[;k esa o`f) ykus ds fy;s djrs gq, crkrs gSa A bu lHkh dks lcls igys èkeZ le>uk gksxk A rc ,sls miæoh lq>ko 

vkikrdky ds nkSjku Hkkjr
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nsus dh ukScr gh ugÈ vk,xh A

gesa ;g r; djuk gksxk dh bl ijaijk dks ge D;k fn'kk nsaxs A vkus 

okyh ih<+h dks ge fdl rjg dk Hkkjr nsaxs] ;s gekjs gkFk esa gSa A lkjh dfBu 

ifjfLFkfr;ksa ls tw>rk vfr yksdla[;k dk Hkkjr] ;k le`f) dh vksj 

c<+rk gqvk b"Vre yksdla[;kdk Hkkjr A

vkSj ;fn ges b"Vre yksdla[;k dks ikuk gSa] rks bu èkkÆed 

ik[kafM;ks dh ok.kh dks fojke yxkdj viuh ljdkj dks yksdla[;k 

fu;a=.k ds fy, vfHk;ku pykus dh fgEer nsuh gksxh A

th gk---turk dks gh ljdkj dks ;g fgEer nsuh gksxh---!!

Shivrai Nandini Shashank

3rd year, Mechanical

Hkkjr dsoy ,d tehu dk VqdMk ugh gS--- oks rks ,d thrk&tkxrk jk"Vªiq#"k gS A

&HkkjrjRu vVy fcgkjh oktis;h A 

euq"; dk 'kjhj rcrd ̂ ^'kjhj** ekuk tkrk gS tcrd og [kafMr ugÈ gS A

Bhd mlh rjg] bl ̂ ^lnkoRly jk"Vª** vkSj vVyth ds ckr ds ̂ ^jk"Vªiq#"k** dh mUurh Hkh rcrd ugÈ gks ldrh 

tcrd og ̂ ^v[kaM** ugÈ gksrk A

;g v[kaMrk HkkSxksfyd ;k jktdh; ek= gksdj ugÈ pysxk] vih rw og v[kaMrk ml jk"Vª ds yksxks ds eu esa gksuh 

pkfg;s A vFkkZr] ml jk"Vª ds yksxks ds eu esa ̂ ^,dkRerk** dh Hkkouk gksuh pkfg;s A

ges ̂ ^,drk** vkSj ̂ ^,dkRerk** dk varj letuk vR;ar vko';d gS A

xf.kr esa ̂ ^addition** vkSj ̂ ^integration** dk tks varj gS ogh ̂ ^,drk** vkSj ̂ ^,dkRerk** dk gS A

vFkkZr] çR;sd O;fä] lekt dk vyx iu cuk;s j[krs gq, Hkh ̂ ^,drk** dh Hkkouk tkx`r djuk] 

;gh ,dkRerk gS A

Hkkjr

HINDI
SECTION
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,dkRerk ;g ,drk ls vfèkd çHkkoh gksrh gS A

bldk mnkgj.k euq"; dk 'kjhj gS A

ef"r"d] gkFk] ik¡o] maxfy;k] rygkFk] bR;kfn fofoèk vax gS A

bu vaxks dk Lora= vfLrRo cuk;s j[k dj ;nh og ,d nwljs ls lgh tksM+s x;s] rHkh og mi;qä gS A

vU;Fkk] ;nh ge 'kjhj dks ̂ ^,d** djuk pkgsaxs] rks 'kjhj dh ykSfpdrk vkSj lapyu {kerk lekIr gks tk;sxh A

,sls Hkkjr esa gh ugÈ] txr esa ̂ ^,dkRe** lekt dh fuÆerh djus dk Hkkjrh; fopkj vkSj rRoKku gS A

fdUrq] Hkkjr dh gh ,dkRerk u"V djus ds dÃ ç;kl py jgs gS A

nq%[k dh ckr ;g gS dh os vius gh ns'k ds rFkkdfFkr ̂ ^vfxze fopkjèkkjk** ds yksxks }kjk py jgs gS A

fnoaxr i=dkj Jherh xkSjh yads'k th ds nsgkar ds i'pkr muds vkSj muds fopkjèkkjk ls lgefr j[kus okys yksxks 

ds vkys[k o`Ùki= esa çdkf'kr gq, A 

rhoz czkã.k fojksèk] fgUnw fojksèk] u{ky leFkZu] Hkkjrh; laL—rh dk foMacu mu vkys[kksa esa çdV gksrk gS A

os dgrs gS ds ge czkã.k fojksèkh gS A

,slk dgus dk os iw.kZ vfèkdkj j[krs gS vkSj mudk ;g fojksèk lgh Hkh gS A

rFkkdfFkr mPp tkrh ds yksxks us vFkkZr czkã.kksus Hkwrdky esa dqN v{kE; xyfr;k dh gS] vkSj ;gh mu dk fojksèk 

dk dkju Hkh gS A

fdUrq bl ckr dk lekèkku ;g ugÈ gks ldrk dh rFkkdfFkr mPp tkrh dk èkeZ vFkkZr fgUnw èkeZ NksM+ dj ^^rqe 

vyx&ge vyx** dh Hkkouk dk fuekZ.k djs---!!

Hkkjrh; lekt dk fo?kVu djus okyh 'kfä;k ewy fgUnw rRoksa dk Kku fn;s fcuk gh lekt ds lkekU; oxZ dks iFk 

ls HkVdk jgh gSA

ges ;nh fodkl vkSj ̂ ^vPNs fnu** dk liuk lkdkj djuk gS rks ges tkrh&Hksn vkSj gekjh =qfViw.kZ èkkÆed Hkkuk] 

bu lc ls Åij mBkuk gksxk A

fdUrq fo?kVudkjh 'kfä;k lekt dks tkrh esa ckVus esa yxh gS A

czkã.k vyx] nfyr vyx] rqEgkjk èkeZ vyx] gekjk èkeZ vyx ,slh Hkkouk yk jgh gS A

fgUnw vkSj eqfLye dks Hkh èkeZ dk vèkwjk Kku ns dj ÞoSfÜod ,dkRerkÞ ds jkLrs esa ckèkk Mky jgh gS A
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^^Hkk"kk**  dks eqík cuk dj ;g fo?kVudkjh 'kfä viuk dk;Z djrh gS A

la?k ij ;g vkjksi yxrk gS dh og ns'k is Çgnh Hkk"kk Fkksiuk pkgrh gS A

fo'ks"k dj nf{k.k Hkkjr ds yksx bl dk fojksèk djrs gS A

vkSj fQj ,d ckj ̂ ^rqe vyx&ge vyx** dh Hkkouk dk fuekZ.k gksuk 'kq: gksrk gS A

fdUrq ^^,dkRerk** dk ewy rRo gh ;g gS dh çR;sd ?kVd dk Lora= vfLrRo vckfèkr j[k dj gh ,drk dk 

fuekZ.k---!!

fe=ks] ̂ ^rqe vyx&ge vyx** bl çdkj dh Hkkouk dk ,d NksVk cht Hkh fouk'kdkjh gksrk gS A

bl ls gh mp&uhp dh Hkkouk iuirh gS A

vkSj lekt dh ,dkRerk ds fy;s ;g gkfudkjd gS A

,slh ̂ ^fo?kVudkjh** 'kfä;ksa ls ge lHkh cps vkSj lekt dks Hkh cpk;s A

ge lc ,d gS A

Hkk"kk] çkUr] [kku&iku] jhrh&fjokt] iks'kk[k] fopkjèkkjk] iwtki)fr] vkfn phtksa dk Lora= vfLrRo j[k dj] 

ge ,d gS A vkSj bl ,dkRerk esa gh gekjk dY;k.k gS A

t; Hkkjr---!

t; txr---!!

Shivrai Nandini Shashank

3rd year, Mechanical 

HINDI
SECTION
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Hkkjr ,d —f"k vkèkkfjr jk"Vª gS( fQj Hkh bl ns'k esa fdlkuksa dh fLFkfr fdlh vU; fodkl'khy jk"Vªksa dh 

rqyuk esa vfèkd Çprktud gS A fiNys djhc nks n'kdksa ls gekjs ns'k esa vkRegR;k djus okys fdlkuksa dh ço`fÙk c<+ 

jgh gS A

igyh ckj ;g csgn pqukSrhiw.kZ eqík rst Qksdl ds rgr vk;k tc egkjk"Vª ds fonHkkZrhy {ks= esa dikl dh 

[ksrh esa yxs dqN fdlkuksa us vpkud vkRegR;k dj yh A egkjk"Vª ds fdlkuksa }kjk 'kq: fd;k x;k ;g pyu tks 

èkhjs ls iwjs ns'k esa QSy x;k- vkt fLFkfr vkSj Hkh cnrj gks xÃ gS vkSj yxHkx gj jkT; esa ljdkj dks fdlkuksa dh 

vkRegR;k ds c<+rs vk¡dM+ksa ls fuiVuk eqf'dy yx jgk gS-

 mnkjhdj.k vkSj oSÜohdj.k &

;g mnkjhdj.k vkSj oSÜohdj.k ds dkj.k gS fd lLrs nkeksa ij [kk|kUuk vukt dk vk;kr igys gh 'kq: gks 

pqdk gS vkSj nwljh rjQ gekjs ns'k esa fdlku viuh rS;kj Qlyksa dks Bhd ls [ksrksa esa tykus dks etcwj gSa- dkj.k gS 

fd os ,slk D;ksa dj jgs gS fd os viuh Qlyksa ds fy, vPNh dher ugÈ fey jgs gS vkSj dHkh lexz ewY; tks os viuh 

Qly cspus ds ckn fey tkrk gS vc rd dqy jkf'k [ksrh esa muds }kjk fuos'k dh rqyuk esa de gS A

xjhch] raxgkyh vkSj mudh _.k jkf'k ij c<+rh #fp ds lkFk feydj dVkÃ ds fy, muds }kjk fy, x, 

_.kksa dh jkf'k varr% mUgsa vkSj muds iwjs ifjokj dks vkRegR;k ds fy, èkdsy nsrh gS-

fu"d"kZ% Hkkjr tSls —f"k ;ksX; ns'k ds fy, fdlkuksa dh vkRegR;k ,d csgn Çprktud fLFkfr gS 

vkSj ;g fuf'pr :i ls ,d jk"Vªh; leL;k gS tks rRdky lekèkku dh ekax 

djrh gS A ljdkj dks xjhcksa vkSj Hkwfeghu fdlkuksa ds fy, vfèkd çHkkoh 

dY;k.kdkjh ;kstuk,a pykuh pkfg,] ftuesa ls dqN Qly chek dh rjg gks 

ldrh gS vkSj U;wure C;kt nj ij fdlkuksa dks _.k miyCèk djkuk pkfg, A vxj 

bl rjg dh dY;k.kdkjh ;kstukvksa dks rqjar vkSj fcuk le; xaokus dh is'kd'k 

dh tk ldrh gS] rHkh fdlkuksa dks vkRegR;k djus ls jksdk tk ldrk gS A esjs Çun 

dks fnôr uk Hktu ls gS uk vk>ku ls gS] esjs Çun dks fnddr esjs 'kghn tokuks 

vkSj vkRegR;k djrs fdlkuks ls  gS !!--

t; Çgn t; Hkkjr--

Hkkjrh; fdlku 

Sagar Kshrisagar                                                                

4th year, Mechanical              
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From The Editor's Desk

ARCEON'19

Om Pandey

3rd Year, CSE

Section Head 

Alumni Section

Wherever you go, you will always be 

associated with your institution, where you 

grew, where you learned and evolved as a 

person. We will always belong to our 

community wherever we go. Whenever we 

meet people from our college, we feel a 

sense of belongingness. We no longer 

remain strangers to each other. We become a 

part of each other's extended family.

This is the beauty of being 

branches of the same root. The roots which 

signify strength, depth, which are an epitome 

of excellence, character and principles in 

each and every individual who is and will be 

alumni of RCOEM. 

Getting to work for Alumni 

Section gives immense pleasure to me and 

my team to get to connect these beautiful 

branches across the world and we realized 

how large and extended our family is. We 

have tried our best in bringing the essence of 

our Alumni family for the current generation 

via Alumni Section

(Bhumika, Om, Madhura)
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LoNUn iafN;ks ds tSlk] mM+us dks esjk eu pkgsaA

uhys xxu dh Åaph flek] Nwus dks esjk fny pkgsaA

Hkjs txr dh HkhM+ ls gVdj] vyx djus dks eu pkgsaA

jkl u vkrh vknrksa ls] dVdj pyus dks fny pkgsaAA

?kus o`{k dh 'kk[kkvksa lk] vxzlj gksus dks eu pkgsaA

olqèkk dks fut 'khry djrh] lfjrk cu cgus dks fny pkgsaA

cQZ dh pknj vks<+s cSBk] fgeky; lk gksus dks eu pkgsaA

vaèkdkj esa nhid tSlk] T;ksfreZ; gksus dks fny pkgsaAA

uUgs ckyd dh fdydkjh tSlk] ehBk eèkqj gksus dks eu pkgsaA

rkjksa esa fNidj ncs pk¡n lk] [kwclwjr gksus dks fny pkgsaA

ckfj'k esa HkÈxh feêh tSlk] lqxafèkr gksus dks fny pkgsaA

ek¡ dh xksn esa uÈn ds tSlk] larks"kh gksus dks eu pkgsaAA

dksf'k'k djus dks eu esjk] FkksM+h èkhjt dh d#.kk pkgsAA
cl ;wa gh !

jksfgr tks'kh

dksf'k'k djus dks eu pkgsa

NAGPUR NOSTALGIA

Let’s start by conveying our heartiest congratulations to 

the Arceon editorial team for bringing out this edition. 

Arceon, as you may know, is a portmanteau of RK-Aeon! 

Indeed an aeon has flashed past us in a breath! Twenty 

two years have gone by since a few of us got together in a 

first floor room in our college to put together the first 

edition of Arceon, with no background in how a 

magazine should be edited. And what an experience it 

was – in working as a team, in exploring our own creative 

expressions, in creating new frienships and reinforcing 

old ones! In time, articles flowed. A funny looking, 

groovy chap started dropping by every now and then in 

the control room. He would mess around with all the 

entries and in all our activities. So much so that soon we 

couldn’t think of our articles without him nosing around 
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somewhere. He was Pensingh Pagewala, the mascot of 

Arceon 1. It was only sometime later that we realised that 

the only place he existed in was in our heads. But for sure, 

he ended up featuring in almost every page of the 

magazine. Shruti points out: “Even the experience being 

editors of the magazine taught us so much about the 

practical aspects of running a real-life project. I lost count 

of the number of visits to the printer’s and proof reading 

and the special effect of adding a translucent sheet among 

the picture pages! Every bit requires careful attention and 

I can speak for us all in saying we learnt there are no 

shortcuts to success.” Nachiket adds: “The hardwork 

started well before all this. Do not forget - we did have to 

create a good business case to start this initiative.” “And 

oh, another habit I carry till date is the habit of proof 

reading and correcting errors. :)”, quips Shruti.

It’s an honour and privilege not just to see that a 

concept we contributed in the birth of has survived to this 

day, but to find ourselves being able to actually 

contribute to its newer, and admittedly better, version. To 

be able to reach out to our juniors through Arceon appears 

nothing less than a privilege. Thanks for the opportunity!

We haven’t found it too hard to keep in touch 

with our classmates through our post college days despite 

that we have spread across the globe. Though, by the time 

we graduated, Internet and ICT in general, had started 

becoming a real thing, it hardly was central to our being 

able to stick together. It was always the memories we 

share from our days at RKNEC that has kept that 

attractive force field powered up through these years. 

Those hours in class, canteen, hostel, within and outside 

RKNEC. Those moments of shared stress preparing for 

exams, and waiting for the results. Days, and nights, 

spent preparing, rehearsing for cultural programmes. 

Those are the moments which have stayed with us like 

jewels of immeasurable value. Indeed, college days are 

much beyond building up towards a glorious 

professional career. It’s where the most lasting memories 

of our lives are manufactured. Those memories make us 

feel alive, and that we have lived a life.

Looking back, life seems to have treated us well. 

To have found a place in the society for ourselves, to have 

identified our true calling (a goalpost that keeps moving 

all the time), to live moments when our heart is smiling, 

and to see that there are smiles on other faces due to 

something we have done – this is most likely the true 

measure of success. And that way, most of us have 

managed to do pretty well, whether as professionals or as 

members of the larger society. Looking around, we find 

that our classmates have contributed variously as 

individuals, parents, professionals, entrepreneurs, 

bereaucrats and teachers.

Viewing success this way, how much has been 

the contribution of our college grades to the positive 

experiences of our lives? We must say that it’s been 

minuscule if not zero. Life has been a long and complex 

journey, with catastrophes far bigger than a B or C on the 

transcript dotting the line. Major illnesses, death of dear 

ones, failed relations and businesses, change of career – I 

am sure, between us, we have gathered all these 

experiences. And yet we have learned to tide over them. 

And looking back, we can’t help smiling at how seriously 

we used to take it during our college days when our 

grades sank in a course or two.

Having said that, the importance of the learning 

that happened during those days in college can’t be over-

emphasised. Just that the correlation of learning with 

grades is nearly nil. And by the way, by learning, we 

hardly mean just what you learn in the courses. I 

remember a board on the walls of the Physics Laboratory 

which said (approximately): “Let’s keep our eyes open to 

all the knowledge coming from the Universe.” Times 

spent in college teaches us many other things having 

nothing to do with subject knowledge. About people, 

social political systems, competition and team work, 

communication, leadership, work ethics. The 

significance of these learnings is far deeper on our future 
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trajectory than super-specific knowledge about how an 

electrical switchgear trips or how to prove that halting 

problem is undecideable. Learning leads to knowledge, 

and – as we all keep repeating probably without realising 

the truth in it – knowledge is power. Not because it helps 

us get jobs with fat salaries, but because it helps us solve 

problems: real problems. Hence it makes great practical 

sense to keep an open mind and to soak in the continuous 

rain of observations and insights that our days in college 

hail on us.

The other memory which has stayed on is the 

interaction with great teachers. Prof. Sanjay Bodke, Prof. 

Hemant Diddee and many others still act as beacons of 

positivity and inspiration for us. Not just because of their 

technical calibre, but through their entire personality, as 

individuals, guides and friends. The potential of a teacher 

to act as a positive influence is limitless. And to tap into 

this potential is as much an onus of the students. To take 

interest in your teachers as people, not merely as 

instructors of such and such course, opens up many 

channels for very enriching interaction and relation. 

Don’t judge them merely by their subject knowledge, by 

their popularity, or charismatic teaching. Go looking for 

what they have to give rather than what they lack in their 

defined roles. In general, people we meet along the way – 

teachers, classmates, friends and colleagues – are by far 

the richest treasurehouse of learning, and also the most 

prized earning, that we can think of. Never have a 

completely transactional attitude to the people you meet.

Anyway, we wrote up the above piece picturing 

an imaginary junior who we had bumped into on the 

corridor of our beloved college. And it was wonderful 

catching up! We wish you all well for the rest of your days 

in RKNEC and in your future career.

And we can’t wait to read the next edition of 

Arceon. Please don’t miss sharing it with us !

ALUMNI
SECTION

Sujit Kumar Chakrabarti 

with inputs from 

Nachiket Paratkar and Shruti Chugh 

(E&P 97 batch and members of the 

editorial team of Arceon 1)
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WHAT IS OPEN SOURCE ?
The term "open source" refers to something 

people can modify and share because its design is 

publicly accessible. The term originated in the context of 

software development to designate a specific approach to 

creating computer programs. Today, however, "open 

source" designates a broader set of values—what we call 

"the open source way." Open source projects, products, 

or initiatives embrace and celebrate principles of open 

exchange, collaborative participation, rapid prototyping, 

transparency, meritocracy, and community-oriented 

development.

What is Open Source 

Software ?

O p e n  s o u r c e  

software is software with 

source code that anyone can 

in spec t ,  mod i fy,  and  

enhance."Source code" is 

the part of software that 

most computer users don't 

ever see; it's the code computer programmers can 

manipulate to change how a piece of software—a 

"program" or "application"—works. Programmers who 

have access to a computer program's source code can 

improve that program by adding features to it or fixing 

parts that don't always work correctly.

What's the difference between open source software 

and other types of software ?

Some software has source code that only the 

person, team, or organization who created it—and 

maintains exclusive control over it—can modify. People 

call this kind of software "proprietary" or "closed source" 

software.Only the original authors of proprietary 

software can legally copy, inspect, and alter that 

software. And in order to use proprietary software, 

computer users must agree (usually by signing a license 

displayed the first time they run this software) that they 

will not do anything with the software that the software's 

a u t h o r s  h a v e  n o t  

expressly permitted. 

Microsoft Office and 

Adobe Photoshop are 

examples of proprietary 

software.

Open  source  

software is different. Its 

authors make its source 

code available to others who would like to view that 

code, copy it, learn from it, alter it, or share it. Libre 

Office and the GNU Image Manipulation Program are 

examples of open source software. As they do with 

proprietary software, users must accept the terms of a 

license when they use open source software - but the legal 

terms of open source licenses differ dramatically from 

those of proprietary licenses.

Open source licenses affect the way people can 

use, study, modify, and distribute software. In general, 

open source licenses grant computer users permission to 

use open source software for any purpose they wish. 

Some open source licenses—what some people call 

"copyleft" licenses—stipulate that anyone who releases a 

modified open source program must also release the 

source code for that program alongside it. Moreover, 

some open source licenses stipulate that anyone who 
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alters and shares a program with others must also share 

that program's source code without charging a licensing 

fee for it.

By design, open source software licenses 

promote collaboration and sharing because they permit 

other people to make modifications to source code and 

incorporate those changes into their own projects. They 

encourage computer programmers to access, view, and 

modify open source software whenever they like, as long 

as they let others do the same when they share their work.

Why to be open source ?

Open source is awesome, and there are many 

reasons why you might consider consuming, publishing, 

collaborating on, or supporting open source. Here are a 

few of them:

1.  Micro economic motivations :

Open source is in your best interest, whether 

you're an individual, a corporation, a small business, a 

non-profit, or a government agency.

- Shift developers from low-value work to high-value 

work. 

- Lower total cost of ownership (TCO)

- Patch on your own schedule

- Upstream improvements:

- Force multiplier

- Modular

- Reduce duplication of effort

- Great advertising

- Attract talent

2.  Macroeconomic motivations :

By combining and augmenting parallel or 

related efforts, open source makes a society more 

efficient at producing higher quality software. 

- Efficiency

- Stand on the shoulders of giants

- Fuel the marketplace of ideas

3. Moral motivations :

The formal name for open source is free/ libre 

open source software. As such, open source motivations 

have a strong moral component.

- Free as in speech, not as in beer : Specifically, free 

software refers to four core freedoms : the freedom to run 

the software, the freedom to study and modify the 

software, the freedom to redistribute the software, and 

the freedom to distribute your modifications.

- Obligation to give back : Open source is the give-a-

penny-take-a-penny jar of software. If you consume 

open source, be it a server, a desktop publishing 

application, or a software library, you have an obligation 

to give back to the community.

- Teaching the next generation : Many of the 

industry's most prominent engineers today cut their teeth 

by learning from open source. When software's 

underlying code is made available for inspection, 

consumers can learn how their favorite software works 

and computer science courses can analyze how the 

industry's cutting edge technology is built. This goes a 

long way to train the next generation of software 

engineers (who without open source would be left 

guessing at the inner-workings of prior iterations).

Source (https://opensource.com/life/15/12/why-open-

source)

Cost Open Source Proprietary

Licensing

Implementation

Maintenance

Support

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Open Source Engineering Tools

Space - specific Software

- Java Astrodynamics Toolkit (GPL)

- General Mission Analysis Tool (NASA Open Source 

Agreement)

- OREKIT (ORbits Extrapolation KIT) (Apache 

License)

- Satellite tracking and orbit prediction (GPL)

- Orbit Reconstruction Simulation and Analysis (GPL)

- Asteroid Orbit Determination and Propagation (GPL)

- Libnova (LGPL) general purpose, double precision, 

Celestial Mechanics, Astrometry and Astrodynamics 

library

- Open-Source, Extensible Spacecraft Simulation And 

Modeling Environment (GPL)

- Distributed Spacecraft Attitude Control System 

Simulator (GPL)

- Solar Sail structure and flight simulator (GPL)

- SaVi satellite constellation visualizer (BSD License)

- Rocket Workbench Project (GPL)

- CpropepShell. Compute propellant performance. 

(Open* License) Java Astrodynamics Toolkit (GPL)

- General Mission Analysis Tool (NASA Open Source 

Agreement)

- OREKIT (ORbits Extrapolation KIT) (Apache 

License)

- Satellite tracking and orbit prediction (GPL)

- Orbit Reconstruction Simulation and Analysis (GPL)

- Asteroid Orbit Determination and Propagation (GPL)

- Libnova (LGPL) general purpose, double precision, 

Celestial Mechanics, Astrometry and Astrodynamics 

library

- Open-Source, Extensible Spacecraft Simulation And 

Modeling Environment (GPL)

- Distributed Spacecraft Attitude Control System 

Simulator (GPL)

- Solar Sail structure and flight simulator (GPL)

- SaVi satellite constellation visualizer (BSD License)

- Rocket Workbench Project (GPL)

- CpropepShell. Compute propellant performance. 

(Open* License)

Computer Aided Design (CAD) Software

- BRL-CAD

- Blender CAD

- Procad

- OpenSCAD

- Python CAD

- VARKON

- OpenCASCADE

- FreeCAD

- Archimedes

- Wikipedia Free CAD Software Listing

- Linux.org CAD/CAM Software Listing

Computer vision software

- OpenCV (BSD license)

- NASA Vision Workbench (NOSA license)

Spreadsheets and Office Software

- LibreOffice (LGPL v.3) Includes the Calc spreadsheet 

as part of a complete office suite.

- Gnumeric(GPL) GNOME project spreadsheet.

- wikiCalc(GPL) Online spreadsheet system that 

allows users to edit in a wiki-like fashion.

- Dia (GPL) GNOME project diagramming software. 

Useful for system diagrams, schematics, etc.

Finite Element Modeling /  Analysis  and 

Computational Fluid Dynamics Software

- DUNE (GPL with runtime exception) a modular 

toolbox for solving partial differential equations 

(PDEs) on parallel adaptive grids with finite element, 

finite volume, or finite difference

- Impact (GPL) Dynamic finite element suite
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- SALOME (LGPL) Platform for Pre and Post-

Processing for numerical simulation.

- Elmer Finite Element Software for Multiphysical 

Problems

- GmshA three-dimensional finite element mesh 

generator with built-in pre- and post-processing 

facilities.

- OpenFVMA general three-dimensional CFD solver 

that uses Gmsh for pre- and post-processing

- PalabosA lattice Boltzmann based CFD solver 

including turbulence modeling, thermal, multi-phase, 

and free-surface flow, and embedded particles.

- CalculixA FEM program with interactive graphics

Numerical  Programming Languages  and 

Visualization Software

- Octave (GPL) A high-level language, primarily 

intended for numerical computations, using a 

language that is mostly compatible with Matlab

- Package of Additional Octave Libraries

- SAGE (GPL) Open source alternative to Magma, 

Maple, Mathematica and Matlab

- ASCEND modelling environment

- OpenDX (IBM) Visualization Software

- Freshmeat.net Visualization Software Listing

- VisIt (BSD) Visualization/Graphical Analysis

- EngLab (GPL) Engineering mathematical platform

- SciLab (CeCILL license) Numerical computation 

platform

- WorldWind (NOSA) Geographic information 

visualization software (including Earth and Mars)

- Numpy/Scipy Fast Numerical Computation Platform 

for Python.

Software Engineering

- Tigris Website dedicated to open source software 

engineering tools

Code_AsterFinite element modeling software Electronic Design Automation (EDA)

-

- EETimes.com Open Source EDA Listing by 

EETimes.com

- Freshmeat.net Electronic Design Automation Listing

- GEDA. Free, open sourced ensemble of EDA 

packages. Schamatic, PCB, FPGA, project organizer.

- FREE PCB. Free, open sourced PCB layout package 

with autorouter. Windows only.

- Tinycad. Free, open sourced schematic package. 

Windows only.

- KiCAD. Open sourced EDM package capture, PCB, 

DRC, Sim, Windows and Linux.

Communications and Ground Station Software

- Ground Station Software Suite Aims to provide a set 

of open source tools for ham radio operator    

- PREDICT (GPL) Multi-user satellite tracking and 

orbital prediction program

- Open Source Software Radio (GPL) May have some 

relevance for software defined radios on spacecraft

source (http://wiki.developspace.net / 

Open_Source_Engineering_Tools)

Ayush Mishra 

(BE Electronics, Batch 2014-2018, 

mishraau@rknec.edu)

http://www.opencollector.org/collector.php

open source
hardware

ARDUINO
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PERCEIVING EMOTION USING A 

ROBOTIC ARM

The field of human-robot interaction (HRI) 

addresses the design, understanding, and evaluation of 

robotic systems, which involves the interaction between 

humans and robots through effective communication. 

The coexistence of humans and robots is constantly 

growing and machines are regularly considered as social 

messengers. This leads to more development of robots in 

human communities, requiring these robots to produce 

actions that are safe and harmless to humans. Hence, 

there is an increase in demand to understand the 

involvement of robotics as a part of human psychology. 

This perception of machines as social messengers 

implies that emotions play a pivotal role in designing an 

interface that bridges the gap between humans and 

robots. However, a major obstacle relates to the fact that 

perceiving emotions is highly subjective in nature and its 

distinctness depends on the type of embodiment. 

Expressions are majorly delivered using facial gestures 

but due to its complications to implement it on robots and 

the exorbitant sum involved to develop the features, it is 

more efficient to work with non-anthropomorphic robots 

(mechanoid machines without face). Face is not the only 

tool that can be used for expressing emotions to the user 

and effective information can be exchanged via non-

verbal communication. This is done through the use of 

different hand and limb gestures, which play a vital role 

of delivering appropriate emotions.

 This research focuses on human-robot 

interaction using a robotic arm that does not possess any 

anthropomorphic facial features for conveying gestures. 

The core part of this research involves two gestures that 

are programmed with varying parameters to simulate 

multiple emotional states of a robot. The target is to 

derive different emotions from robots that can be 

perceived by humans by altering the parameters of 

sound, speed, and smoothness. This novel way to 

perceive emotions of a robot can be an addition to the 

existing research of human-robot interaction.

The research is a team work and uses a 6-axis 

robot arm to perform these gestures. Speed, smoothness 

and sound were identified from previous research as 

probable important elements of this type of 

communication. By varying the values of these 

parameters, changes in the perceived emotion of the 

robot was able to be observed and analysed. Data was 

collected via an online survey that retrieved participants’ 

impressions of the emotion of the robot’s gestures as well 

as how much energeticness (activation) and pleasantness 

(valence) they perceived in each gesture. Next, the data 

was pre-analysed and compared to existing 2-

dimensional Activation-Valence model to check the 

validity of the generate stimuli. Then, nonparametric 

statistical chisquare tests of homogeneity were 

conducted for each of the three chosen features. For 

instance, in the case of sound, the distributions between 

gestures with and without sound were analysed using the 

aforementioned statistical test. As for speed and 

smoothness, the variations in their values along with the 

mentioned statistical test were conducted to analyse the 

variations’ impact on emotional perception. 

It was found that all three variables played a role 

in influencing the perception of emotions with speed 

being the most impactful followed by smoothness and 

then sound that affected how observers perceived 

valence, arousal and also dominance of the swarm 

robots. Furthermore, the results show that sound had a 

significant impact on the perception of emotion; 

however, based on the recent related research; there is no 

conclusive way to measure its impact. For instance, it is 

proclaimed that sound of servo motors has a subjective 

impact on perception but could not connect this impact 

with objective measures. Although there is a huge growth 

in methodologies to measure the subjective experience of 

the sound of servo motors, it is stated that the current 

mathematical measurements for subjective preference 
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are yet inconclusive in relation to acoustic measurement. 

Moreover, in this study, the results might stem from 

external variables that could not be controlled or 

measured due to the design of the surveys. These factors 

could include different sound systems being used by the 

participants, external noises and participants' having 

their audios turned off or set to different noise levels. 

These reasons could explain why the effects of sound 

were less impactful than those of speed and smoothness. 

Although it was found some important insights on which 

influencers affect non-audio HRI, this research does have 

some limitations. Initially, it was planned to include at 

least three gestures and also record data for five levels of 

speed and smoothness rather than only three. These 

additions would have helped with generalizability and 23 

enabled us to treat the dependent variables as continuous 

values rather than ordinal values. What is more, adding 

more gestures may have helped to clarify an overall 

pattern that is not able to be emerge with data from only 

two gestures. This would be a good topic for future 

research. Furthermore, the dependent variables could be 

explored in more detail, such as different tones and 

pitches of sounds or speeds with varying acceleration 

rates. These can easily be added to robotic movements to 

further investigate the intricacies of how sounds and 

speed affect perceived emotions in gesture-based HRI.

Radhika Agrawal

(CSE, 2018 Batch)

A SONG OF SILENCE
As brick by brick the wall is formed,

Cell by cell a man erects,

So is you and by only you,

Was I once formed and

Will be again and again.

When now as the entire world 

Greets me silence,

I break beneath the shadow

Of your breasts,

Down your lilies my hands

Do a slide,

And as we make cries

Of mad laughter,

I’ll be formed again

Night after night as

Your lilies wither and

Blossom on my soil their seeds will.

Kshitij A Madan

(CSE, 2016 Batch)

BLEACHED IN HER SUNSHINE
The first time I saw her

It was god sleeping peacefully

At the shores of mother nature.

Sipping whiskey thinking about

How incapable I’m of loving her

And sharing that bed of rocks which 

She would so calmly mould into silk with

Just the way she carried her

Kid-play-airplane-of-strings

On that Indian beach in the spring of 2016.

Only if I had the guts

To ask her her name,

I wouldn’t have been here alone

Drinking whiskey at 3 am in the morning

With my brothers

In a cheap motel

Who didn’t provide us glasses for the pegs,

Or thinking about how this

Could have been one half of my life

And the other being her.

The way she spiritually waved her

Kid-play-airplane-of-strings

In the blue azure Indian sky

And her unclear beautiful face

Rained in my head constantly,
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Along with the things I would

Have said and done,

And this remains the entire part of my life.

I’m a widow of my guts and

The whore of my destiny

Trying to write just another

Piece of crap for the girl

Who could have saved me

From my self-loathing.

Two days from now

When I’m back in my town

Drinking with my men,

I won’t remember her beauty or her face,

But all I know is I won’t

Forget her my entire life.

I won’t forget

The way she carried that airplane of strings,

How magnificently beautiful she was a lady

When the wind disturbed her hair,

Or when the water teased her flowered feet,

Or when the waves refused to hurt the same,

When the sun bowed at her smile,

When the ocean was her slave,

Or when her entire existence was

My pain in bliss.

The only thing that hurts me is

She would never know her beauty was

Stronger than the waves of the ocean

Or the sun or the midnight moon,

Or the fact that there’s this sucker

Writing this poem for her

At 4 am in the morning

Few miles away.

This will be the shortest yet

Most ever lasting 

One-sided-love-story

I will ever come across.

Daman

(25th march 2016)

BLACK TO WHITE
The first time I shaved,

I shaved in Yellow,

sixteen, scraping through the frail skin

the love struck shattered pieces 

of broken heart of adolescence

of a teenager who couldn’t

comprehend the polarity of

mere fraternity and what it was

to be enamored of someone,

while his love longed for hers

to take its place.

Heartbroken was I,

but more manly I behaved,

while the first time I shaved,

but as the rawness razed,

it made me look missy instead.

The second time I shaved,

I shaved in blue.

The mutation of an artless stripling

to an embryonic college chump

butchered at the hands of

those pedantic creatures

who preached the hymns of dogmatism,

of white skin where black once was

and again will be

for ever and ever again.

Black ! Black ! Black !

The third time I shaved

I shaved in Black.

Evocation:

Of blackouts and somber inscriptions;

Of post trauma dreams thronged 

with exclusive sequences drawn

from the entire spectrum,

the ones composed of nakedness;
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Of sleep paralysis as the by product

and companion of the nightmares

contrived of devastating images of those

brothers and sisters gone by (Deaths are bitter).

The third time I shaved,

I didn’t shave myself.

They stripped me of it.

They shaved not only my beard

but also did my head.

I haven’t shaved the fourth time yet.

I might by the end of the lines.

The fourth time I shave

I might shave in red,

with blood oozing from the body

till every neighboring alien granule

is camouflaged within

the constantly diffusing sanguine film

looking disdainfully at my own fate,

till I bleed in my thousand souls

and it eats my heart out

not to feel anymore,

till I reach beyond;

When any attempt to hurt me 

is a futile endeavor,

till I’m cold not to shave ever.

The fourth shave awaits the last tragedy,

after which I may feel no more,

I might shave no more.

Kshitij A Madan

(CSE, 2016 Batch)

THE FLASHBACK
My heart is pounding and beads of sweat are 

starting to cover my forehead. “How is it even possible? 

How can you sweat at -3 deg Celsius.” Though scared my 

mind is flooded with questions. Coming here was a 

mistake and now I’m sure of it. But where am I? Who are 
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we even talking about? Hi. I’m Fouzia, a 21 year old girl 

who is facing a life threatening challenge. This is my 

imaginary blog which I’ll turn into a real one someday. I 

love eating, shopping, bickering, roaming around 

aimlessly and feeling guilty after doing all those things. 

So going back to the challenge; I’m standing at a height 

of 8690 ft from the sea level and I have to go down a snow 

covered slope. And here is the real problem. I have to do 

this wearing skis, very elegantly because I’m giving an 

exam. It just feels like you are placed on a heap of new 

experiences in life and asked to figure it all out. Maybe 

that’s too much random information. Let me take you to 

the beginning of all of this. 

One fine evening a friend told me she would be 

going on a fifteen days skiing trip in December 2017. 

Obviously just the mention of snow blew my mind. I had 

never seen fresh clean snow and now we were discussing 

mountains full of snow. There could not be a better way to 

walk into the New Year. That day I pestered my parents 

till they allowed me to go. The fact that this was a 

beginner’s level course in skiing organized by the Indian 

Institute of Skiing and Mountaineering(IISM) was the 

cherry on the top.

The next month involved applications, shopping 

and basic medical checkups. I still remember the look on 

the bank clerks’ face when I told him I wanted to send a 

DD to the Tourism Department, Ministry of Jammu and 

Kashmir. That is when I realized that going on an all girls 

trip to Kashmir is a big deal. Never the less we managed 

to reach the Sheik-Ul-Alam airport also called Srinagar 

airport safely. And that is when they hit me, the cold 

chilly winds coming from the Himalayas. Bone-chilling, 

teeth clattering nerve-wreaking cold did exist. I was 

tempted to take a U-turn and return. But then I 

remembered something that Nelson Mandela said, “It 

always seems impossible until it’s done.” And so I took 

up the challenge.

 I continued my journey to Gulmarg. The place 

boasts of having the highest golf course in the world and 
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Gondola, one of the highest cable cars in the world.  As 

soon as I reached IISM I was shown to my room which I 

had to share with four other people.  Accommodation 

provided by IISM for its Skiing students is pretty 

awesome. The kind of lodging facility provided, which is 

highly subsidised for students, is located in the middle of 

nowhere surrounded by snow clad mountains. In the 

evening the group was taken to the equipment room 

which was loaded with skis, ski boots and poles of 

various sizes. It was no less than preparing for a war. We 

were given introductory sessions which included small 

lectures on personal hygiene at sub-zero temperatures, 

introduction about our equipments, how to take care of 

them and how to wear them. The most interesting piece 

of information here was how they would have to cut our 

frost-bitten toes if we decided to take off our ski boots in 

the snow. 

The next few days were filled with gruelling 

hardwork and great painful falls as we took baby steps 

into the world of skiing. It was a difficult, physically 

taxing course and the cold made it worse. At night the 

temperatures would drop down to -13deg celcius. But 

after toiling for the whole day we barely noticed the cold. 

I crashed in the bed by 10 pm for those few days. We 

learnt snow plough, turns, traversing a slope and gliding 

down one. I had the funniest falls in the whole batch. But 

slowly with practiced my balance improved. I made new 

friends and celebrated the most happening new year of 

my life with them.  And then came the day of the exam 

which brings me to today.

I had been dreading this day for some time now. 

Who would want an exam during vacations? Maybe I 

went into a longer flashback as I was telling you this 

story. My instructors and batchmates are staring at me 

now. I’m still scared. But in the last few seconds as I 

wrote this imaginary blog I’ve realized something. In life 

I’ll come across impossible challenges. But I have been 

learning a lot all my life. And when you are faced with 

such exams you have to remember all the techniques, 

find your balance and glide down the slope. And that is 

what I’m going to do. And as I prepare to take my stance I 

will just tell you one thing. Don’t be too engrossed in 

finding the perfect technique. You’ll definitely come 

down the slope even if you don’t land on your feet. You 

need to enjoy the slide. Because few years from now, all 

you’ll remember is the fun you had. 

Shrusti Chheda

(CSE, 2014-2018 Batch)

MY MEMORANDUM FOR 

ARCEON-19
It’s almost 5 years to be tagged as "Technocrat 

Graduate",but my college memories are still fresh. Day 

by day,when I reminiscence those memories,a smile of 

joy comes on my face.When I joined SRCOEM formerly 

known as SRKNEC,I was not at all worried,on how my 

life would be during my graduation years in the 

college.But in first year,when we use to have 9 theory 

papers and 4 practical papers,I tend to worry a little 

thinking that ,will I be able to make it or not.But as days 

passed, with the help of my teachers, my colleagues and 

my seniors I was able to pass my first year.

After my first year exam, I thought of becoming 

extra ordinary person in the college,but the question was 

where to get that "EXTRA". Solution was very 

simple,that "EXTRA”, I got it from participating in Extra 

Curricular activities like N.S.S, W.A.D, PRATISHRUTI.

But I never forgot the fact that,in order to shine like SUN, 

I have to burn like it.I made sure that my studies won’t get 

hampered, so with extra-curricular activities, I have 

learnt to balance my studies. I used to work as volunteer 

in NSS and as a junior organizer in WAD .N.S.S taught 

me ,that there is always a joy in giving service to needy 

people and my duties towards the betterment of my 

country, while W.A.D taught me to groom myself, that is 

how to look presentable. It also helped in honing my 
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aptitude skills and GD-PI skills which are most necessary 

elements from placement point of view. Lastly, came my 

final year of B.E., with the help of my beloved teachers, 

my friends and my well-wishers, I was able to secure a 

job at Infosys.

Those four years, were golden years of my life. I 

want to give gratitude to my beloved professors of I.T. 

Department for being a guiding force who always helped 

me with my studies and for being just a call away for my 

problems ,Ms Deepshikha Mehra ma'am for always 

motivating me to expel out my creativity in form of my 

poems,Mrs. Rashmi Shahu ma'am for being such a lovely 

person and for showing trust and confidence in me .

I would like to conclude by saying, “We keep moving 

forward, opening up new doors and keep doing new 

things, but these good/bad(or let me rephrase it as good 

experiences)/funny/emotional college memories stays in 

your heart forever."

P. S: This was just a formal memorandum...ABHI 

PICTURE BAAKI HAI MERE DOST :) 

# Goa #Hostel Parties #HPL #LifeinPG #GF #Friends    

# TheAvengers ...

Apurva Kumar Jain

(Information Technology, 2014 Batch)

POWER IS WITHIN YOU

If u think you are losing,

You actually lost,

If you think you are shattered,

You actually are.

It all lies in the state of mind,

In you an infinite potential you will find.

For being good you are slapped,

Accept it,

For being soft you are crumbled,

Enjoy it.
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It all lies in the state of mind,

In you an infinite potential you will find.

When you try and trial makes you fail,

Try and fail again.

When you seem to be decelerated,

Climb up again.

It all lies in the state of mind..

In you a infinite potential you will find.

Life's battle should be conquered

No back-out, No defeat.

Life does not favour strong

or powerful man,

But favours a man who thinks HE CAN...

Apurva R Jain

(Infosys Ltd., India)

LEFT WITH A STROKE

Those prevailing promises you broke

All mates and kinsfolk left in a stroke

Why you take those ahead of goal

Oh Divinity where you take these souls

That one climbed the apex to glide,

You debarred from the first dive

Said dreams shattered as a whole

Oh Divinity why you take these souls

What pleasure you attain in snatching life

Someone's purpose of existence; you deprive

Anticipations and ambitions you stole

Oh Divinity how you take these souls

Mortality is your moral code; you justify

Demolishing a pubescent bird why can't you deny

Today, inscribe my grief just rather console

Oh Divinity, don't take these souls

Ritu Khandelwal
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RADHIKA BAIS
(Electronics and Communication ; 2014-15

Working as Systems Engineer in Tata 

Consultancy Services)

JAFFAR ALI
(Industrial, 2016 Batch)
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JAY BAWANKAR
(Industrial, 2016 Batch)
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AADITYA SOMANI 
(Electronics branch, 2016 Batch).

MANAVI RAWAT 
(CSE, 2018 Batch )
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MANAVI RAWAT 
(CSE, 2018 Batch)
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fe=kf.k ! 
v;a egr% g"kZL; fo"k;% ;r~ vLekda egkfo|ky;s laL—r&f'k{k.kL; volj% vfLr vr% o;eR;Ura 

HkkX;'kkfyu% Le% A foKkuL; ,rfLeu~ ; qx s  fdeFk ±  l aL—r&vè;;ue~ ----\ rnfi vLekda 
çcUèku&vfHk;kfU=dh&Nk=k.kka —rs ---A vkèkqfudk% tuk% Hkkjrh;&bfrgklL; fo"k;s fdefi ok ons;q% fdUrq lR;a rq ,rr~ 
vfLr ;r~ Hkkjrs foKkuL; ijEijk vR;Ura lqfodflrk vklhr~ A ,rr~ dsoya 'kCnS% mäa rF;a ukfLr ] ,rL; çek.ke~ vfi 
miyCèke~ vfLr A u dsoya rkonso vfirq ;s fo}kal% rkfu çek.kkfu –"VoUr% rs vfi v³~xhdqoZfUr ;r~ Hkkjra foKku&{ks=s 
vR;Ura lqfodflr% ns'k% vklhr~ A Hkkjrh;&_"k;% oSKkfudk% p lw{er;k foKkuL; fofHkUus"kq {ks=s"kq fpUrua lglzo"ksZH;% 
iwoZeso vkjCèkoUr% A ,rr~ rF;a orZekus HkoUr% losZ tkufUr A ,rr~ lo± KkRok vfi ;fn vLekda eu% rk–'khe~ mR—"Vka 
KkulEina Kkrqa u jers rÆg ,rL; Çd dkj.ke~ vfLr ---\

vLekda x`gs [kkfnrqa i;kZIrkfu [kk|&oLrwfu lfUr ] ,rr~ KkRok vfi ;fn o;e~ vU;s"kka x`gs HkkstukFk± xPNke% psr~  
tuk% vLekda fo"k;s Çd ok fpUr;s;q% A ,d&okja f}okja ok xPNke% psr~ dks·fi fdefi u fpUr;fr fdUrq okja okja xRok 
vU;s"kq ,o vkfJrk% Hkoke% psr~ vLekde~ ,o ekugkfu% Hkofr A dspu LokfHkekfuu% rq cqHkqf{krk% lUr% çk.kku~ R;äqa 
fl)k% HkofUr fdUrq vkRelEekuL; mifj ç'ufpàa u lgUrs A rFkSo LoKku&lEin~&fo"k;s vfi vfLr A vLekda ns'ks 
vkè;kfRed&oSKkfud&ckSf)d&okf.kfT;d&KkuL; vf}rh;k lEin~ vfLr] rFkkfi o;e~ vU;s"kq ¼if'peh&Kkus½  
vkfJrk% Le% ,"k% nq%[kL; fo"k;% vfLr A HkoUr% vkReLokfHkekuL; tkxj.ka —Rok laL—re~ vo';a iBUrq ] Hkkjrh;ka  
Kku&lEina tkuUrq p A ,rnFkZe~ vLekda egkfo|ky;s mÙke% volj% vfi vfLr A

lksukyh Çlx
bysDVªkWfuDl~] f}rh; o"kZe~

iz/kku&laikfndk
laLd`r foHkkx

¼vfudsr] lksukyh] ruh"kk] fi;q"k½



izKk&dsUnze~ 
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ARCEON'19

fdeFk± laL—re~---\

çk- HkkypUægjnkl%
dsUækfèkdkjh & çKkdsUæe~&RCOEM&ukxiqje~

Jhjkensockck vfHk;kfU=dh ,oa çcUèku&egkfo|ky;% foxr&}kH;ka o"kkZH;ka jkf"Vª;laL—r&laLFkkuL; 

vukSipkfjd&laL—rf'k{k.k&dsUæL; l´pkyua dqoZu~ vfLr A vLekda —rs egr% g"kZL; fo"k;% vfLr ;r~ 

vfHk;kfU=dh&çcUèku&Nk=k.kka —rs laL—rkè;;uL; volj% vLekda ifjljs ,o vfLr A laL—rL; oSf'k"Vîa fde~ vfLr 

bfr losZ tuk% tkufUr fdUrq laL—ra u tkufUr A  dfBuk Hkk"kk vfLr ] èkkÆedh Hkk"kk vfLr bR;kn;% feF;kçpkjk% lekts 

cgo% tk;ekuk% lfUr A ,rk–'kku~ feF;kçpkjku~ çk;% rs ,o tuk% —roUr% ;s dnkfi laL—ra u ifBroUr% u p rfLeu~ 

miyCèkL; lkfgR;L; voyksdua —roUr% A o;a lqf'kf{krk% ukxfjdk% dqçpkjdk.kka opus"kq foÜokla u dqeZ% çR;qr 

okLrfodrk dk vfLr bfr Lo;a i';ke% A ;fn Hkkjrh;k% ,rfLeu~ foKku&;qxs Lo;e~ vuqHkoa u çkIuqoUr% dqçpkjdk.kka 

tukuka opus"kq ,o foÜokla dfj";fUr rÆg vLekda f'k{kk;k% egÙoe~ ,o u Hkfo";fr A o;e~ v|kfi fuj{kjk% bfr laKke~ 

,o çkIL;ke% A

laL—rs vR;qR—"Vk 
l³~xhrdyk vfLr

laL—rs vf}rh;e~ 

vkè;kfRed&fpUrue~ vfLr

vkReLokfHkekuL; 

tkxj.kk; laL—re~

laL—rs 
vf}rh;a 

jkf"Vª;&fpUrue~ 
vfLr

laL—rs vR;qR—"Va 
ç—fr&fpUrue~ vfLr

laL—rs vR;qR—"Va lkekftda 
fpUrue~ vfLr
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laL—re~

t;çdk'k%
esdsfudy~&çFkeo"kZe~

ns'ks fons'ks tuekuls p 

fn'kklq ps;a foruksfr esèkke~ A

us;a lqekrk u p 'kkjns;a 

ok.khLo:ik lqjHkkjrh;e~ AA 1

eU=Lo:ik lqjlsfors;a 

yksds çfl)k [kyq nsoHkk"kk A

tuk% lqc)k% fuf[kys fg foÜos 

lw=a rFkkL;k% ijeç—"Ve~ AA2

yksds p osn lqfojkftrs;a 

uSds"kq 'kkL=s"kq lqthfors;e~ A

vklhfn;a çkfxg ekr`Hkk"kk

lek–rs;a tuekuls p AA 3

èkeZL; fpUrk u dnkfi Hkkfr

foÜoL; dY;k.keHkhfIlra fg A

leku:ik euqtk HkofUr 

Hkækf.k i';Urq lnk fg yksdk%AA 4

Kkua fg lo± fujis{kHkkoa 

lquhfr;qäa fonèkkfr rdZe~ A

laLdkj'khyk% jlHkko;qäk%

iBfUr losZ tMrka fogk; AA 5

uSo fDy"Vk u  p dfBuk 

vuqHko% 
esdsfudy~&çFkeo"kZe~

lqjllqcksèkk foÜoeuksKk

yfyrk â|k je.kh;k

ve`rok.kh laL—rHkk"kk

uSo fDy"Vk u p dfBuk AA

dfodksfdy&okYehfd&fojfprk

jkek;.kje.kh;dFkk

vrho&ljyk eèkqje´~tqyk

uSo fDy"Vk u p dfBuk AA 1

O;klfojfprk x.ks'kfyf[krk

egkHkkjrs iq.;dFkk

dkSjo&ik.Mo&l³~xjefFkrk

uSo fDy"Vk u p dfBuk AA 2

dq#{ks=&lejk³~x.k&xhrk

foÜoofUnrk Hkxon~xhrk

ve`reèkqjk deZnhfidk

uSo fDy"Vk u p dfBuk AA 3

dfodqyxq#&uo&jlksUes"ktk

_rqj?kqdqekj dfork

foØe&'kkdqUry&ekyfodk

uSo fDy"Vk u p dfBuk AA 4 
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ARCEON'19

dFkk &

nsoHkä%

,d% nsoHkä% vklhr~ A  l% çfrfnua Hkä~;k nsoL; iwtua oUnua p djksfr Le A l% loZnk çkFkZ;rs Le ;r~ & 

^^nso !  —i;k eáe~ vkjksX;a nnkrq ] èkua nnkrq** bfr A l% fdf´~pr~ vfi ifjJea u djksfr Le A nso% lkgk¸;a 

dfj";fr bfr rL; foÜokl% vklhr~ A 

,dfLeu~ fnus l% o`"kHk'kdVsu xPNu~ vklhr~ ] e`.ekxZ% vklhr~ A rnk o`"Vs% vkjEHk% vHkor~ A ?k.Vk=;a 

fujUrja o`f"V% vHkor~ A e`.ekxZ% vklhr~ vr% rL; 'kdVL; ,da pØa ,dfLeu~ xrsZ virr~ A l% mifo'; & Þ nso 

—i;k lkgk¸;a djksrq ] vga Hkor% Hkä% vfLe A** bfr çkFkZuka —roku~ A rfLeu~ le;s ,d% lTtu% r= vkxroku~ A 

l% Hkäa –"V~ok i`"Voku~ & ̂ ^Hkks fe= ! fdf´~pr~ lkgk¸;e~ vko';da ok \ bfr A rnk Hkä% mäoku~ & ̂ ^Hkor% lkgk¸;a 

u vko';de~ ] nso% vfLr ] l% ,o lkgk¸;a djksfr** bfr A rnk lTtu% rr% xroku~ A fdf´~pr~ le;L; vuUrje~ 

,d% vU;% lTtu% r= vkxroku~ A l% vfi rnso i`"Voku~  & Hkks fe= ! fdf´~pr~ lkgk¸;e~ vko';da ok \ bfr A rnk 

l% Hkä% ra lTtue~ vfi rFkSo mäoku~ &  ^^Hkor% lkgk¸;a u vko';de~] nso% vfLr ] l% ,o lkgk¸;a djksfr** 

bfr A rnk l% lTtu% vfi rr% xroku~ A fdf´~pr~ le;L; vuUrja o`f"V% vfèkdk vHkor~ A tya rL; d.Bi;ZUre~ 

vkxre~ A rnk iqu% ,d% vU;% lTtu% r= vkxroku~ ra Hkäa i`"Voku~ p & Hkks fe= ! fdf´~pr~ lkgk¸;e~ vko';da 

ok \ bfr A rnk Hkä% iqu% mäoku~ & ̂ ^Hkor% lkgk¸;a u vko';de~]  nso% vfLr] l% ,o lkgk¸;a djksfr** bfr A rnk 

l% r`rh;% lTtu% vfi rr% xroku~ A o`f"V% fujUrja oèkZrs Le ,rLekr~ dkj.kkr~ l% nsoHkä% tys fueXu% tkr% ] 

fdf´~pr~ le;L; vuUrja rL; e`R;q% vHkor~ A e`R;ks% vuUrja l% Hkä% LoxZyksda xroku~ A r= l% nsoa i`"Voku~ & 

^^Hkoku~ fdeFk± ee lkgk¸;a u —roku~ \** bfr A rnk & nso% mäoku~ &^^Hkor% lkgk¸;a drqZe~ vga f=okje~ 

vkxroku~ A HkoUra i`"Voku~ & lkgk¸;e~ vko';da ok \ bfr ] fdUrq Hkoku~ v³~xhdkja u —roku~ A ;fn Hkoku~ 

ç;Rue~ ,o u djksfr rÆg vga dFka Hkor% lkgk¸;a dfj";kfe \ rnk HkäL; Kkuksn;% vHkor~ A ;fn o;a ç;Rua dqeZ% 

rnk ,o nso% lkgk¸;a djksfr A 

rfu"kk

dEI;wVj lkbal

m|e% lkgl% èkS;± cqf)% 'kfä% ijkØe% A

"kMsrs ;= orZUrs r= nso% lkgk¸;—r~ AA
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ljyHkk"kk laL—re~ ---------- fpUrue~

ih;w"k% & bysDVªhdy~&çFkeo"kZe~

laL—rHkk"kk;ka yksdfgra fufgre~ vfLr A

laL—rHkk"kk çkfpurek Hkk"kk vfLr A foÜoL; lokZlka Hkk"kk.kka tuuh laL—rHkk"kk ,o vfLr A ,"kk nsoHkk"kk vfLr 

rFkkfi dspu tuk% ,o laL—rHkk"k;k nSfuda O;ogkja dqoZfUr A ,"kk oSKkfudh Hkk"kk vfLr A vr% ,rL;k% vè;;ue~ 

vR;Ura ljye~ vfLr A lekts dspu tuk% nq"çpkja —roUr% ;r~ laL—ra dfBuk Hkk"kk vfLr A rs"kka nq"çpkjL; mís';k% ds 

vklu~ bfr rq o;a u tkuhe% fdUrq rs"kka nq"çpkjdkj.kr% Hkkjrh;k% LoHkk"kka R;äoUr% A 

;fn dkfpr~ fiihfydk ioZrL; [kuua dfj";fr rÆg fu'p;su rL;k% —rs ,rr~ dk;Ze~ vR;Ura dfBua Hkfo";fr 

fdUrq ew"kdL; —rs rnso dk;± ljya Hkfo";fr A fdeFkZe~ ,rr~ ---\ ;rksfg fiihfydk;k% ew"kdL; p dk;Z{kerk;ka Hksn% 

vfLr A dk;Z{kerk;ka Hksndkj.kr% ,o fiihfydk onfr ;r~ ioZrL; [kuudk;Ze~ vR;Ura dfBue~ vfLr ] çR;wr~  ew"kd% 

rnso dk;Ze~ vR;Ura ljye~ bfr ofn";fr A rFkSo Hkkjrh;k% o;e~ vfi laL—ra dfBue~ vfLr bfr mä~ok ,rL; çek.ka 

nn~e% ;r~ vLekda dk;Z{kerk ¼ ckSf)dLrj%½ vR;Ura U;wuk vfLr bfr A Çd Hkkjrh;kuke~ vLekda —rs ,"k% yTtk;k% 

fo"k;% ukfLr -----\

Hkkjrh;a rÙofpUrua Hkkjrh;xzUFks"kq ;Fkk osnk% mifu"kn% iqjk.kkfu jkek;.ke~ egkHkkjre~ bR;kfn"kq fyf[kre~ 

vfLr A ,rs losZ xzUFkk% laL—rHkk"k;k ,o fyf[krk% lfUr A ,rr~ fpUrua loZFkk oSKkfud&fpUrue~ vfLr A rFkkfi dspu 

tuk% èkeZfo'ks"kL; ere~ mä~ok ,rs"kke~ mis{kka dqoZfUr A fde~ ,"k% O;ogkj% mfpr% ok \ laL—rHkk"kk;ka 

èkkÆedfofèk&foèkku&fo"k;k% vYiek=k;keso lfUr vkfèkD;su rq r= foKkueso vfLr A ds"kk¥~pu tukuka ere~ vfLr 

;r~ rs"kq xzUFks"kq fyf[krk% oSKkfud&va'kk% losZ vU;Hkk"kklq vuqokn&:is.k miyCèkk% lfUr A vr% laL—rL; vko';drk 

ukfLr bfr ] fdUrq vuqoknL; iBusu O;fäfo'ks"kL; fopkjk% iqjr% vkxPNfUr A ewyrÙoa u çkI;rs A ;fn o;a xksnqXèkL; 

vkLoknua drqZe~ bPNke% ] rnFk± iwo± xksnqXèkL; fdykfVdka dqeZ% iqu% r= tya ;kstf;Rok ficke% psr~ l% vkuUn% u çkI;rs 

;% ewynqXèks Hkofr A rFkSo vLekda xzUFkk% nqXèkLo:ik% lfUr A rs"kka ewyrÙoL; vkLoknuk; ewye~ ,o iBuh;a Hkfo";fr A

orZekus rq dspu tuk% ,oe~ vfi onfUr ;r~ ÞlaL—ra e`rHkk"kk vfLrß bfr A ,rsu okD;su ,rr~ fl)a Hkofr ;r~ rs"kka 

Kkue~ vR;Yie~ vfLr A rs vUos"k.ksu fouk ,o fu.kZ;a dqoZfUr ;r~ lalkjs Çd Çd ,rkor~ i;ZUra fo|ekue~ vfLr ] Çd Çd 

ukfLr bfr A laL—rHkk"kk u dsoya thfork vfLr çR;wr~ v|kfi ,"kk oSfÜodKkuL; iks"k.ka drq± loZFkk leFkkZ vfLr A 

,rL;k% vè;;usu vU;Hkk"kk.kke~ vè;;ua ljya Hkofr A

,rkor~ i;ZUra fo}kal% laL—rHkk"kk;k% fo'ks"krka O;k[;ku:is.k cksèk;fUr Le A fdUrq bnkuhUru% le;% 

çek.kL; vfLr A vr% fo}fn~Hk% mäk% fo'ks"krk% Çd okLrfoda lR;e~ vfLr bfr çek.ka çkIrqa tuk% Lo;a laL—ra iBUr% 

lfUr A Lo;e~ vuqHkoa çkI; rs vkRelUrks"ka çkIuqofUr ;r~ fo}kal% ;r~ onfUr rr~ loZFkk lR;e~ vfLr A u dsoya rs çek.ka 

çkI; mifo'kfUr çR;wr brks·fi xHkhja laL—r&vè;;ua drq± rs mRlkfgrk% HkofUr A

orZekus losZ  tuk% ] u dsoya Hkkjrh;k% vfi rq oSnsf'kdk% vfi okLrfod&lR;su ifjfprk% lfUr A vr% rs losZ 

egrk ifjJes.k laL—ra iBfUr A foxrs"kq o"ksZ"kq ;s tuk% laL—rL; fojksèka dqoZUr% vklu~  vèkquk rs Lo;a onfUr ;r~ laL—rsu 

u dsoye~ vkè;kfRed fodkl% 'kD;rs vfirq HkkSfrd% ] lkaL—frd% ] pkfjf=d% ] 'kkjhfjd% ] ckSf)d% ] O;olkf;d% 

oSKkfud% ] rduhdhrU=fodklk% p bR;kn;% vfi 'kD;Urs A

laL—rkè;;usu ,rr~ txr~ ijeksUuÇr çfr xPNfr --- A Çd HkoUr% txrk lg l´~pfyrqe~ bPNfUr -------\
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foKkue;a laL—re~--------

vfudsr% 
bysDVªhdy~&çFkeo"kZe~

laL—re~ bfr uke JqRok tuk% fpUr;fUr ;r~ ,"kk èkeZlaL—rs% if.MroxZL; Hkk"kk vfLr bfr A fdUrq rs laL—rL; 

okLrfoda Lo:ia u tkufUr A rs"kka fpUrue~ vfLr ;r~ laL—rs foKkua ukfLr bfr A ,rk–'ka opua rs ,rnFk± onfUr ;r% 

mÙkjnkf;u% o;a dnkfi rsH;% laL—rL; okLrfodLo:ia u nÆ'kroUr% A vr% rs u tkufUr ;r~ laL—rs foKkufo"k;s Çd Çd 

dk;± tkre~ vfLr A

v= vfLr d'pu ys[k% ̂ ^laL—ra foKkue;e~** bfr çek.khdrqZe~ ---

laL—ra oSKkfudh Hkk"kk vfLr A vL;ka Hkk"kk;ka o.kZekyk;k% ifjdYiuk vR;Ura oSKkfudk vfLr A ekuo'kjhjL; 

jpuk ÃÜojs.k ;Fkk —rk vfLr rnuqlkja Hkk"kk;k% fuekZ.ka tkre~ vfLr A ,ra fo"k;a çk;s.k losZ tkufUr ,o A ,rL; çek.ke~ 

,rr~ vfLr ;r~ foxrs"kq ekls"kq vesfjdkns'kL; 'kksèklaLFkk NASA& bR;L; oSKkfudk% mäoUr% ;r~ lw;Z% 'kkUr% ukfLr A 

lw;kZr~ fujUrja ,d% fo'ks"k% èofu% fuxZPNfr A ;nk oSKkfudS% rL; èous% fo"k;s vuqlUèkkua —ra rnk Kkra ;r~ l% èofu% 

dkjL; ukn% vfLr A Hkkjrh;oSKkfudk% lglzo"ksZH;% iwoZeso  dkjL; egÙoa tx}~;kÇIr p mäoUr% A

Hkkjrh;k% o;a çk;% nSfuds thous ^^guqeku~ pkfylk** bR;L; ikBa dqeZ% A guqeku~ pkfylk;ke~ ,dk if³~ä% 

vfLr – ^^tqx lglz ;kstu ij Hkkuq fyY;k rkfg eèkqj Qy tkuq A**  ,rL;ka i³~äkS Hkkjrh;fpUrdk% onfUr ;r~ i`Foh 

lw;Zr% fd;r~ nwja fLFkrk vfLr v= çek.ka nh;rs A rs ̂ tqx lglz ;kstu * bfr onfUr A tqx lglz ;kstu ,rL;k% x.kuk;k% 

oSfÜoda ekua çkIuqe% psr~ vR;Ura lw{ee~ vUrja çkI;rs A rr~ vUrje~ mis{kk;ksX;% bfr foÜooSKkfudk% v³~xhdqoZfUr A 

;|fi ,rfLeu~ fo"k;s cgwuka tukuka eroSfoè;e~ vfi çkI;rs fdUrq ,rr~ rq lR;e~ vfLr ;r~ ;fLeu~ le;s foÜoa 

thoui)rs% fodkla dqoZr~ vklhr~ rfLeu~ le;s Hkkjrs u dsoya oSKkfudk% vfi rq do;% vfi foKkuL; fpUrua dqoZUr% 

vklu~ A 

laL—rs 108 bR;L;k% l³~[;k;k% vrhoa egÙoe~ vfLr A lw;Z% i`Fohr% fd;r~ nwje~ vfLr bR;L; ljy:is.k 

funsZ'kk; Hkkjrh;kuka dFkue~ vfLr ;r~ i`FO;k% O;klL; 108 xqf.kra l³~[;kekue~ ,o i`Fohlw;Z;ks% eè;s nwjh orZrs A

lw;Zi`FO;ks% eè;s nwjh =  108 x i`FO;k% O;kl%

rFkSo pUæL; fo"k;s vfi rFkSo ifjdYiuk vfLr A pUæL; O;klL; 108 xqf.kra l³~[;kekue~ i`FohpUæ;ks% eè;s nwjh 

vfLr A 

i`FohpUæ;ks% eè;s nwjh = 108 x pUæL; O;kl%

lw;ZL; O;kl% fd;ku~ vfLr ;nk ,"k% ç'u% vkxPNfr rnk Hkkjrh;k% onfUr ;r~ i`FO;k% O;klL; 108 xqf.kra lw;ZL; 

O;kl% vfLr A

lw;ZL; O;kl% = 108 x i`FO;k% O;kl%

 ,"kk  Hkkjrh;k ifjdYiuk vfLr A ,rka ifjdYiuka foÜooSKkfudk% vfi v³~xhdqoZfUr A Hkkjrh;kuka oSKkfuda fpUrue~ 

miLFkkif;rqa dsoya f}=k% va'kk% ,o v= mfYyf[krk% lfUr A ,rk–'kkfu lglz'k% mnkgj.kkfu lfUr ;su fl)a Hkofr ;r~ 

Hkkjrh;k% xzUFkk% losZ vfi foKkue;k% lfUr A vr% laL—ra foKkue;e~ bfr dFkua 'kr&çfr'kra lR;e~ vfLr A

ARCEON'19
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vkstLojk 

bysDVª‚fuDl~&prqFkZo"kZe~

v|rua ;qxa loZJs"Brk;k% ;qxe~ vfLr A ;L; 

ikÜosZ loZJs"Ba rÙoe~ vfLr ] lalkjs rL; ,o vknj% Hkofr A 

Hkkjrh;kuke~ vLekda ikÜosZ Hkkjrh;k laL—fr% ] Hkkjrh;k% 

laLdkjk% ] Hkkjrh;k thoui)fr% ] Hkkjrh;k% fopkjk% 

lqlaL—rk lqEiUuk p oSKkfudh Hkk"kk  bR;knhfu 

loZJs"BrÙokfu lfUr A rFkkfi oSfÜods e¥~ps Hkkjrh;kuka 

Çd LFkkue~ vfLr -----  bfr vkRekoyksduL; fo"k;% 

vfLr A

foÜos HkkjrL; Js"Brka çek.khdrqZe~ vLekda ikÜosZ 

v|kfi _f"kfHk% çnÙkk vrqyuh;k lEin~ orZrs ] fdUrq 

vLekde~ vkReLokfHkekue~ ,o lqIre~ vfLr A o;a 

Hkkjrhiq=k% ek;ktkyL; xguoukr~ cfg% vkxR; 

LodÙkZO;L; fpUrua dqeZ% A

gs LokfHkeku ! mfÙk"B ---

psru% 

bysDVª‚fuDl~&r`rh;o"kZe~

'kSys 'kSys u ekf.kD;a ekSfäda u xts xts A

lTtuk% u fg loZ= pUnua u ous ous AA

;Fkk losZ"kq ioZrs"kq ekf.kD;a u Hkofr ] losZ"kka xtkuka 

dqEHkLFkys ekSfäda u Hkofr ] losZ"kq ous"kq pUnuo`{k% u 

Hkofr] rFkSo lTtuk% loZ= u feyfUr A

,"k% 'yksd% l³~dsra djksfr ;r~ ;Fkk lTtuk% 

loZ= u feyfUr rFk So mÙkek% voljk% vfi 

lTtu&l–'kk% HkofUr A ,rs loZnk loZ= p dnkfi u 

çkI;Urs A ^çKkdsUæe* bfr vLekda egkfo|ky;s 

laL—rf'k{k.kfoHkkx% vfLr A v= ljyekè;esu 

ljylaL—rsu lEHkk"k.kL; ikBua Hkofr A

vLekda egkfo|ky;L; egr~ lkSHkkX;e~ vfLr ;r~ 

vfHk;kfU=dh&çcUèkuNk=k.kka —rs laL—rHkk"kka ifBrqe~ 

mÙke% volj% vLekda egkfo|ky;s ,o vfLr A ;Fkk 

pUnuo`{kk% los Z"k q ous"k q u HkofUr rFkSo los Z"k q 

vfHk;kfU=dh&egkfo|ky;s"kq laL—ra ifBrqe~ volj% 

ukfLr A vr% mÙkeL; voljL; o;a 'kr&çfr'kra ykHka 

çkIuqe% ] laL—ra ifBRok HkkjrL; okLrfoda oSHkoa tkuhe% 

] laL—ra iBuk; tutkxj.ka dqeZ% ] vkRexkSjoa p 

vuqHkoke% --- A

volj% ---
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In the recent Experinment conducted 
in the NASA it is Proven that the 
structure grammar ( Vyakaran)  of 
samskrit  is most suit for “Artificial 

Intelligence”  When the initial 
Attempts at machine translation failed , 
trials at teaching defferent languages to 

the computer also failed. 
In samskrit Syntax the Kartari And 

Karmani  ( Active and Passive Voice ) 
expressions lay emphasis on 

conveying an idea and not on word to 
word translation. 

Samskritam for Machine level AA laL—rs foKkue~ AA

l³~dfyr% ys[k%

vLekda 
    LokfHkekue~---

Physiological effects of 
reading samskrit are similar to 

those of meditation.
A recent study by Dr. Fred 

Travis , HOD ,Dept of  
Neurophysics  Maharshi 

University confirmed that 
reading samskrit verses  have 

profound  physiological effects 
on the nervous system and the 

human brain

Samskritam and Brain 
Functions

fo

Kk

u

e

;h

la

L—

fr%

fo

Kk

u

e

;h

la

L—

fr%

n.MS'pØs'p nUrS'p ljf.kHkze.kkfnfHk% A
'käs#Riknua Çd ok ;U=eqP;ps AA                         &        ;U=k.kZoe~ 
System for generation of Energy through or continuous 
rotation of shafts, wheels or wedges is called a machine.
la;ksx&foHkkx&osxkuka deZ lekue~                    & oS'ksf"kdn'kZue~
Motion is the cause of conjunction , disjunction and velocity.
xq#Ro&ç;Ru&la;ksxke~ mR{ksi.ke~                        & oS'ksf"kdn'kZue~
Upward throw is result of force applied against gravitation.
rLekn~ ok ,rLeknkReu vkdk'k% lEHkwr%A vkdk'kk}k;q%A ok;ksjfXu% A 
vXusjki% A vn~H;% i`fFkoh – rSfÙkfj;                               & mifu"kr~
From that ( Absolute Cause) ether came from ether the air, 
from air the fire , from fire the water and from water the earth.

2 2AC   = AB  + BC  – this theorem now know as Pythagoras 
theorem was know to Indians 1000 years before Pythagoras. –  

2

nh?kZprqjlzL;k{.k;k jTtq% ikÜoZekuh fr;ZXekuh p ;Ri`FkXHkwrs 
dq#rLrnqHk;a djksfr AA                                    & 'kqYclq=e~ ] cksèkk;u% 

the areas of the squares produced separately by the length Breadth of 
a rectangular together equal the area of square produced by the diagonal.

Test Tube Baby
l=s g tkrkfof"krk ueksfHk% dqEHks jsr% flf"kprq% lekue~ A
rrks g eku mnh;k; eè;kr~ rrks tkre`f"kekgqoZfl"Be~ AA
                                                                                 _Xosn% – 7-33-13

Consecrated for the sacrifice, propitiated by praises, they ( Mitra and Varun) 
poured a common effusion into the water Jar, from which Mana (Agastya) 

and Vasishtha were born. Mirta and Varun, 
the deities mentioned in the Vedas developed Agastya and Vasishtha in the 
utensil called VASATIVARA. ( a compact Abode of liquid). Later in the 

Mahabharat period test-tube babies were developed.
Kripa and Drona were test-tube babies.
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